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During the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, Venetian society and politics
could be considered as a “polychoral culture.” The imagination of the republic rested upon a
shared set of social attitudes and beliefs. The political structure included several social groups
that functioned as identifiable entities; republican ideologies construed them together as parts of
a single harmonious whole. Venice furthermore employed notions of the republic to bolster
political and religious independence, in particular from Rome.
As is well known, music often contributes to the production and transmission of
ideology, and polychoral music in Venice was no exception. Multi-choir music often
accompanied religious and civic celebrations in the basilica of San Marco and elsewhere that
emphasized the so-called “myth of Venice,” the city’s complex of religious beliefs and historical
heritage. These myths were shared among Venetians and transformed through annual rituals into
communal knowledge of the republic. Andrea and Giovanni Gabrieli and other Venetian
composers wrote polychoral pieces that were structurally homologous with the imagination of
the republic. Through its internal structures, polychoral music projected the local ideology of
group harmony. Pieces used interaction among hierarchical choirs – their alternation in dialogue
and repetition – as rhetorical means, first to create the impression of collaboration or
competition, and then to bring them together at the end, as if resolving discord into concord.
Furthermore, Giovanni Gabrieli experimented with the integration of instrumental choirs and
recitative within predominantly vocal multi-choir textures, elevating music to the category of a

theatrical religious spectacle. He also adopted and developed richer tonal procedures belonging
to the so-called “hexachordal tonality” to underscore rhetorical text delivery.
If multi-choir music remained the central religious repertory of the city, contemporary
single-choir pieces favored typical polychoral procedures that involve dialogue and repetition
among vocal subgroups. Both repertories adopted clear rhetorical means of emphasizing
religious notions of particular political significance at the surface level. Venetian music
performed in religious and civic rituals worked in conjunction with the myth of the city to project
and reinforce the imagination of the republic, promoting a glorious image of greatness for La
Serenissima.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
During the sixteenth century, Venice was the only surviving example of a republic among
Italian cities. La Serenissima kept its elective government and political independence into the
sixteenth century and beyond, while by 1500 other states had abandoned republican organization
and were ruled by princely monarchies. Venetians were acutely aware of the problems and
advantages that their state presented. If they criticized the shortcomings, they also celebrated the
advantages: in their republic, they saw the sole possibility of producing beauty in freedom,
according to Greek and Roman ideals.
In order to maintain the stability of the republic, Venetian political structure rested upon
the separation and decentralization of offices. The main governmental bodies were open only to
the top group within the social hierarchy, the patricians; today we tend to regard their rule as
overtly hegemonic. Still, the political structure of the republic included all social groups by
allowing lower strata, citizens and commoners, to perform lesser administrative duties. The
social and political order assigned a different hierarchal position and set of political privileges to
each group. Individual ranks interacted with each other to defend their interests, sometimes in
less than peaceful ways, yet they somehow came together to form the single entity of the
republic, producing an image of a harmonious whole at least within their collective mind.
The imagination of the republic was largely rooted upon the so-called “myth of Venice”
that strengthened the city‟s political and religious legitimacy, which was comprised of religious
beliefs and historical legends of the state shared across social groups. These stories could
become truth only when legitimized through power relations. During the sixteenth century,
Venetian writers, such as Francesco Sansovino and Gasparo Contarini, provided political
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commentaries that validated the myth. Furthermore, Venetians transmitted it through various
civic rituals, and elevated it to the level of official image of the republic. These rituals were
public and enjoyed lavish musical accompaniments.
Venetian sacred music reinforced that image in ways both overt or rhetorical and covert
or structural, and assumed the category of prime ideological instrument of the republic. The
present study aims to unravel the ideological roles of polychoral music in the sixteenth-century
Venetian republic. Structural homology is the basic albeit hidden connection between
polychoralism and the republic. The division into multiple choirs paralleled the city‟s social
structure. Moreover, individual choirs interact with each other and create impressions of
competition or conflict which nevertheless results in a harmonious tutti. The division of a single
musical texture into multiple hierarchical choirs related through complex interaction is
homologous to the plural structure of a republic comprising identifiable groups of different status.
At the surface level, polychoral music accompanied Venetian rituals and reinforced important
notions of the republic through the rhetorical delivery of the text, and by doing so, music
contributed to the ideological transmissions that aimed at strengthening the city‟s religious
identity and political independence, especially from Rome. In Venice, the practice of polychoral
music was deeply embedded within the city‟s collective mentality, and polychoral procedures
became so central that they influenced even the most traditional genre, single-choir repertory.
No study has addressed the relation between structures and ideas of the Venetian republic
and local repertories of sacred music, and has discussed in detail the polychoral procedures that
contributed to the transmission of key ideological notions in terms of rhetorical text delivery.
Extant literature covers musical activities, repertory, and their ritual occasions in sixteenth- and
early-seventeenth-century Venice. James H. Moore‟s study about the music chapel at San Marco
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in the seventeenth century constitutes a prime institutional study.1 He describes the chapel at
length, and focuses on the placement of musicians within the Basilica, in connection with an
examination of seventeenth-century repertory.2 His study is supported by copious archival
sources, which provide information that helps in examining the life and roles of musicians in the
musical chapel as well as the liturgical tradition at San Marco.3 David Bryant discusses Venetian
polychoral music in connection with liturgy and ceremony.4 He demonstrates the function of the
music by comparing the text settings of salmi, motetti, and concerti in his dissertation.5 Bryant
also identifies performance occasions of polychoral pieces by several composers, focusing on
Andrea Gabrieli‟s “collected works” of 1587, and suggests that the collection covers the
ceremonial repertory of Venice during the author‟s tenure at San Marco. Iain Fenlon deals with
the civic image of Venice through the activities at the basilica.6 He discusses ritual and music at
commemorations of the victory of Lepanto.7 Fenlon describes the detailed ceremonial
procedures and musical works that celebrated the largest and most important victory of the
republic during the sixteenth century.
On the side of stylistic studies, Anthony Carver deals with Venetian polychoral music
from a wider perspective, including the history of the genre, its musical features, and performing

1

James Harold Moore. Vespers at St. Mark‟s: Music of Alessandro Grandi, Giovanni Rovetta and
Francesco Cavalli, vol. 1 (Michigan: UMI Research Press, 1979).
2

Ibid., 103-10.

3

Moore provides vast numbers of documents in Appendix of his book, ibid., 231-312.

4

David Bryant, “Liturgy, Ceremonial and Sacred Music in Venice at the Time of the CounterReformation” (Ph.D. diss., University of London, 1981).
5

Ibid., 118-132.

6

Iain Fenlon, Music and Culture in Late Renaissance Italy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002).

7

Iain Fenlon, The Ceremonial City: History, Memory, and Myth in RenaissanceVenice (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 2007).
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occasions.8 He places the Venetian repertory as the grand climax within a narrative of the
compositional development and textual expansion of polychoral music. In addition, Carver
discusses relationships and influences between Venetian and other similar repertories. Other
scholars have also studied Venetian polychoral music of the late sixteenth and the early
seventeenth centuries, focusing on the Gabrielis. Both Denis Arnold and Egon Kenton wrote
monographs on Giovanni Gabrieli that includes discussions of his polychoral pieces.9 Kenton
catalogues and analyzes each collection of Giovanni‟s music in detail. John Flower‟s
groundbreaking dissertation focuses on Giovanni‟s Symphoniae Sacrae (1597) by examining
individual musical traits.10 Richard Charteris explores different early sources, including AustroGerman anthologies, to identify Giovanni Gabrieli‟s new pieces, and he also speculates about the
performing traditions of Venetian polychoral repertory by studying both manuscripts and print
sources.11
The present study casts a new light on the Venetian polychoral repertory by examining
ideological notions of the republic in relation to the analysis of polychoral procedures and other
musical characteristics. The first chapter deals with the theoretical basis, and the second and
third ones present the historical information necessary for the understanding of the project.
Three analytical chapters examine Venetian musical repertory in terms of structures and
procedures within polychoral pieces, the influence of these procedures in the less determined
single-choir medium, and the rhetorical emphasis on important ideas in all of the repertory.
8

Anthony F. Carver, Cori Spezzati, vol. 1 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1988).

9

Denis Arnold, Giovanni Gabrieli and the Music of the Venetian High Renaissance (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1979) and Egon Kenton, Life and Works of Giovanni Gabrieli (Rome: American Institute of
Musicology, 1967).
10

John A. Flower, “Giovanni Gabrieli‟s Sacrae Symphoniae (1597)” (Ph.D., diss., University of Michigan,

1955).
11

Richard Charteris, “The Performance of Giovanni Gabrieli‟s Vocal Works: Indications in the Early
Sources,” Music and Letters, vol. 71, no. 3 (Aug, 1990): 336-351.
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Chapter II deals with methodological issues. I examine ideology as a collective mental
phenomenon, and Foucault‟s approach to the relation between power and knowledge in order to
propose an understanding of how discourses play an ideological role within social power
relations. I also introduce the idea of a polychoral culture, in which social and musical structures
adopt similar shapes (homology). The multiplicity of groups in Venetian society can be
understood as correlating to polychoralism, a type of music that suggests the coexistence of ideas
of harmony and competition within the republican state. Chapter III focuses on Venice itself.
Social order and political structure are examined. I argue that political and economic
relationships among groups contributed to creating a sense of balance that was incorporated into
the notion of the republic. I furthermore discuss the myth of Venice, which surfaces as local
shared beliefs in relation to ideal images of the republic. Chapter VI deals with ritual practices in
the sixteenth century, especially at San Marco. Religious rituals are considered to be ideological
sites from both religious and political viewpoints. In order to understand the participation of
music within religious rituals, I address the calendar of Venetian feasts, the organization of
music groups at San Marco and other local institutions as well, and the Venetian polychoral
repertory and its composers.
In chapter V, I analyze selected polychoral works by focusing on textural, formal,
harmonic, and instrumental procedures. Multiple-choir pieces draw on a single “master plot,” as
it were, by creating a sense of collaboration or competition between choirs that is resolved into
unity and harmony at the end that are homologous to the way Venetian society and politics were
imagined to work. This chapter also explores the Venetian musical difference, namely the
employment of a new musical language especially in Giovanni Gabrieli‟s works that further
underpins the sense of a Venetian independence from Rome. In chapter VI, I discuss the use of
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polychoral procedures within single-choir pieces. Non-polychoral (single-choir) religious music
includes fleeting structures that sometimes resemble the textures of polychoral compositions.
This “implicit polychoralism,” as I call it, collaborates with multiple-choir pieces in channeling
the deeper socio-political structures of Venice in a derivative or marginal way. The last chapter
considers the ways in which musical works relate directly to ideological aspects of particular
rituals. A study of the music for several important Venetian feasts and one-time ceremonies
demonstrates how music reinforces prime ideological tenets of the republic through the rhetorical
articulation of chosen textual contents at a surface level. Through structural homology, musical
difference, and rhetoric, Venetian sacred music represented the polychoral culture of the republic.
The musical analysis in this study focuses on the Venetian sacred repertory from the later
sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries written by Adrian Willaert, Andrea Gabrieli, Giovanni
Gabrieli, and Giovanni Bassano. In order to uncover the ideological roles of these musical
works, it is necessary to examine the liturgical feasts, in which musical performances took place,
and to explore their relations to the myth of Venice. The information about religious feasts is
found in manuscript sources. The Ceremoniali of Bonifacio (1564) and Pace (1678) contain not
only data on the liturgical calendar but also descriptions and prescriptions of feasts.12 The
Orationale of the basilica of San Marco, first copied in 1567 with later additions in the
eighteenth century, also includes a copy of the liturgical calendar.13 Modern studies written both

12

Bonifacio‟s original manuscript is available at the Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana in Venice: B.N.M.,
Cod. Lat. III-172 (2276): Caeremoniale rituum sacrorum ecclesiae S. Marci Venetiarum, partim latine, partim itale,
ex pluribus libri accrrate comilatum opera Bartholomaei Bonifacii Caeremoniarum magistri (1564). Later copies
are available at the Archivio di Stato Venezia: A.S.V., Conculatore in Jure, Registro 555, A.S.V., Procuratia de
Supra, Registro 98, A.S.V., Procuratia de Supra, Registro 99. Pace‟s original manuscript is available at the
Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana: B.N.M., Codex It VII-1269 (9573), Ceremoniale Magnum sive Raccolta Universale
di tutte le Ceremonie Spettanti alla Ducal Regina Cappela di San Marco. Copies are available at the Biblioteca di
Museo Corer: M.C. Codice Cicogna 2769: Ceremoniale Magnum sive Raccolta Universale di tutte le Ceremonie
Spettanti alla Ducal Regina Cappela di San Marco.
13

M.C. Codice Cicogna 1602: Orationale ad usum Basilicae Ducalis Sancti Marci Venetiarum.
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inside and outside Venice discuss the calendar in detail.14 Venetian printed sources from the late
sixteenth and the early seventeenth centuries help in understanding the myths of Venice and their
transmission through civic rituals. Francesco Sansovino‟s Venetis citta nobilissima et singolare
contains many historical accounts of political and social activities in the city. Gasparo
Contarini‟s De magistratibus et republica Venetorum libri quinque describes the political system
of the city,15 and Paolo Paruta‟s Discorsi Politici argues that Venice was the best example of a
government system in the sixteenth century.16 Several modern studies also discuss the social
structure and political life of the city, among which Edward Muir‟s examination of Venetian
rituals at San Marco deserves mention here.17
The musical sources used in this project chiefly include collections published in Venice
between 1550 and 1615, plus a number of non-Venetian prints and manuscripts that preserved
some of Giovanni Gabrieli‟s output (see chap. VI for more detailed descriptions). All are now
available in modern editions. For the sake of this study, however, I produced my own editions
on the basis of reproductions of the originals.

14

Venetian modern sources are: Biblioteca Agiocrafica Veneziana, Culto dei Santi a Venezia, edited by
Silvio Tramontin (Venezia: Edizioni studium Cattolico Veneziano, 1965) and Fondazione Levi, Musica e Liturgia a
San Marco, Marco di Pasquale (Edizioni Fondazione Levi, 1992).
15

Gasparo Contarini, De magistratibus et republica Venetorum libri quinque (Venice, 1551), translated by
Lewes Lewkenor (London 1599), reprint (Amsterdam: Da Capo Press, 1969).
16

Paolo Paruta, Discorsi Politici, libro secondo (Venice, 1599), reprint edited by Giorgio Candeloro,
(Bologna: Nicola Zanichelli, 1943).
17

Edward Muir, Civic Ritual in Renaissance Venice (New Jersey: Princeton Press, 1981).
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CHAPTER II
IDEOLOGY, POWER, KNOWLEDGE
During the sixteenth century – and in other eras as well – the transmission of ideological
notions often took place within ritual. In Early-Modern Europe, religious ritual coexisted with
different discourses, especially political ones that addressed points such as the sacred power of
monarchy or the harmony of society. As is well known, music is an indispensible component of
rituals, and often contributes to the processes of creation and transmission of ideologies. In
Venice, ritual music performed in sound the social structure of the republic and projected images
of balance and harmony that stressed shared ideals. A special methodology is needed in order to
examine these performances and projections and their ideological connotations.
1. Ideology
Ideology is at best an equivocal term, in dire need of clarification, and its manifold
relationships with music are not a given. The Most Serene Republic of Venice, like any other
major human institution, rested upon power relations that involved individuals and social bodies.
In a society, people group themselves according to their economic status, profession, activity, or
belief. Such social groups chiefly are identified by collective notions that provide social
cohesion, and Venice was no exception. The Venetian social structure was ideologically
imagined as a source of harmony of the republic. In order to establish an effective methodology
to examine the ideological notions of the republic in late-sixteenth- and early-seventeenthcentury Venice, it is necessary to explore the history of ideology and establish how it functions
in connection with power and knowledge. I first examine different types of ideologies to explore
how ideas of ideology can be applied within power relations.
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a. Marxist Ideology
The term “ideology” was first used in the late eighteenth century by Antoine Destutt de
Tracy (1754-1836) to designate a science to trace ideas in a society. Afterwards, the term was
used to designate an object of study, rather than a science. Several scholars and philosophers
contribute to this development.18 In the nineteenth century, Karl Marx (1818-1883) coined his
own version of the idea, usually understood as the false consciousness of the working class,19
and based upon material relations that supposedly structure a capitalist society.20 Within Marx‟s
scheme, society divides itself into the working class, which provides labor, and the ruling class
that owns the means of production. In the author‟s famous dictum, ideology applies to the ideas
of the ruling class, which are the ruling ideas. The proletariat adopts these notions as selfevident even if they do not clarify the people‟s social and economic situation, but rather create a
mask of fake notions, hence becoming false consciousness. They are not the result of scientific
inquiry, but of predominant interests, for which they provide a support held as reasonable and
commonsensical. For Marx, ideology masks the unfairness of labor conditions within industrial
societies. The relationship between commodities and waged labor manifests itself as a prime
reification (or commodity fetishism). The value of individual labor does not depend on the value
of the commodities that it produces, but solely on the wages paid.21 People believe that money,
the generalized object of wealth, is an appropriate reward for their working effort, since it can be
exchanged for commodities, for which they received wages.22 Yet they are mistaken; wages do
18

David Hawkes, Ideology (New York: Routledge, 1996), 55-6.

19

Hawkes, Ideology, 91.

20

Karl Marx, “The German Ideology, Volume One,” from The Portable Karl Marx, translated and
introduced by Eugene Kamenka (New York: Penguin Books, 1983), 169-170.
21

Marx, “Capital Vol. 1,” from ibid., 446-447

22

Marx, “Value, Price and Profit,” from The Portable Karl Marx, translated and introduced by Eugene
Kamenka (New York: Penguin Books, 1983),409-411.
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not cover all the value of labor, since part of it – the “surplus value” – is appropriated by the
owner of the means of production. Ideology is what maintains the illusion of fairness and
preserves the state of affairs. Because it accepts these false beliefs or satisfactions, the working
class continues to provide commodities for the ruling class.
For Marx, ideology establishes and maintains a hierarchical social structure by imposing
upon the working class a false consciousness. This concept is an important component of the
author‟s views of future history. He believed that, once the working class realized that material
relations are illusory and laboring effort is not rightly rewarded, the deception would produce
revolution. Yet Marx‟s ideology does not represent the views of a society as a whole and lacks
flexibility. In order to illuminate social beliefs and power relations across different groups, and
to address an Early-Modern context in which the application of the idea of class is at best subject
to debate, it is necessary to expand the concept of ideology beyond the false consciousness of
material relations.
b. Hegemony and Ideology
The Marxist concept of ideology was reframed by Antonio Gramsci (1891-1937) in the
early twentieth century in terms of a hegemonic tool that ensures the privileges of ruling social
groups within a more flexible interrelation between predominant and subaltern groups.23
Gramsci‟s idea of hegemony aims to explain the power relations of a society according to
persuasion, rather than oppression. Traditionally, ruling groups are thought to exercise power by
force. The idea of hegemony introduces another possibility, namely the exercise of power
through the consent of the ruled groups with their rulers, without however eliminating

23

Hawkes, Ideology, 117, and Georges Duby, “Ideologies in Social History,” in Constructing the Past,
edited by Jacqes Le Goff and Pierre Nora, 151-65 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1974), 153.
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coercion.24 While Marxist ideology is exclusively based on material relations and focuses on the
interests of ruling groups, Gramsci‟s hegemony encompasses everything that mediates between
economic conditions and political interests and beyond, and is distributed through the whole of
civil society life, including education, religion, and other institutions.25 In order to obtain social
consent, dominant groups publicize their points of view throughout society, in the form of
commonsensical views by means of civil institutions such as the school or the media, while they
simultaneously employ acts of coercion through politics.26 In Gramsci‟s opinion, consent implies
the agreement of subalterns with policies or economic situations managed by the ruling group;
however, such agreement is sometimes forced by a lack of alternatives to a given situation. 27
Furthermore, the historical prestige of dominant groups can be a factor of consent if they have
fulfilled social needs over a period of time, creating a stable relationship with subaltern groups.28
In either case, consent stems out of a decision that is conscious, albeit not always free.
At any rate, the ruling class maintains power through a combination of material objects
and ideologies. According to Gramsci, ideological beliefs can be channeled through education,
religious institutions, or the mass media, which are controlled by ruling class, so as to secure its
control of wealth and power. Gramsci established a distinction between traditional ideologies,
which refer to the inflexible model of false consciousness, and organic ideologies, based upon
hegemony.29 The traditional approach supposes the independence of the ruling class and the
24

Terry Eagleton, Ideology (New York: Verso, 1991), 112.

25

Joseph V. Femia, Gramsci‟s Political Thought: Hegemony, Consciousness, and the Revolutionary
Process (Oxford: Clarendonpress, 1981), 24.
26

Ibid., 27-28.

27

Femia calls this type of reluctant consent as pragmatic acceptance. Ibid., 40.

28

Femia designated this type as integral hegemony. He also describes other types; decadent hegemony is
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ignorance and oppression of the proletarian groups; this fixity would make it collapse when the
social balance fluctuates. Organic ideologies exist in-between the ruling philosophy of dominant
groups and the practical realizations of society‟s base.
Since organic approaches include the collective psychology of subaltern groups,
Gramsci‟s concept of ideology can be considered as pure consciousness rather as than false
consciousness.30 He contends that the human consciousness of a given time can understand all
historical events and material changes. Furthermore, structural changes in society are effected
through not only material relations but also ideas. For these reasons, hegemonic ideologies are
conscious processes that encompass both the view of ruling groups and the consent of the
subalterns. The ruling groups consciously express, reproduce, and modify their world views by
adjusting to particular social and political events in order to gain social consent. The concept of
hegemony rests upon a more flexible model of power relations than Marxist ideology. Yet it is
still limited to one-sided applications, since it concentrates only on conscious mental elements
and material relations. Ideologies can indeed contain unconscious or symbolic aspects.31 In
order to explore the plural beliefs of a society, ideologies need to be examined within a broader
perspective furnished by power relations.
c. Meta-Ideology
Recent studies suggest that ideologies can be more general and abstract as compared with
traditional dominant or hegemonic ones.32 All ideology expresses ideas or beliefs that create a
sense of identity or cohesion within a group or among several groups. At the same time, it
30
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reproduces itself so as to confirm those beliefs, ensuring the continuity of a system. Such beliefs
are not facts but perceptions based on political and economical interests and situations, which
manifest themselves not as the consciousness of a single group but as discourses through the
relations of several groups within a society.
In a recent, widely influential work, the Dutch thinker Teun van Dijk explores the
ideological role of discourses in terms of both structure and content.33 He posits that, in order to
understand the use of ideologies in a society, it is possible to study the structure of discourses by
identifying its components and grasping them as systems.34 The contexts where discourses are
emitted define their meanings and interrelations. Ideologies include several different discourses
of varied nature or matter, such as political, economical, or religious. Dijk uses the term “metaideology” to refer to such overarching constructs, and formulates them as a form of collective
knowledge.35 Meta-ideology emerges from power relations through social interaction, embedded
within social network. It helps to stabilize a society and balance power relations. I now turn to a
discussion of these ideas through an overview of Foucault‟s theoretical contributions.
2. Power and Knowledge
Michel Foucault (1926-1984) posits that power, which cannot exist without resistance, is
coextensive with the social body, and that it generates multiple forms of social relations.36 He
also treats knowledge, represented in discourse, as local and different according to time and
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place; he sees it as produced through the exercise of power.37 The idea is demonstrated in
Foucault‟s studies of archaeology and genealogy. While archaeology serves as a methodological
framework for the study of production of knowledge at a given time and place, genealogy helps
to relocate the analysis within power relations proper to a concrete social body, so as to reveal
incidence of ideology in the process and its impact on discourses and cultural practices.
Foucault was skeptical of the application of the notion of ideology to the study of
knowledge as a product of power, particularly if the notion is defined solely on the basis of
psychological and economic relations.38 He furthermore observed that ideology, when
considered as false consciousness, opposes both truth and knowledge.39 His cautions seem to be
directed to ideology when considered in relation to oppression, assuming a top-down model of
power relations. More flexible uses, such as the ones made possible by meta-ideology, enable
ideologies to work within multiple power relations. In this section, I explore how discourse can
function in relation to meta-ideology within a power matrix. First, the concept of power and
knowledge based on the Foucauldian archaeology and genealogy must be examined.
a. Forms of Knowledge
In archaeology, a discourse is a collection of statements that belong to the same
discursive formation, complex entities that consist of objects, mode of enunciation, concepts, and
theoretical constructs or strategies.40 These statements are not necessarily dependent upon
linguistic structures but are signs that can adopt any oral or written formulation, insofar they are
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governed by the rules of formation appropriate in a given time and place.41 Foucault treats
discourses in two different ways; as defined general domain or group of statements – a collection
of objects as it were – or as a regulated practice which employs those statements – a way of
employing those objects according to certain rules.42 Even unwritten or unspoken forms of
communication, if emitted according to certain rules, can be taken as the statements of a
discourse.
Foucault developed the archaeology of knowledge as a methodology for the
understanding of meaning. His work systematically examined the elements of discursive
formations to produce a rigorous theory of the production of knowledge through discourses that
emphasized three elements. First, discourses are local – they respond to contextual conditions
peculiar to a single historical era. Secondly, they stem from power situations – they depend upon
authorities and institutions that validate them. Thirdly, discourses are impersonal – they are
created through the application of rules and procedures shared by the members of a whole
society.
Foucault‟s archaeology focuses on the rules of discursive formations rather than on their
origin or evolution. They emerge as discontinuous entities, separated from each other in time
and place. Since the archaeological approach simply aims to uncover the rules of discourses, a
different methodology is necessary in order to explore their transformations. Foucault developed
genealogy as a way of continuing these studies, a method that incorporates power relations into
the discussion and takes non-discursive elements into consideration. Archaeology is limited as a
methodology because of its abstract and theoretical nature; the genealogical approach, instead,
takes a concrete and practical stance when it combines the examination of discontinuity and
41
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dispersion with that of power relations among subjects. Like archaeology, Foucauldian
genealogy is immanent; it does not address origin or finality, nor universal concept or continuous
development, but focuses on local relations of cultural practices to their present.
The genealogy of knowledge allows for the impersonal structure of discourse to be
related to history, without attempting to produce causal explanations of a given situation through
its past; Foucault evades such interpretations and insist on the accidental character of historical
events.43 From the point of view of archaeology, discourses are only connected to their present
and reject any pre-existing condition; from genealogy, instead, they are seen as a succession
within changing power relations. Foucault does not include consciousness among the factors
that determine such processes but considers them as contingent. Since there is no intentional
shift from one condition to another, the formation of knowledge is discontinuous, but at the same
time it is produced sequentially by multiple causes. Genealogy addresses cultural practices in
relation to their present in order to reveal how subjects are constituted through what they do,
think, say.44 Foucauldian genealogy works as a critique that involves three conceptual axes,
namely power, truth, and the subject, in relation to each other.45 As discussed above,
archaeology reveals the condition of truth through knowledge in a given domain, which
sometimes works as the ideology of a society. Genealogy brings into play the complicities of
knowledge with power. Human subjects, individual or collective, exist within webs of power
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relations, without which society cannot subsist, and maintain or transform their relations with
social structures through ideological notions.46 It is now necessary to discuss power relations.
b. Power Relations
Power is exercised by means of actions performed upon other actions throughout social
networks.47 It often emerges as the result of an act of government, be it through a law or decree,
or by an individual or collective subject.48 Foucault analyzes power relations according to the
following categories: a system of differentiations, the types of objectives, the means of
producing power relations, the forms in which power is converted into institutions, and the
degree of rationalization that intervenes in the process.49 He also calls attention to the
development of power strategies within struggles to achieve an objective, establishing an
advantage, or gaining a victory.50
Power and knowledge are integrated and depend on each other. Knowledge consists of
statements that are rendered true on the basis of a particular perception of reality: the
legitimation of knowledge – establishing what is true or false – is an act of power. According to
Foucault, truth is unique to each particular society, which possesses its own régime of
truthfulness and its own system for discourse legitimation.51 Power relations also act as triggers
for the production of knowledge, especially within the marginal groups of a society.52 Such
power relations tend to be plural rather than singular; the process of knowledge relies on multiple
46
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social events, arbitrary or contingent. After the process of validation, true statements circulate
within a society and influence power relations.
Traditionally, power is considered as a possession of dominant group, who often employs
it to oppress subalterns. Through the idea of hegemony (see p. 10) Gramsci developed the
concept of power as social consent. Foucault went one step farther. He posited that power is not
the exclusive possession of a specific group or institution but the common link that unites a
whole social network.53 For instance, a society often assigns political authority only to a
particular group or institution, but it requires the obedience of all individuals for the political
system to be successful, and the act of obeying is never absolute, but always entails give-andtake of some kind. Thus, power circulates through different social bodies, becoming a vehicle
for human relations within a social context.
Power relations establish hierarchical relationships within a society but in flexible and
ever-changing form. Power seldom exists without resistance, which can take multiple forms.54
Resistance is not necessarily overt opposition; more often than not, it takes the shape of
negotiation. For example, an order issued by a member of the dominant group (an operation of
power) produces negotiations and adjustments through the reaction of the subaltern (resistance).
By contrast, a demand by a subaltern group (an operation of resistance, for it usually comes as a
reaction to the system) also initiates an exchange within the authorities that results in negotiation.
Power can be exercised not only among different parties or institutions but also within members
of a single group.
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Power relations legitimize truth in discourses; by so doing, they can turn shared
perceptions of reality into ideology. A true discourse, which cannot be produced without the
intervention of power, rests upon the general acceptance of its ideas within given discursive
conditions, which may or may not be factually accurate. Since meta-ideology is an ensemble of
social beliefs that offers a perspective of reality, it exists as a conjunction of discourses formed
through archaeological rules. Within the genealogical domain, both ideology and meta-ideology
emerge as discourses generated by power relations that simultaneously operates as a signifier of
power and permeate the social body as common belief, political tool, or economic strategy.
3. Ideology, Archaeology and Genealogy in Music
Music contributed to ritual processes, playing a prime role in the creation, negotiation,
and transmission of ideological representations within a society. Several studies have attempted
to address the ideological roles of music. For example, Susan McClary, by establishing a one-toone relationship between ideological tenets and style traits, demonstrates how Bach‟s music
makes sense as constituting ideology of the Enlightenment, in terms of its orientation toward
clear goals, control of large time spans, willful striving, and individual defiance of collective
norms, paradoxically dressed in an older theological garb.55 In another article, McClary takes a
step beyond the explicit to discuss how the similitude between different cultural manifestations
in mid- to late-seventeenth-century France that also expressed opposite ideologies can be
explained through a common “structure of feeling.”56 This structure informed the Absolutist
court of Louis XIV and also the anti-absolutist works of the Port-Royal philosophers and the
55
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Quietist mystics, inter alia.57 Music embodies ideological interests of its culture by articulating
individual aspects of a particular social context.
On the contrary, Gary Tomlinson developed archaeology of music in the culture of
Renaissance Italy.58 He identifies certain aspects of sixteenth-century culture as belonging to the
magical episteme which connects discrete elements and events in the world through a chain of
relations based upon resemblance.59 In his archaeological analysis, the Italian Renaissance
discursive formation equally includes science, magic, and references to ancient texts, and
language serves as commentary that makes no distinction between first-hand observations and
second-hand reports.60 Tomlinson furthermore discusses the relations of between words and
music in two of Monteverdi‟s madrigals. Sfogava con le stele (from Book Four), he argues,
continues to draw upon Renaissance discourses based on resemblance, while the Lamento della
ninfa (from Book Eight) belongs to the “Classical” episteme, which takes the form of enactment
or representation.61 The diverse forms of knowledge that Foucault (and Tomlinson) examine by
means of epistemes also emerge in music, to the point that two traditional divisions of music
history – the Renaissance and Baroque – can be reframed in terms of different approaches to
knowledge and power.
4. Polychoral Culture
Venetian society and politics could be considered a “Polychoral Culture,” in which the
diverse groups functioned as identifiable collective entities that nevertheless were considered as
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parts of a harmonious whole. The Venetian polychoral culture, based on political hierarchy,
existed as an ideal model in relation to the republic, including diverse interaction among groups,
such as competition and harmony. The idea of polychoral culture was proposed by Bernardo
Illari for addressing music and the imagination of the empire in Spanish and colonial milieus as
represented in a Bolivian city during the colonial period.62 Within seventeenth-century Spain
and its colonies, polychoral music projected a structure similar to the political imagination of the
empire. Both the musical and the political structures involved the division of a totality into
collective entities, autonomous and coordinated into harmonious wholes. Polychoral music
included a hierarchy among the choirs instead of the unity or equality of chant or polyphony. 63
The negotiation of power between hegemonic and subaltern groups could be funneled through
the polychoral structure.64 In the cathedral of La Plata, polychoral music constituted the
principal and most important repertory. Polychoralism was also a social habitus or set of
inherited dispositions brought as part of colonial culture and reproduced locally, meant to
transmit an idea of power through splendid musical ensembles capable of impressing local
audiences and gaining their adhesions to the system, larger than those that performed chant or
polyphony.65
Even though the Venetian republic differed from the Spanish colonies in almost every
respect, the hierarchical separation in Venetian society also suggests the existence of vertical
power relations among groups. Instead of the colonial relation between a metropolitan
hegemonic and colonial subaltern, a republican structure that involved predominating patricians
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and subaltern citizens and commoners acted as a source of social polychoralism. There was no
unity or equality among the different social groups; yet those groups in toto were imagined as
producing the balanced whole of the Venetian republic.
The structure of the Venetian political culture coincides with the structure of polychoral
music. As we shall see, the division of choirs in polychoral music may be paralleled to the
division of socio-political groups in the Venetian republic. I now need to address, first, the
socio-political structure of the Most Serene Republic of Venice, so as to examine the city‟s
musical practices and analyze the repertories that accorded it a place of honor.
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CHAPTER III
A POLYCHORAL REPUBLIC
In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, Venice received much praise for its beauty and
freedom. Sixteenth-century Venetian Paolo Paruta eulogizes what he considered to be the city‟s
liberty and harmony by comparing it with the Roman Republic. While Rome could enjoy its
greatness and prosperity even without the acquiescence of its citizens, Venice was a unique
example of freedom, he claims, and was safe from social conflict because of the unity and
harmony of its citizens.66 However, this image was by large a façade for a social structure built
upon inequality. In theory, the mixed form of the Venetian political apparatus cut across
different systems or means of government, including monarchy, small and large bodies of
government, and various councils and offices.67 In sixteenth-century Venice, the legal system
was presumed to protect the city and to unite all citizens. Venice was supposed to be shaped by
equitable laws that ensured protection against external enemies and provided unity for all
citizens, and the resulting appearance of civil harmony increased the strength and reputation of
the republic.68 In practice, however, the legal system underpinned the social hierarchy and
established political and commercial privileges for the dominant group. The Venetian political
system comprised several social groups, but political and commercial privileges were not equally
dispersed among them. Within the social structure of the republic, identifiable groups coexisted
hierarchically and negotiated with each other, according to their perceptions of reality.
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The political legitimacy of the system rested upon the so-called “myths of Venice,”
which originated in the city‟s historical heritage and religious beliefs. Significant historical
events or legends of Venice were turned into support for its commercial dominance and political
independence. Even though the legends were not necessarily based upon historical facts, they
were generally regarded as reliable.69 These mythical notions were expressed not only in writing
but also in architecture and the arts. Moreover, civic rituals functioned as political discourses
that transmitted the myths and confirmed their validity, which emerged from the exercise of
power both inside and outside of the city. In this chapter, I examine the social structure, political
system, and heritage to reveal the shape of local power relations.
1. The Venetian Social Structure
By the sixteenth century, the Republic of Venice had established a hierarchical balance
within its social and political structure. The law defined the privileges of each social group.
Venetian governmental offices were open not only to patricians but also to citizens. All citizens
could occupy an office in Venice, and for instance, sea captains, or the city‟s own citizens, were
often granted authority, but the procedure never harmed the republic. If anyone transgressed the
laws, he or she was easily punished without disturbing the peace.70 The world saw such
inclusion of citizens in the city‟s political system as a sign of civil harmony, and considered the
mixed government of Venice as an ideal model for a republic; moreover, some foreign monarchs
opposed the idea because it was contrary to their governing system.71 Venetians also believed
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that the order and balance of a mixed government was one of the most significant notions of the
republic.72
a. The Social Groups of the Republic
The self image of the Republic of Venice included specific notions of balance among
various groups. Venetian social structure consisted chiefly of three groups, nobili (patricians),
cittadini (notables), and popolani (artisans), which formed a hierarchy based upon their legal
status.73 These three social groups coexisted as members of the republican state, each having
different political and economic powers.
1) Nobili
The upper level of the hierarchy consisted of the nobili (patricians), who had a long
lineage as “true Venetians” and were members of the Great Council.74 Nobility was inherited
through the male line only; a Venetian woman needed to marry a patrician man in order to keep a
noble status, even if she was born into a noble family.75 Nobili consolidated their status and
rights in 1297, and they tended not to accept new families into the group.76 They possessed the
right to vote and to be elected to higher governmental offices such as the Senate and Council of
Ten.77 Even though all patricians were considered to be equal in status, differences in wealth
created a practical hierarchy within the group. Since their rights were based on legal status and
72
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not on wealth, many of them came to need some kind of financial support. Often offices were
created to assist some of them financially.78 Many patricians also engaged in trade to gain
wealth, not only for themselves but also for Venice as a community; trading was considered a
service to the state, which benefited from a special tax.79 In addition, some nobili sought to
improve their financial situation through intermarriage with a wealthy family from the
immediately lower social group.80
2) Cittadini
As an intermediate group, the lower elite, called the cittadini (notables), were given
limited political privileges. They could perform official duties in lower capacities such as that of
secretary.81 The status of the notables was legitimized in 1569, fairly late in comparison with
that of patricians.82 They were divided into three groups: cittadini originarii, de intus, and de
intus et extra.83 The cittadini originarii (citizens by origin) were legitimate descendants of two
generations of Venetian citizens. Both nobili and cittadini originarii were Venetians by birth.84
The latter possessed “honorable status” and could serve as the secretaries of the Senate and
Council of Ten or could work at the Chancery, even though they did not have voting rights. 85
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Their service was crucial since they maintained continuity in the governmental system, in
contrast to the ever changing offices of patricians.86
While cittadini originarii held their status by birth, the status of the other two groups
rested upon the length of their residence and the payment of tax.87 Both were also given
opportunities to serve in lesser offices. They differed, however, in their trading privileges; the
cittadini de intus were allowed to trade only within the city, while the cittadini de intus et extra
were also allowed to carry on international trade with lower fees. All the notables, including
cittadini originarii, could legally participate in trade; therefore, they formed a relatively wealthy
group within Venetian society. They often collaborated with other social groups, especially
patricians, to secure their status and to enhance their privileges.88
3) Popolani
A third, non-elite group called popolani (commoners/artisans) did not have any political
privileges.89 They were the urban tradesman and laborers who performed all the practical tasks
needed for the survival of the city. The group comprised the majority of the Venetian population,
notably including the officers of that most representative of all Venetian trades, the gondolieri.
As in any other European city of medieval origin, both cittadini and popolani formed
guilds to protect themselves and support each other against the abuses of the powerful.90 Such
guilds were a central factor of Venetian economic life, since there were about a hundred during
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the sixteenth century, and they protected artisans from active merchants in trading.91 Hierarchies
existed both among guilds and within a guild, reflecting in miniature the social structure of the
city.
These three groups formed the social hierarchy of sixteenth-century Venice. The legal
system established different political and commercial privileges for each of the groups. Even
though privileges were unequal, the social structure maintained a balance among the three of
them. The social structure reserved government positions for adult Venetian men only, since
women and foreigners were excluded from the system. The internal balance of the society, one
of the ideals of the republic, emerged from the system of laws and politics, which in turn were
manifestations of power relations among social groups.
b. The Venetian Government
According to Gasparo Contarini (1551), Venetians thought that their political system was
ideal because it established the prevalence of the law over the people, an idea that found full
support in Aristotle‟s philosophy.92 As anticipated above, the legal system established the
political privileges of each social group and organized the government. By the beginning of the
sixteenth century, the Venetian political system was fully developed. The system included
several hierarchical bodies, including the Senate, the Great Council, and more, with the doge at
the top. Except for the doge, who served as chairman for all government institutions, officials
were reelected each year. Because no one stayed in the same post for long, political power was
in theory dispersed among many individuals, even though most of the higher posts were reserved
for patricians only.
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1) The Councils
During the sixteenth century, the Venetian government comprised various councils,
including the Ducal Council, the Senate, the Council of Forty, the Council of Ten, the Great
Council, and the Savii (ministers). The largest governmental body was the Great Council, which
included all male patricians above the age of 30.93 Since 1403, no new family had been accepted
into the Great Council.94 The members of the Great Council voted on basic matters and elected
officials to the Senate and smaller councils. The Senate consisted of sixty senators and discussed
political matters in detail, sometimes in conjunction with the Council of Forty, which acted as a
court of appeals.95 In the Senate, six Savii Grandi (chief ministers) functioned as supervisors of
the body‟s proceedings with aid from more specialized officers: five Savii di Terra Ferma
(ministers for war and the mainland) and five Savii di Ordini (ministers for the sea).96
Six individuals elected from six different parts of the state formed the Ducal Council.97
As the highest authority of the state, the Ducal Council supported the doge and supervised other
councils, and it even initiated the election of a new doge.98 In 1310, a new governmental body
was created, the Council of Ten.99 Its function was to supervise the enforcement of the laws and
sometimes to act as a special court during emergencies, such as finding traitors during wartime.
In the sixteenth century, the Council of Ten was highly influential.100 Every month, three
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members of this council were elected as “the heads of Ten,” who possessed the power to
assemble the council.101
In theory, the governing system was decentralized. Officials for all these posts were
nominated and elected by the Great Council for a short term, usually one year. No individual
could hold the same post for two consecutive terms. In practice, however, there were some
contradictions in the system. First, since all elected officials, including the Great Council,
comprised only male patricians, candidacies were reserved for the members of a single social
group. Secondly, even though no one could be elected to the same post twice in a row, this rule
did not prevent an individual from rotating among different ones and remaining continuously
active in the government. Thirdly, through nominations of family members and relatives, some
households could monopolize certain positions.102 Finally, election to the most desirable posts
was often subject to corruption.103 The governing system was thus locked into a closed circle by
power and wealth.
2) The Signoria
Since the Great Council was too large to hold effective discussions, the exercise of
political authority was spread among the different magisterial bodies. A reunion of various
authorities worked together under the denomination of Signoria, a supervising or executive
board for the government. This unit consisted of ten people: the doge, six Ducal Councilors, and
the three Heads of the Council of Forty. They prepared issues for discussion by the appropriate
council and made sure that decisions were carried out.104 They also played a major role in
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Venetian ritual life by taking a central place in ducal processions.105 The Signoria stood at the
political and social center of Venice, and other authorities provided control and support. For
example, the State Attorney might attend a meeting to assure that a council did not exceed its
power, while the Savii might join with the Signoria as Pieno Collegio for the same ends in a
larger context.106 The Chief of the Council of Ten also had strong influence as the principal
defender of the state.107 All magistrates functioned as equal entities within the collective whole
of the Great Council, but the Signoria acted as the core executive body of the government.
3) The Administration
The body of magistrates was reserved to patricians, but access to administrative posts was
open to other social groups, especially cittadini. The combination of rulers appointed through
privilege – such as kings or nobles – with a body of professionally-trained bureaucrats of
plebeian origin that took care of actual administration through paid positions is typical of Early
Modernity. Venice was no exception. The higher secretary or chancery positions were reserved
especially for cittadini originarii, who were Venetian by birth, while lower cittadini held lesser
clerical offices.108 The Grand Chancellor, as the highest officer of the chancery, appointed
secretaries, attended the meetings of councils, and handled ceremonies.109 Cittadini held their
posts for life, unlike most patricians.110 The long-term posts helped to achieve continuity and
stability in Venetian political life, and cittadini strengthened their political influence through
their tangible activities, with the authority of the Grand Chancellor.
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c. The Guilds
As in other European cities, Venetian guilds were associations of artisans or workers who
practiced a common activity or trade. They were not a part of the governing system but were
influential into the society at large. Their members contributed to trade by satisfying the need
for goods and to the defense of the city by working in the galleys as oarsmen.111 The guilds
consisted mainly of cittadini and popolani. These organizations may have been created in part to
establish a network within these social groups comparable to the political network of the
patricians.
During the Middle Ages, guilds often operated within neighborhoods that housed
members of a single craft, an association between profession and territory that was lost by the
sixteenth century.112 These guilds and neighborhoods were common in any Italian city during
the sixteenth century; for example, Florence had the gonfalone, a parish based neighborhood,
which promoted the local interests and also served as a civil administration.113 The guilds
comprised a regulatory body or arte, which established the rules for the trade, and a religious
brotherhood or scuola, which provided support in case of need and channeled the members‟
religious activities.114 The cittadini created scuole grandi (major brotherhoods), while the
popolani had scuole piccole (minor brotherhoods).115 These scuole contributed to civil life of the
city in many ways.
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1) Scuole Grandi
There were six scuole grandi around the mid-sixteenth century: San Marco, San Rocco,
San Giovanni Evangelista, San Theodore, Santa Maria della Carità, and Santa Maria Valverde
della Misericorda.116 Each of the scuole grandi consisted of around 500 to 600 members.117 The
scuole imitated the Venetian government through a system of hierarchical offices under a general
chairman or Guardian Grande. The offices were reserved for cittadini only, excluding patricians
or priests, even though the scuole themselves accepted members from any social group.118 The
nominal role of the scuole was to provide for social needs, such as charity, hospital support, and
manpower for galleys. Yet, in a place where urban life was typically public, the scuole and their
celebrations also were instruments for showcasing the power of their members as part of a
hidden, yet perceptible and constant, competition. Their interest in buying real state and
adorning the building, the lavish festivities they sponsored, and the amounts of money invested
in all this, rather than in social support, were criticized, for example by the patrician Alessandro
Caravia in 1541, in the midst of a conflict between the Council of Ten and the Scuole.119
2) Scuole Piccole
The scuole grandi only numbered six. Venice had many other confraternities or scuole
piccole, originally for popolani. Scuole piccole also held a shared devotion to a particular saint
at the center of their existences. They included all social groups and several kinds of job-holders,
and they helped to establish trading networks.120 Each of the scuole piccole included around 300
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to 700 members.121 The scuole‟s network provided the popolani with the means to protect both
their trades and themselves from upper-class merchants.122 Moreover, these organizations also
created a sense of community for the artisans who filled in their ranks. Since the scuole piccole
were religious brotherhoods, they, like the scuole grandi, engaged in charitable activities.123
Because the roles of scuole ranged from socio-religious aids to commercial activities, their
influence upon Venetian social life was enormous.
d. A Socio-Political Republic
Since the Venetian political system viewed as a whole included not only patricians but
also other citizens, it theoretically served to decentralize power. The social hierarchy could be
seen as requisite for harmonious balance, rather than as cause for conflict. Patricians were at the
top of the hierarchy. Their posts conferred wealth and status on the holders. However, they not
only were rulers but also were ruled by the legal system, which defined political privileges.
They supposedly served the state by working as officials, even though such show of disinterest
was sometimes a façade, since their posts were also sources of personal income. Cittadini
originarii also served the state as secretaries or chancellors. They were subordinates to the
patricians, yet, as discussed above, they formed the actual backbone of the Venetian government
and ensured its continuity through their permanent participation in the government.
Political power and influence existed under paradoxical circumstances. Theoretically, the
fact that the system was open to every single patrician‟s participation should have realized
harmony within the group as well as among groups. Monopolization and corruption, however,
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created or increased inequality among patricians. The main factor that internally harmonized the
political system was actually their dependence from the middle and lower groups, especially the
cittadini originarii.
The city‟s economic system was another manifestation of the notion of the republic.
Economic stability was achieved through the interdependence of social groups. Each of the
latter enjoyed particular commercial privileges, larger for the patricians and more limited for the
other groups. In theory, this distribution protected each group‟s benefit and allowed all to
participate in commercial activities. Yet anyone had the opportunity to gain or lose wealth. As a
result, wealth and social standing became dissociated. There were poor nobili, wealthy cittadini,
and even affluent popolani. From nobili to popolani, all Venetians were bound to this system
and relied on each other for the sake of the city‟s trading success, since it created many
opportunities for personal financial accomplishments.
In the sixteenth century, the Venetian legal system remained essentially stable and
continued to contribute to social balance. There was no major upset in the city throughout the
period.124 It is difficult to imagine that commoners or even notables were positively content with
the system; however, the resultant social stability was recognized at the time and even later as an
advantage of the republic. For a fleeting moment in history, it seemed that the idea of social
harmony was a real possibility and not an instrument for the upper sectors‟ exercise of their
collective privileges.
2. The Venetian Republic
The Republic was essential to the self-image of Venice. The city‟s political system and
social structure were viewed as symbols of harmony. Venice also relied upon its historical
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events and legends as elements of the republican ideal in order to reinforce a sense of a
harmonious identity and to protect the state from outside powers. The whole of these events and
legends has been collectively known as the “myth of Venice,” since they are not necessarily
historical facts. Here, I discuss such mythical notions, which helped to sustain the independence
and freedom of the city.
a. The Republic and Its Foundation
Many scholars have discussed the myths of Venice. While they are often considered to
be an ideological result of the patricians‟ exercise of their status,125 they are also treated as
shared beliefs of the Venetian society.126 At any rate, since the myths were locally regarded as
genuine, they were legitimized as true discourse; they provided the foundation for a local sense
of collective self. Venetian historical events or, in some cases, historical legends generated
collective beliefs, varying from time to time, according to the political and social situation. The
most widely shared myth probably had to do with the inception of the city, which was
commonplace in Venice. Even though the origins of Venice were uncertain, citizens
incorporated the celebrations of its foundation into their festival calendar on March 25, which
was also the feast of the Annunciation.127 Muir argues that this belief mystically connected the
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foundation of Venice to that of Rome, which occurred during the same month according to Ovid,
and further reinforced the link through the incarnation of Christ that brought forth the beginning
of the Christian era.128 This connection confirms Venice‟s right to be called the only true
republic that still survived. Venice was also thought to have had a virginal birth when it emerged
from the sea through divine intervention, which made its foundation parallel to Mary‟s
conception of Jesus.129 A concrete hint relating the city to the Annunciation is found on the
façade of the stone bridge at Rialto, in the place where the city supposedly was founded, which
has a sculptured Virgin Mary on one end and an angel on the other. These two icons symbolize
the presence of the divinity at that place.130 The existence of such symbolic icons outside
religious ground reinforces the connection between the Annunciation and the republic. The
celebration of the foundation of the city through the liturgical feast elevated the communal belief
to the rank of official doctrine.
The myth of the trionfi, a set of gifts from Pope Alexander III, also conveys the city‟s
pride. Upon the invasion of Italian territory by forces of the Holy Roman Empire, the pope
formed the Lombard League, which defeated the Emperor Frederick Barbarossa at the battle of
Legnano in 1176.131 The peace treaty was signed in Venice in 1177, with Doge Sebastiano Ziani
as a mediator.132 The pope is said to have given the doge several symbols of triumph or trionfi,
including a candle, lead seals, a sword, a gold ring, an umbrella, banners, and trumpets in return
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for Venice‟s help.133 The gifts bring together the notion that the doge was equal to the pope in
his princely rights. One of the gifts, a golden ring, played a symbolic role in the ceremony of the
“Marriage of the Sea” that symbolized Venetian oceanic dominance.134 The celebration took
place during the feast of Ascension, the date on which the peace treaty was signed.135 As a part
of the ceremony, the doge throws the golden ring into the sea from a special ship on the morning
of the feast day (cf. chap. VII).136 Through the myth of the trionfi, Venice claimed oceanic
dominance and also political and religious independence without affecting the respect to the
Papacy.
b. St. Mark
The city‟s mythical connection to St. Mark also reinforced notions of the republic. As is
well known, St. Mark was considered the city‟s guardian saint, on the basis of the Venetians‟
belief that they possessed the saint‟s body. This relic was presumed to have been moved from
Alexandria in 827 or 828, stolen by Venetian merchants.137 The transportation of St. Mark‟s
body supposedly was a sign that Venice was to serve as the eternal resting place for the saint.
This belief was founded on another myth, that of an angel who addressed the saint in the lagoon
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by saying, pax tibi Marce evangelista meus (“the peace be with you, O Mark, my evangelist”)
when he was returning from Aquileia to Rome.138 Since then, St. Mark was considered the
patron saint of the city, and Venetians regularly celebrated the myth as a part of the Feast of the
Translation of the Body of St. Mark the Evangelist on January 31, through the sixteenth century
and beyond.139 St. Mark ranked at the top of Venetian saints, above St. Theodore, St. Nicholas,
or any others. The bond to the Evangelist allowed Venice to distance itself from either Aquileia
or Byzantium for the sake of its religious independence from Rome (cf. chap. VII).
The doge also benefited from the myths and stood for Venetian sovereignty. Through the
relics of St. Mark, the doge symbolically inherited the Apostle‟s reputed power to govern and
protect the city. To be sure, all official institutions and a symbolic sovereign figure, the political
system prevented him from enjoying real power. Upon his election, each new doge had to take
an oath promising to preserve the republic.140 Yet the doge served as a general chairman who
guaranteed legality and promoted social and political harmony. He played a significant role in
the myth of Venice, for example, at the reappearance of the “lost” body of St. Mark in the
thirteenth century, said to be found inside a column by miracle. As is pictured in one of the
mosaics in the basilica, the doge, together with Venetian people, prayed for the reappearance of
the saint‟s relic. Their success was celebrated as the feast of Apparition of the Body of the
Evangelist St. Mark on June 25.141
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c. A Religious Republic
During the sixteenth century, notions of the republic saturated Venice, through the very
structure of society, but also through the historical myth that operated as shared knowledge.
Both historical heritage and religious practice functioned as political discourses used to publicize
favorable images of the city to its population and to the world at large. During the sixteenth
century, Venetians struggled in politics and commerce, and fought to protect the city.142 Even
though Venice was a leader of oceanic trading, power relations on the sea became challenging
because of the expansion of Ottoman and Spanish influence.143 On land, the city also faced a
threat; the anti-Venetian League of Cambrai, formed under Pope Julius II, invaded Venetian
territory in 1509, and nearby cities such as Padua fell to their power. After several incidents, in
1515 the city recuperated its possessions as they were in 1508.144 Venice also tasted victory
against the Ottoman Empire at the battle of Lepanto in 1571.145 The ensuing celebrations
confirmed and strengthened the Republic, allowing for the projection of images of order and
harmony to foreign powers and thus contributing to Venice‟s survival (chap. VII).
The intellectual images of the republic also protected the city‟s freedom against foreign
powers. As a cosmopolitan city-state, the republic of Venice required tolerance to uphold the
religious and academic freedom that underpinned international communication and trade, the key
to city‟s commercial success. For example, the Venetian government tolerated Jews and
religious reformers and also accepted radical thinkers, even though it officially collaborated with
the Roman Inquisition. In The Culture Wars of the Late Renaissance, Muir discusses
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philosophical and religious polemics concerning the interpretation of Aristotle between the
University of Padua and Rome at the beginning of the seventeenth century.146 The University
was a principal academic center at the time, as home to a number of celebrated free thinkers of
their day, such as Galileo Galilei and Cesare Cremonini.147
Cremonini, a professor of philosophy, taught his subject not on the basis of theology but
rather on that of rational inquiry. For example, he denied the immortality of the soul, an idea
central to Catholic beliefs that theologians had also found in the writings of Aristotle.
Understandably, such a radical idea was judged and denounced as heretical, which sent
Cremonini to face an inquisition trial in 1604.148 The Venetian government, however, protected
him, on the grounds that attacking a professor was an affair of state. This protection was a
gesture of political and religious independence from Rome, and was provided as long as
Cremonini did not question local authority. It was interpreted negatively by Rome, and the
tension between the two states rapidly increased. Finally, Pope Paul V ordered the interdiction
of Venetian territory.149 In retaliation, the Jesuits, who supported the pope and attempted to
eradicate heretics from Venetian territory, were exiled from Venice in 1606, and in 1612 the
Senate prohibited Venetians from attending any Jesuit school even outside the Venetian
domains.150
Images and ideas of the republic circulated through the Venetian social body and
transformed themselves according to specific power relations. The imagination of the
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Serenissima chiefly underlay the balance among identifiable groups within a hierarchical social
structure, grounded upon the myth of the city to establish political and religious independence to
connationals and foreigners. For the sake of polychoral culture, it is crucial to underscore the
structural division of the Venetian society into collective entities that interacted through power
relations. Their unequal political privileges separated them according to a fixed hierarchy. Yet
their interrelationships in both social and commercial life indicated that they depended on each
other. They were thought to maintain a balance among themselves, resulting in a harmonious
whole. The rituals of the city, at once religious and civic, kept alive the myths upon which its
identity rested, stressing the harmony of the totality and tacitly confirming the image of the state
as a collective entity or ensemble composed of groups.
In the second half of the sixteenth century, polychoral religious music – which was also
civic, due to the nature of Venetian festivities – realized this structural idea through musical
texture, in coordination with a special kind of fifth-based tonality and certain specific formal
procedures. This music also transmitted the self-image of the republic through a kind of rhetoric
that underlined some all-important notions in the texts. The detailed examination of these
concepts through the analysis of the repertory occupies the better part of this study. Before
launching into that study, however, it is necessary to get a general idea of the history and
characteristics of the musical establishments in Venice, which is the task of the following chapter.
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CHAPTER IV
THE PRACTICE OF VENETIAN RELIGIOUS MUSIC
Venetian religious practice emphasized historical myths to ensure the political
independence and oceanic dominance of the city (chap. III). In order to blend religious and
political affairs, Venetians created their own liturgical calendar and practice, and elevated
religious feasts to the category of all-important civic rituals that featured music and other kind of
performances. The grandiose mental construction of the republic found a match and an
expression in the wondrous machinery of these large-scale celebrations, which involved a
liturgical calendar, a set of ceremonies, a musical organization, and a specific kind of repertory,
all of which were centered in the basilica of San Marco. Within the liturgical calendar, major
feasts were celebrated not only by Venetians but also by foreign visitors, so that the ritual could
transmit notions of the republic both inside and outside the city. This chapter addresses in
general this complex religious and festive apparatus, as a preparation for the more specific
discussion of concealed homologies between music and the republic (chap. V and VI), and the
explicit rhetorical projection of prime republican contents through effective combinations of text
and sound (chap. VII).
1. Venetian Liturgy and Music Chapel
In Venice, as elsewhere in Europe, liturgical ceremonies took place both indoors and
outdoors. Yet the city was particularly famous itself on account of open-air rituals, which
projected political ideals for public consumption. Open-air processions included the
participation of multiple social groups, which were organized according to the social order. The
whole procedure represented the plural nature of the republic, the internal hierarchy of its groups,
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and the balance that was considered desirable (chap. III).151 Ducal processions, which were
undertaken some sixteen times per year, were divided into three sections according to the
ranking of the officials.152 The doge placed himself in the center as a symbolic sovereign of the
republic. The cittadini preceded the doge, while the nobili came after him.153 The order that
governed the spatial disposition of the groups symbolized both their relative hierarchy and the
social balance of the republic that included them both.
The liturgical calendar was another living demonstration of the independence of the
region from any other foreign power, notably including Rome. During the late sixteenth and
early seventeenth centuries, the Venetian calendar was different from the Roman Post-Tridentine
one, chiefly in that it included many more commemorations of saints.154 Venetian liturgy was
called rito patriarchino and was used mainly in San Marco by a special dispensation from the
pope.155 On account of both its uniqueness and its ties to the doge and the state, it became the
official liturgy of the city.156 The individuality of the Venetian liturgy allowed for the addition
or subtraction of feasts on the basis of political considerations with an ease hardly matched
elsewhere.157
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a. San Marco and Its Liturgy
The basilica of San Marco, which hosted rito patriarchino, was the main symbolic center
of order and power of the Serenissima.158 The church had been built for the first time during the
ninth century, and was then rebuilt from the late tenth to the late eleventh centuries.159 Since it
was not subjected to the bishop but to the symbolic prince of Venice, namely the doge, San
Marco reunited in itself the function of civic symbol and sacred center, complementing and
completing each other.160 The church itself was part of a larger discourse that considered St.
Mark‟s patronage of Venice as analogous to the patronage of St. Peter in Rome, which made
both cities equal in terms of sacredness and further supported Venetian religious and political
independence.
The Venetian liturgy, as codified in the sixteenth-century ceremoniale of Brtolomeo
Bonifacio and the seventeenth-century one of Giovanni Battista Pace,161 differed from the
Roman rite chiefly in the Sanctorale. The feasts of the Temporale were similar; ones in the
Sanctorale were not (see Appendix A for a list of feast days and musical prescriptions). The
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number of the festive days in the Venetian Sanctorale exceeded that of the Roman one, on
account of several reasons. The republican city continued to celebrate some Pre-Tridentine
saints who were not included in the Post-Tridentine Roman calendar but were derived from
several liturgical traditions.162 Some saints were lesser associates with the city‟s patron St.
Mark; others were celebrated because of the city‟s possession of their relics, many of which had
been taken over from the neighboring Patriarchate of Aquileia.163 Venetians also celebrated
saints from Byzantium, probably because of the long lasting relation of the city to the eastern
coast of the Mediterranean ocean.164
A comparison of the feast days of the two rites in any month demonstrates how different
and varied Venetian liturgy was. In July, for example, the patriarchino rite kept Aquileian saints
not represented in the Roman calendar. On July 12th, Venetians celebrated St. Hermagore and St.
Fortuna, a bishop and a deacon of Aquileia, respectively. It was believed that these two saints
were connected to St. Mark‟s activity in the future see of the patriarchy.165 St. Marina of
Alexandria (July 17) was included in the Venetian rite because of the city‟s possession of her
relics, which were brought from Constantinople (Byzantium).166 Other saints celebrated in the
basilica that were not included in the Tridentine rite are St. Paterniani (July 10) and St. Daniele
(July 21), among several other ones.
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The meaning and scope of the feasts dedicated to St. Mark constituted another significant
difference between the two rites. The annual feast for St. Mark, De Sancti Marci Apostoli et
evangelista, fell on April 25 in both liturgies. Yet at San Marco, the patron saint was the
instrument to celebrate some of the foundational myths of the Republic, and to enhance and
legitimize the doge‟s status as the principal authority of the republic (chap. III).167
These Venetian liturgical feast days were often accompanied by lavish musical
performances. At San Marco, musicians participated in Mass or Vespers on more than 140 days
of the year. Major feasts of the Temporale, such as Christmas, Easter, and Corpus Christi, and
many of the saint days from the patriarchino rite were prime performing opportunities for
musicians. Music was used for feasts of saints proper to the city, such as many Aquileian saints
or the regional saint, Anthony of Padua. Music also accompanied the celebration of the saints
whose relics were in the city, such as St. Isidore, St Girardo, and St. Marina. Furthermore, music
was required for the commemoration of historical events; for example, double-choir psalms were
sung at the annual feast for the recovery of Venice from the plague at the temple of the
Redentore on the third Sunday of July (see chap. VII).
Even though single-choir polyphony was commonly used in liturgical services,
polychoral music also found its place on special occasions, which celebrated not only saints and
major liturgical feasts but also important political events of the city. Double-choir music was
employed at Vespers on more than forty days of the year, including feast days of St. Mark, the
Blessed Virgin Mary, and other saints. Many of the feasts proper to the patriarchino rite employ
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a special Aquileian set of Vespers psalms, known as the Vespero delli Cinque Laudate, which
further stress the originality of the liturgy at San Marco.168
By mid sixteenth century, Venetians seem to have incorporated polychoral music in their
civic rituals because the use of double choir at Vespers for certain days had received official
sanction in Bonifacio‟s Ceremoniale in 1564.169 The Vespers psalms were sung in double choir
with eight voices on the special feasts when the Pala d‟oro, a golden altar piece, was visible to
the public.170 Musicians also performed a variety of polychoral pieces not only for Vespers but
also for other liturgical or civic occasions. For example, the Mass Ordinary was sometimes sung
in multiple choirs. In addition to Vespers and Mass, the ducal processions, one of the peak ritual
occasions in Venice, sometimes required musicians, but it is not clear whether polychoral music
was performed there. Single-choir polyphony would have been the likely choice because of the
difficulty of singing in several choirs while walking. Still, the performance forces at San Marco
were sufficient for multiple-choir music at any time during the late sixteenth and the early
seventeenth century.
b. The Music Chapel of San Marco
During the sixteenth century, a professional chapel of musicians was employed by the
state to provide for the music needed at San Marco. The group of consisted of a chapel master,
two organists, and numerous singers. At a later date, a vice chapel master and several
instrumentalists were added. (The names of chapel masters and organists between 1527 and
1613 are given in Appendix B.) As was common elsewhere, musicians at San Marco had diverse
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responsibilities. The chapel master composed music for the liturgical feasts and directed the
performances. He also taught singers, especially the younger ones.171 The organists alternated
with each other on a weekly basis, and were required to be present for the major feasts.172 They
also wrote compositions for occasional ceremonies, probably for extra income.
If the chapel masters and the organists constituted the head of the chapel, the singers were
the much needed body. During the second half of the sixteenth century, the group regularly
included twelve to fourteen tenured singers; by 1606, eight more had been added. (The names of
singers are listed in Appendix C.) The singers were selected by audition and were expected to
perform at a high level.173 Some even became chapel masters in other places after having served
at San Marco for some time.174 As was usually the case in Italy, Spain, and other places, singers
and organists were able to perform in other churches when they were free from service at the
basilica in order to increase their income.175 In contrast to the singers, tenured instrumentalists
were not accepted into the group until the mid-sixteenth century, and even after that time, only a
few were regularly on payroll. Wind bands or piffari were of course a feature in a city whose
official public life occurred mostly outdoors; since early in the sixteenth century, one of those
bands provided ceremonial accompaniment for the doge. As for San Marco, chapel master
Gioseffo Zarlino (1517-1590) established the position of head of the instrumental ensemble or
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maestro de concerti, and hired Girolamo Dalla Casa (d. 1601) in 1568.176 By the end of the
sixteenth century, the chapel included six instrumentalists under regular employment, while
others were hired as required.177
Even though San Marco was the doge‟s private church, the size of its musical
establishment matched the monumental proportions of the temple, and was comparable to that of
the cathedrals of other major Italian cities.178 The number of singers confirms that the chapel
had been capable of performing double-choir music on a regular basis since the second half of
the sixteenth century; everyday performance of triple- and quadruple-choir music became
possible after 1606. For special celebrations, additional singers were hired as needed. In these
occasions, a second, temporary instrumental ensemble was also added, making it possible to play
polychoral canzonas and large vocal-instrumental works as well.
c. Other Churches
The Venetian liturgical and musical practices outside San Marco during the sixteenth
century and beyond are not completely clear. Four relatively small churches – Santa Maria in
Broglio, Ss. Filippo e Giacomo, San Giacomo in Rialto, and San Giovanni Nuovo di Rialto – fell
under dogal jurisdiction and employed the rito patriarchino, since their major feasts were
celebrated in conjunction with San Marco.179 Other churches in the city, including the cathedral
(i.e. the see of the bishop) of San Pietro di Castello, followed the Roman rite.
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The main sites for musical performances outside of the basilica were the Scuole grandi,
whose liturgical focus fell upon feast days of their own patron saints. Yet musical practices
varied between San Marco and other churches. Scuole grandi included four cantadori nuovi,
professionals hired for special occasions such as processions, and a larger number of cantadori
vecchi (aged singers), non-professional members of the brotherhood.180 The scuole grandi vied
with one another for the best available singers as a matter of collective pride, since fine musical
performance at public processions was considered the glory of the institution.181
Like San Marco, the scuole grandi also hired instrumentalists, incorporating both vocal
and instrumental music into their ceremonies. As San Rocco and San Giovanni Evangelista
owned organs, they hired organists.182 San Rocco appointed Giovanni Gabrieli for the post
between 1585 and his death (1612); some of his works are supposed to have been composed for
the scuola, even though scholars have failed to identify them properly.183 Starting in 1530, all
six major confraternities employed string ensembles (four to six players of the violin family) for
processions and other major occasions.184
The scuole musical groups followed the sixteenth-century norm by mainly signing
plainsong and single-choir polyphony.185 Yet they also produced the polychoral repertory for
which the city is famous. For special feasts, such as the day of the title saint, the confraternities
hired extra singers and instrumentalists, sometimes amassing extravagantly large groups, and
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cultivated all of the genres associated with San Marco, such as polychoral or solo motets and
canzonas. A famous description of the music for San Rocco in 1608 by English traveler Thomas
Coryate (or Coryat) at first seems exaggerated – he reports a performance with 20 singers, 16
instrumentalists, seven organs and organists, and two theorbos – but all of it has been confirmed
through archival documents, implying that seven-choir, vocal-instrumental performances were
put together for these occasions.186
2. Polychoral Practice and Repertories
Venetian composers eagerly developed the polychoral repertory during the second half of
the sixteenth century and afterwards; however, it does not seem to have originated in the city.
One of the earliest recorded performances that divided music among two choirs took place in
Antwerp cathedral in 1482, but it could have been an instance of the traditional alternatim
performance of plainchant and polyphony.187 Other double-choir performances surface in later
sixteenth-century documents. Some psalms written for two choirs, apparently without real
polychoral interaction, were preserved from the cathedral of Treviso. By 1550, Adrian Willaert
(1490-1562) published in Venice the earliest collection of “true” polychoral psalms that involved
not only the alternation between two choirs on a verse-by-verse basis, but also the final reunion
of both. Music for more than eight voices first surfaces in Munich, in Massimo Troiano‟s
description of the 1568 wedding celebrations at the court. The festivals included performances à
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24 and à 40, some of which can be matched with extant works.188 Such practices are discussed
in the treatises of Nicola Vicentino (1511-1576) and Gioseffo Zarlino, which explore issues of
genre, sonority, spacing, bass, and other characteristics of polychoral music in detail.189 All this
information suggests that composers from Munich, Venice, and other places as well, influenced
each other with regard to polychoral composition. By the time the second edition of Zarlino‟s
treatise was published (1571), polychoral music had gained a place of its own in Mass, motet,
madrigal, and canzona composition, and the development of the repertory associated with the
city of Venice was fully underway.
a. Origin and Development of Polychoral Motets
This study is mainly concerned with religious music, mostly represented by motets. In its
early stages, sacred polychoral music seems to have been limited to antiphonal psalms. Early
examples of the practice emerged more or less simultaneously in the Veneto region and
elsewhere in Europe. Very early on, composers broke down the strict verse-by-verse antiphony
that the structure of psalmodic compositions suggests.190 Some polychoral psalms and a Mass by
Ruffino d‟Assisi (1490-1532) from Padua and Francesco Santacroce (1487-1556) from Treviso
already included instances of repetition of both music and text that mask the strict formal
symmetry. By contrast, within the Franco-Flemish tradition, techniques such as a canon for all
four voices in a group create a double-choir effect. Furthermore, Josquinian paired imitation
already introduced the division of a vocal ensemble into subgroups, creating flexible antiphony
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and anticipating the sonorous qualities of polychoral music.191 Later works employed an even
freer approach to antiphonal writing, especially with the application of repetitions. The eightpart motet by Franco-Flemish composer Dominique Phinot (1510-1556) include some of the
earliest examples of flexible antiphony among choirs, with a varied repetition of materials within
non-dramatic compositions that bespeak the composer‟s cultural heritage.192 Orlando di Lasso
(1532-1594), who seems to have composed polychoral psalms during his brief Roman period,
took the approach with him to Munich and developed it over the second half of the sixteenth
century. Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina (1525-1594) and Tomás Luis de Victoria (1548-1611)
complete the roster of main sixteenth-century composers who cultivated polychoral music
outside of Venice.
Polychoral music was practiced in many locations by the middle of the sixteenth century;
Venice was just one of them. In fact, given that the two Gabrielis – uncle and nephew – spent
some time in Munich, working under one of the early champions of polychoral music, namely
Lasso, it is fairly possible that they learned some of their trade from him. Yet, the Gabrieli and
other Venetian composers as well developed the tradition in exceptional ways. During the
fifteenth century, music at San Marco already employed alternatim techniques in
performance.193 By the middle of the sixteenth century, Willaert and other composers
established the practice of cori spezzati, in which polyphonic music is divided among two choirs
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that sing together at some point of the piece.194 These developments are usually explained
through the existence of two organs and a large choir in San Marco. Still, it has been impossible
to find clear reasons for the Venetian preference for polychoral music, for, by 1550, most Italian
and Spanish cathedrals already had two organs – a model that was soon transplanted to the New
World – and the size of the Venetian music chapel was not outstanding by contemporary
standards (see above, p. 50).
However derivative the Venetian tradition might have been, local developments take
different directions from the main stream already during the early stages of polychoral practice.
Adrian Willaert‟s double-choir psalms show a more strict antiphonal structure than the
antiphonal approaches of other composers. They also exploit syllabic declamation and rhythmic
effect, limiting the use of melismas to pre-cadential sections. In Venice, freer antiphonal writing
becomes commonplace only during the second half of the sixteenth century; it may have been a
German import, which Andrea Gabrieli brought from his time at the Munich court under Lasso
(in the early 1560s). The application of polychoral techniques to genres other than psalms – such
as madrigals or canzonas – may have contributed to the increasing freedom in the treatment of
antiphonal structures apparent in Venetian music.
The examination of several collections of Venetian polychoral music published during
the later sixteenth and the early seventeenth centuries is of primary importance to probe the
social and political significance of Venetian polychoral music. For lack of manuscript musical
sources in Venice, I discuss here the following prints: (1) Adrian Willaert‟s Di Adriano et di
Jachet: I salmi (1550); (2) Andrea and Giovanni Gabrieli‟s Concerti di Andrea, et di Gio.
Gabrieli (1587); (3) Giovanni Gabrieli‟s Sacrae Symphoniae (1597); (4) Gabrieli Symphoniae
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Sacrae (1615), and (5) Giovanni Bassano‟s two publications of Concerti Ecclesiastici (1598 and
1599). A number of Venetian polychoral pieces preserved in published anthologies or
manuscripts outside Venice are also important for my study.
My repertory prominently includes works by chapel masters and organists of San Marco
who were the central figures in the Venetian musical stage of the time. Among the chapel
masters, Adrian Willaert was of course the earliest one to publish polychoral pieces in Venice.
These compositions set a meaningful starting date for my inquiry. The surviving publications of
Cipriano de Rore and Gioseffo Zarlino, who succeeded Willaert in the same position during the
sixteenth century, contain only single-choir polyphony tied to older, Franco-Flemish models.
Giovanni Croce (1557-1609), who directed the group between 1603 and 1609, did publish sacred
polychoral music but remained more faithful to older genres and procedures than the Gabrielis;
in this work, selected settings by him are used for comparison.
Among the organists, and as is well known, Andrea and Giovanni Gabrieli penned
numerous sacred polychoral works, and their music was published both inside and outside of
Venice. Andrea Gabrieli (1532/3-1585) was appointed as the second organist at San Marco in
1566195; his nephew Giovanni Gabrieli (1554-1612) served as the main organist from 1585 and
became a leading composer in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries.196
Claudio Merulo (1533-1604), renowned organist at San Marco and a contemporary of
Andrea Gabrieli, also produced many polychoral pieces; however, they were printed no earlier
than a decade after he left the city for Parma, and they included no pieces that can be
unequivocally identified as Venetian. Indeed, their polychoral technique is simpler than that of
the Gabrielis, which suggests that they are a product of imitation, rather than original
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development.197 The fact that they consist primarily of antiphons and psalms for the Office,
genres usually cultivated by chapel masters, implies that they were written as part of Merulo‟s
employment at the cathedral of Parma, hence after he moved there.198 For all these reasons,
Merulo‟s publications were not deemed relevant for this study, and are not examined.
Similarly, Annibale Padovano‟s (1527-1575) repertory is not addressed here – his Mass à
24, already mentioned (see note 188), was probably composed after he left Venice. Other
organists of San Marco are not discussed in this study because they failed to contribute in
significant ways to the polychoral repertory. However, one instrumentalist, the cornetto player
and maestro dei concerti Giovanni Bassano (1560-1617) issued several collections of polychoral
motets. Bassano was a central figure in the Venetian instrumental musical scene during the late
sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. As a cornet player, he was one of the pifferi, and was
appointed maestro de concerti at San Marco in 1601.199 Bassano was famous for his treatise on
ornamentation.200 He was a singer as well and was appointed to the seminary of San Marco as a
singing teacher in 1596.201 His editions are contemporary to those of the Gabrieli and serve for
the purpose of comparison.
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b. Willaert‟s Double-Choir Psalms (1550)
The earliest Venetian collection that includes polychoral compositions, Antonio
Gardane‟s Di Adriano et di Jachet: I salmi … a uno et a duoi chori, was published in 1550.202 It
contains thirty-one psalm settings by five different composers: Adrian Willaert, Jachet da
Mantova, Domenico Phinot, Giovanni Nasco, and Henricus Scaffen. In the index of the original
publication, these psalm settings are divided into three categories according to structure: salmi a
versi con le sue risposte, salmi a versi senza risposte, and salmi spezzadi.203 The first category
corresponds to through-composed setting that combine works by two composers, one for the
odd-numbered verses and the other for the even-numbered ones, always in four-part polyphony.
The second category includes alternatim psalms, with polyphony for the odd-numbered verses
and chant for the even-numbered ones. The last category consists of eight double-choir psalms,
all by Adrian Willaert.204 These settings divide eight voices into two four-voice choirs, which
alternate with each other most of the time on a verse-by-verse basis without much overlapping,
except in the doxology section at the end, in which all voices participate. Willaert‟s pieces
represent an early stage of the development of polychoral music.
c. Andrea and Giovanni Gabrieli Concerti (1587)
In 1587 Giovanni Gabrieli collected and published his uncle‟s works alongside with
several of his own pieces in the monumental Concerti di Andrea, et di Gio. Gabrieli.205 This
print contains both polyphonic and polychoral works, including several settings for two, three,
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and four choirs.206 The music in this collection shows both similarities to and differences from
Willaert‟s compositions. It is similar in that the majority of the single-choir pieces are psalm
motets that resort to imitation and light counterpoint, and in that most of the multiple-choir
pieces, 8-part, double-choir settings of psalmodic texts, begin in antiphony and employ a
relatively limited vocabulary of melodic figures and cadences. In other senses, the works in the
print exhibit new characteristics. For instance, Andrea Gabrieli‟s polychoral works show a wide
variety of genres and scorings and employ more repetition than one sees in Willaert‟s doublechoir settings.
d. 1597 Giovanni Gabrieli‟s Sacrae Symphoniae (1597)
In 1597 Giovanni Gabrieli published his epoch-making volume of Sacrae Symphoniae,
which contains forty-five of his vocal and instrumental pieces.207 In Giovanni‟s works his
uncle‟s influence is as evident as are his own innovations. Single-choir pieces in this collection
share some characteristics with Andrea Gabrieli‟s works. They often open with imitation, and
most of them are psalm motets. Still, they differ from older works in that they are written for a
larger number of voices and their cadences appear on a greater variety of pitches. As for the
multiple-choir pieces, they include a greater number of large settings than the earlier collections.
Motets based upon psalms continue to be the primary genre in this category, too, but the relative
number of pieces with free, non-liturgical texts increases. Unlike his uncle, Giovanni Gabrieli
often wrote declamatory openings for his polychoral works, and employed more repetition to
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create momentum and reinforce the effect of colorful combinations of text and harmony. These
pieces represent the musical practice at San Marco and its environs in Venice during the last
decade of the sixteenth century.208
e. Giovanni Bassano‟s Concerti Ecclesiastici (1598 and 1599)
Giovanni Bassano was a prolific composer, as well as a virtuoso instrumentalist. His
Concerti Ecclesiastici of 1598 includes 8 single-choir and 12 multiple-choir motets,209 while his
publication of 1599 contains 6 single-choir and 14 multiple-choir motets.210 The pieces with
seven or more voices are accompanied by an organ basso seguente – the one for the 1598
volume was added separately on the following year. These motets evidence many similarities
with Giovanni Gabrieli‟s pieces, which seem to have served as models for his musical style.
Whereas Gabrieli expanded the number of parts in his compositions, Bassano concentrated on
double-choir settings for eight voices. Since the two composers were contemporaries and
worked together at San Marco, the reason for Bassano‟s smaller settings did not have to do with
the availability of singers. His pieces may have been conceived for other institutions, or may
have been intended for lesser feasts. Besides instrumentation, Bassano relied more frequently
than Gabrieli on the repetition of short phrases with a sharp rhythmic profile, a detail that may
have been derived from the composer‟s familiarity with instrumental music and its typical
procedures. Bassano also cultivated non-liturgical texts more often than either of the Gabrielis.
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f. Giovanni Gabrieli‟s Posthumous Symphoniae Sacrae (1615)
Giovanni Gabrieli‟s last solo collection, Symphoniae Sacrae, was published in 1615 after
the composer‟s death, under the editorship of Alvise Grani.211 The works in this volume
exemplify the evolution of Venetian polychoral music, now fully “Baroque.” The majority of
them are for two to four choirs. In comparison with earlier publications, this one contains more
pieces for three and four choirs, some of which also incorporate instruments. All compositions
have organ parts, which usually function as bassi seguenti but sometimes as independent
continuo lines. A few pieces call for solo voices, introducing stile recitative within a polychoral
context, or ask for specific instrumental colors, bringing into the motet the developments that
previously belonged to canzonas and sonatas. Texts are not liturgical, perhaps expressing the
composer‟s desire of a freer frame that would allow him to experiment more extensively with
modern procedures. The range of melodic figures is generally wider than that in the earlier
pieces, and the number of pitches used in cadences is larger. Antiphony in repeated phrases
predominates all over the collection. Giovanni Gabrieli‟s 1615 collection marked one of the
high points of Venetian polychoral music with large performing forces and a new or renewed use
of solo voices and instruments.
g. Anthologies
Besides the Venetian publications, certain anthologies, from the German-speaking cities
of Kassel, Strassbourg, or Nürnberg, printed or in manuscript, contain motets by Andrea and
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Giovanni Gabrieli.212 Their existence is due to the fame that both composers achieved in the
north, which attracted several important students to Venice and generated great interest in their
compositions. These anthologies contain 21 pieces by Giovanni Gabrieli that are not included in
his Venetian collections.213 This repertory represents another take on the composer‟s most
modern practices, including the use of twelve or more parts of combined voices and instruments,
the resort to organ basso parts, the enlargement of the palette of cadences, and the preference for
non-liturgical texts. All these traits suggest that these compositions were written at a late stage
of the composer‟s life. The pieces in the anthologies help to amplify our knowledge of the
function of Venetian polychoral pieces as well as of the liturgy both inside and outside the city in
a repertory that was not judged to be appropriate for public circulation in Venice.
h. The Function of the Religious Compositions
The pieces in these collections can be classified in several categories on the basis of their
genres and liturgical functions. Mass movements adequate for the celebration of the Eucharist
are an absolute minority; they may have been the prerogative of chapel masters and not of
organists. As anticipated, motets based on psalmodic texts fill in most of the repertory. Among
the published psalm settings, only those by Willaert are suitable for liturgical use because they
set the whole psalm and include the doxology at the end – once again, liturgical music seems to
have belonged to the chapel master. All others psalmodic settings omit the doxology and most
employ a selection of verses, which suggests that they were free additions to the regular liturgical
services.
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Some of the largest psalm-based pieces, particularly the ones whose texts reappear
throughout the collections, could have been used for important annual festivities. A few
celebrated one-time events of particular solemnity and might not have been reused. The lack of
functional assignment for the compositions in the prints makes it difficult to define occasions,
but David Bryant, in particular, was able to propose many of them through a combination of
historical information, event description, and textual and musical analysis. For example, if a
significant event took place on a weekday, the celebratory motet for the occasion could have
been based on the psalm of the day. Henry III visited the city on Wednesday, July 21, 1574.
The contemporary repertory included but one setting of a psalm for Wednesday (or Feria IV),
Andrea Gabrieli‟s double-choir Exurgat Deus, which can be tentatively identified as written for
the welcoming ceremony.214 These associations are used in chapter VII as a basis to discuss the
explicit transmission of political contents in the Venetian polychoral repertory.
Besides motets based on psalms, the repertory includes other kinds of settings of both
liturgical and non-liturgical texts. Pieces based upon antiphons and responsories were probably
inserted at Matins or Vespers, since many texts belonged to either of these two Offices. The
handful of large-scale Magnificats by Giovanni Gabrieli can be located precisely within the
liturgy, but it is at present impossible to assign them to specific festivals. Several paraliturgical
compositions written for large ensembles may have been employed to decorate some of the city‟s
most special ceremonies, since they do not have any obvious liturgical placement.
During the late sixteenth and the early seventeenth centuries, Venetian single- and
multiple-choir pieces by Willaert, the Gabrieli, and Bassano were integrated into the liturgical
fabric of the rito patriarchino at San Marco and other churches, and enhanced the solemnity of
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both festive and ferial days. The structure of polychoral pieces provided a sounding, yet covert,
parallel for the ideologies of the republic. Single-choir works lacked a precise political parallel;
they belonged to the internationally shared arsenal of musical resources and did not assume a
peculiar significance in the city. Yet, with time, they ultimately adapted and employed multiplechoir techniques that changed their appearance because of their proximity to polychoralism and
the hegemony that the latter assumed; they occupy a peripheral position vis-à-vis the structural
homology between music and ideology. Many of the texts and the musical settings commented
upon Venetian political or historical events.215 The preference for polychoral procedures
reinforces music‟s ideological charge, to turn it into one of the clearest artistic realizations of
social and cultural structures deeply embedded within Venetian society. At a different level, the
selection of words in the texts underlines the political content proper to all religious music,
transmitting it through the public.
In this study, I examine the musical characteristics and chronology of these collections in
order to discuss structural homologies and rhetorical functions. Chapter V discusses the
structural underpinnings of polychoral music, so as to bring out its homologies with the
ideologies of the republic. Chapter VI refers to the refractions of these procedures – and
ideologies – in single-choir pieces. Chapter VII explores the musical delivery of the text at
length to interpret the explicit contribution of Venetian polychoral pieces to political notions of
their day.
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CHAPTER V
POLYCHORALISM, COMPETITION AND HARMONY
Venetian polychoral culture, a mental offspring of the city‟s political hierarchy, existed as
an ideal model in relation to republican competition and harmony. Polychoral music at San
Marco can be seen as an representation of one of the key Venetian shared notions, one that
embodied both the clear separation into collective entities and an idea of overall unity through
both single- and multiple-choir structures; the division into groups of the urban society matches
the splitting of the texture into distinct choirs in the music, while the idea of the republic that
reunited the former corresponds to the polychoral piece that joined the latter.
Even though multiple-choir music was practiced in various places both within and
without the city of Venice, the basilica of San Marco contributed to its development in especially
important ways. Sixteenth- and early-seventeenth-century composers of San Marco, notably
including Adrian Willaert, Andrea Gabrieli, and Giovanni Gabrieli, wrote many important
polychoral pieces for Venetian feasts. Their music helped to project and consolidate prime
notions of the Venetian republic. The internal structure of such music is homologous with
ideological structures that belong to what we may call the “polychoral culture,” created by social
group interaction.216 In the repertory, music parallels social structure. Polychoral music in itself
was perhaps the best possible representation of the Venetian republic. The division into groups
of the Venetian socio-political system was mirrored in the splitting of the texture into distinct
choirs in polychoral music. Within society, several social groups competed and collaborated
with each other to maintain the stability of the state under the political control of the smaller
group of patricians; their action supposedly yielded the harmonious whole of the republic, an
216
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ideological representation that legitimized their rule. Music projected these representations of
Venetian polychoral culture.
Polychoral structure is of course found in pieces that comprised multiple choirs in
musical dialogue with each other. There is a different, subsidiary kind of musical writing that
surfaces in single-choir compositions, through the subdivision of the texture into groups that
sometimes converse with each other. This kind of writing, which I call “implicit polychoralism,”
is the subject of chapter V. In pieces that are structurally polychoral, the interaction among
choirs projects images of the republic by creating musical models of the imagined ensemble of
social groups and their interactions with each other. In Venice, three hierarchical social groups,
nobili, citadini, and popolani, competed and collaborated in political and economic life, while
they negotiated with each other, and maintained an image of harmony supposedly inherent in the
Venetian republic (chap. III). On an abstract level, the structure of the pieces parallels the
structure of republicanism. Musical and ideological structures are not the same; however,
through structural connections music may convey shared social doctrines.
In order to understand these musical representations of the Venetian polychoral repertory,
different musical elements in polychoral structure must be examined. The organization of
musical structure includes the employment of polychoral textures, text, modality/tonality,
harmony, range, imitation, and rhythm. The chronological development of the Venetian
polychoral repertory also affected the number of choirs, the tonal language, the use of
instruments, and the vocal writing. The number of choirs varies between two and four. Doublechoir settings are the most common in the Venetian polychoral repertory. Earlier collections
mainly comprise double-choir settings, while later collections include larger settings with
increasing frequency. Earlier works rely on modal species; on the contrary, later works often
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show clearer tonal direction and sometimes employ cadences ruled by hexachords. Earlier
melodies are often limited to a narrow range, while later ones adopt a wider range and disjoint
motion. In this chapter, I first examine the polychoral texture of the selected multiple-choir
pieces on the basis of style as well as genre, and later I explore their tonal orientation and its
chronological development. Finally, I discuss the use of instruments and solo vocal writing of
Venetian polychoral music.
1. Polychoral Texture
Venetian multiple-choir pieces use the interaction among choirs as a rhetorical means to
create a sense of competition and collaboration that resolve into harmony. Choirs collaborate
with each other by alternating different portions of text, often in long phrases, to complete a line
or a section, while they compete by exchanging short phrases in rapid succession, often repeating
the same portion of text. Such interactions of choirs are accompanied by harmonic motion to
reinforce rhetorical delivery. For example, static harmonies generate emphasis, but certain
harmonic progressions, such as the ones based upon the circle of fifths, set up contrast without
losing a sense of unity. Thus, choirs as individual entities interact with each other in competition
or collaboration for the sake of the effective delivery of the text, and more often than not, these
individual entities come together to achieve a harmonious whole at the tutti ending.
The disposition of choirs is usually substantiated through the clefs and vocal ranges of
each choir. The clefs and ranges as well as the relative length of participation in polychoral
interactions establish a hierarchy among the choirs. The choir that sings relatively longer, in
higher clefs and vocal ranges is the most important one. The hierarchy of choirs in each
collection (Table 5.1) is, in general, simple and clear in the earlier collections, and becomes
subtler and more complex in later ones. A distinct tendency to assign the first choir top priority
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remains always current, which may have to do with the practical realization of the pieces: the
first choir usually comprised solo singers, while the second one included the cappella or
ripieno.217 Among the double-choir pieces by Andrea Gabrieli, Giovanni Gabrieli, and Giovanni
Bassano, the first choir often shows a higher priority than second choirs. Double-choir pieces
whose second choir has higher clefs appear only in the 1587 Concerti and one anthology.218 The
later collections contain more pieces in which all choirs share the same or almost the same clefs
and vocal ranges as well as polychoral participations. Larger settings tend to show more variety
in the distribution of hierarchy of the choirs than the double-choir settings. Even though the
first-choir priority is still apparent in the 1587 collection, triple- and quadruple-choir pieces
sometimes assign top priority to the other choirs in later collections, especially in the 1615 one.
Pieces from the anthologies also show more variety.
In Venetian polychoral pieces, the disposition of choirs generally follows a single plot, as
it were. They start by alternating with each other rather slowly, and later increase the pace to
build up tension; and they conclude the piece by singing a tutti section together. In order
musically to realize this plot, the compositions mainly use two structural types, i.e. dialogue and
repetition. In dialogue, choirs alternate with each other by singing different music, whereas in
repetition the alternating choirs employ the same or similar material. In dialogue sections,
Venetian polychoral music usually tends to switch choirs in the middle of the verse or line.
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Table 5.1. Choir priority based on clefs and vocal ranges
Double
Triple
Quadruple
Choir219

1

2 E

1

2 3 E 1

1587

13

3 1

4

1

1597

24

4

4

1598

10

3

1

1599

9

5

1615

9

3
1 2

Anthologies
Total

65

1

1

1

5

3

1

2

2

1 1 1

1

5 1 3

5

4 18 16

2 3 4 E

1

1
1

1

1 1

In such cases, choirs act together or collaborate to complete a verse. Dialogue can be seen as a
collaborative communication. In dialogue sections, cadences are not so conclusive and
contribute to make an effect of communication between choirs. In the pieces with longer
sections in dialogue, a clear hierarchy exists between choirs. One choir tends to function as a
musical support to the other after the opening dialogue, and as a result choirs create musical
collaboration. Musical groups communicate in dialogue and later collaborate through the course
of the music. On the contrary, repetition of the same motives, set to the same words by different
alternating choirs implies contrast or competition; this device has the effect of emphasizing the
repeated words or lines of the text. The repetition of short phrases in similar musical motion
contributes to building up tension towards a climax at the end of a composition. Such
metaphorical competition always resolves at the end of the piece as a tutti ending.
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Most of the Venetian polychoral repertory resorts to a combination of dialogue and
repetition. Either formal device is employed at the beginning of compositions; the distribution of
opening textures is shown in Table 5.2. This dialogue and repetition varies depending on the
developmental stage of musical styles over time. Almost half of the entire repertory opens with
music in dialogue. All of Willaert‟s double-choir settings start in dialogue and continue to
employ the device until the end. The opening dialogue became less common after the 1597
collection, which includes the most pieces with the dialogue opening, even though they often
replace dialogue with repetition or tutti soon after the opening. In the late sixteenth century
repetition became more frequent in the Venetian polychoral repertory, since it was effective in
creating a climax, especially at the ending. For example, most of the repertory starts with
repetition after the 1598 collection, and tutti also appears at the opening, often for larger settings
from the seventeenth century. Solo voices and instrumental sinfonias are used only in the 1615
printing and some anthologies.
Table 5.2. Opening polychoral texture
Dialogue Repetition Tutti Solo(s) Instruments
1550

8

1587

9

12

1

1597

19

14

2

1598

2

12

1599

3

11

1615

6

10

Anthologies 6
Total

53

59

5

2

2

1

1

2

9

3

4
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a. Dialogue
In polychoral pieces, choirs sometimes trade individual lines of text with each other, and
other times they share a single line. In either case, the antiphonal alternation of choirs with
different musical materials suggests a dialogue among musical groups, creating a sense of both
communication and collaboration between choirs. The primary rhetorical function of dialogue
seems to create a smooth narrative of the text. This device appears more often in double-choir
settings than in larger ones. Some works employ dialogue extensively, yet most of them
incorporate the device with other techniques. A tutti is sometimes employed within dialogue to
emphasize a certain phrase or word. The combination of dialogue and tutti often appears in later
works as well as in larger settings. Furthermore, dialogue is usually used at the beginning or the
first half of music in most compositions.
Dialogue was more common in the early stages of Venetian polychoral repertory than the
later ones. Earlier Vespers psalm settings especially tended to employ dialogue more often. In
his eight double-choir psalm settings, Adrian Willaert used dialogue almost exclusively, except
in the doxology sections.220 All eight psalm settings open with the first choir, and the two choirs
alternate in singing individual verses as if maintaining a musical dialogue, thus reinforcing the
structure of the text. Each choir seems to have been written independently in a mixture of
various textures, since the choirs rarely overlap with each other. Both declamatory and imitative
music is used at the entrances of each choir; light counterpoint in what has been called „familiar
style‟ predominates in the rest of the settings.
Willaert‟s psalms produce a sense of communication between choirs through dialogue.
Even though choirs usually alternate verses, two choirs sometimes collaborate to complete a
220
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verse. For example, Confitebor tibi Domine uses such collaboration for verses 2, 5, and 10.221
Communication and dialogue resolve into harmony with the two choirs singing together in the
doxology. Two choirs even exchange short phrases with each other to create a climax that leads
to a unified tutti in the Laudate pueri Domnum, in which choirs exchange over the words Sicut
erat in principio et nunc et semper (Example 5.1; mm. 94-106).222 The exchange functions as a
bridge between a dialogue and a harmonious tutti (mm. 107-116; see later in this chapter for the
discussion of a cadential structure of these psalms).

Example 5.1. Adrian Willaert, Laudate pueri Dominum (1550)223
Verse 11: a) Sicut erat/ b) in principio/ c) et nunc et semper
Verse 12: d) Et in saecula saeculorum Amen
Choir 1 A a a
Choir 2

B b C c c

A a B b b

b

D d

C c c c

d d d d d d d

D d d d d d d d

No pieces in collections after Willaert‟s psalm settings utilize dialogue exclusively, and
the use of this technique is often limited to the beginning of music. Still, some polychoral pieces
employ dialogues beyond the beginning, usually alternating with repetitions.224 For instance,
among the later multiple-choir repertory, Andrea Gabrieli‟s double-choir piece with ten voices
Laudate Dominum in sanctis eius (1587) uses dialogue most extensively.225 The text consists of
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the complete Psalm 150 with no doxology, which directs the people to praise the Lord with the
sounds of various instruments. The composition regularly alternates the choirs on a verse-byverse basis through verse 4 (Example 5.2). The fifth and last verse includes a mixture of tutti
and repetition. The first hemistich is mostly set in tutti, so as to emphasize the phrase laudate
eum in cymbalis bene sonantibus (“praise him with resounding cymbals”), while the second
hemistich, laudate eum in cymbalis iubilationis (“praise him with joyful cymbals”), uses
repetitions to build tension and also convey the idea of jubilation. The music creates a climax in
tutti over the last verse omnis spiritus laudet Dominum (“Let every spirit praise the Lord”). The
two choirs use dialogue to admonish the people to praise the Lord, and in the last verse they
come together to embody the image of everyone joining in praise.
Example 5.2. Andrea Gabrieli, Laudate Dominum in sanctis eius (1587)
Verse 5: a) Laudate eum/ b) in cymbalis bene sonantibus/ c) laudate eum d) in cymbalis/ e)
iubilationis
Verse 6: f) Omnis spiritus laudet Dominum
Choir 1 A
Choir 2

A B b b C
A A B b b C D

D

E
D

F f f f f f f f f f f f f
E F f f f f f f f f f f f f

Giovanni Gabrieli‟s multiple-choir pieces rely on dialogue less frequently than the earlier
music. More than half of his polychoral pieces open in dialogue. Some of them also use the
procedure as an effective structural device. Dialogue sometimes includes tutti sections that
emphasize certain portions of text, and this technique appears more often in later compositions
than earlier ones. Giovanni Gabrieli‟s O Jesu mi dulcissime (1597) employs dialogue for a
contrasting narrative to make a textual parallel (Example 5.3).226 It is scored for a double-choir
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in eight voices, and its text suggests that this music is clearly dedicated to Christmas. This
composition opens in parallel dialogue to narrate the birth of baby Jesus in line 1 and 2. In line 4
choirs exchange portions of the line several times in dialogue by making parallel narrations with
tutti on Christus datus est (“Christ is given,” Example 5.4) to highlights a belief that the baby is
the savior. A different setting of O Jesu mi dulcissime was published in the 1615 collection.227
Both pieces share the use of dialogue for the parallel line at the beginning and verse 4, plus the
resort to tutti.
Example 5.3. Giovanni Gabrieli, O Jesu mi dulcissime (1597)
Line 4: a) O mira Dei pietas/ b) O singularis caritas/ c) Christus datus est/ d) Jesus natus est/ e)
datus est a Patre/ f) natus est de virgine matre.
Choir 1

B b C c

Choir 2 A a a a

E e

C c D d

F f

Example 5.4. Giovanni Gabrieli, O Jesu mi dulcissime (1615)
Choir 1

B b b b C c

Choir 2 A a a

E e

C c D d

F f f

The combination of dialogue and tutti is also common in larger settings, as in Andrea
Gabrieli‟s triple-choir Deus misereatur nostri (1587) for twelve voices.228 This piece sets Psalm
66, which refers to the mercy and justice of God. All three choirs sing together the middle
portion of the second verse, in omnibus gentibus (“in all nations”) two times, depicting with
sounds the meaning of the text (Example 5.5). Subsequently, different pairs of choirs repeat the
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rest of the verse salutare tuum (“your salvation”), emphasizing the all important idea of salvation.
In verses 5 and 6, single choirs alternate with pairs of choirs to form a lengthy dialogue which
sings for praise of God and his blessings. The pairs reflect the meaning of the words as a
collective of each single choir: populi omnes (“all the people”) at the end of verse 5 and terra
dedit fructum suum (“the earth has dedicated her fruitful”) at the beginning of verse 6.
Example 5.5. Andrea Gabrieli, Deus misereatur nostri (1587)
Verse 5: a) Confiteantur tibi populi Deus/ b) confiteantur tibi/ c) populi omnes
Verse 6: d) Terra dedit fructum suum/ e) benedicat nos Deus Deus noster

Choir 1
Choir 2 A a
Choir 3

D d d

E e

C D d d
B b C

E e e
E e e e

b. Repetition
At the beginning of the chapter, I characterized repetition in polychoral pieces as the
alternation of choirs with similar musical materials. Most of the Venetian polychoral repertory
uses a combination of dialogue and repetition; however, the latter device is preferred as a means
for structural consistency and textual emphasis. Repetition creates contrast that resolves into
harmony at tutti endings. In particular, the repetition of short phrases contributes to build up
tension toward a climax at the end of a section or composition, and it also creates rhetorical
emphasis by insisting upon important words. This kind of repetition tends to be homophonic and
employs short values with syncopated or dotted rhythms. Such characteristics are also
significant in Giovanni Gabrieli‟s instrumental repertory; late sixteenth-century instrumental
idioms seem to have influenced vocal pieces in this respect. In later repertory, the procedure is
employed more frequently than in earlier ones, and the length of sections produced by alternation,
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each incorporating many short phrases, is expanded. Among Venetian multiple-choir pieces,
larger works often include more repetition than dialogue. Such large settings were unique to
Venice – i.e., they have no counterpart in contemporary repertory elsewhere – and seem to have
accompanied Venetian rituals that bore particular significance. In such compositions, various
combinations of choirs participate in repetition as a rhetorical means to convey the emotions of
the text.
One of Giovanni Gabrieli‟s double-choir pieces from the 1597 publication, Beati omnes
qui timent Dominum, set to Psalm 127, employs the repetition of short phrases to emphasize
important words and build up a climax.229 For example, the second verse, labores manuum
tuarum quia manducabis; beatus es et bene tibi erit (“for you will eat from the labors of your
hands, blessed are you and well with you”), opens in tutti but soon turns to the repetition of short
phrases to emphasize the words, beatus es and et bene tibi erit. The tutti here works like a
sermon to underscore an ethical point through declamatory music, while the repetition coupled
with a chord progression by fifths creates the impression of a celebratory response to the sermon.
Another clear instance of repetition is found in the setting of the last verse, et videas filios
filiorum tuorum pacem super Israel (“and you will see your descendants, and let there be peace
over Israel”). The hemistich, et videas filios filiorum tuorum, is set to the repetition of short
phrases in a triple meter (Example 5.6). Not only does this polychoral device emphasize the
words, but it also creates momentum towards the climactic ending in tutti and highlights the
urgency of the plea for peace in the second hemistich, pacem super Israel. The repetition
reinforces the expressive delivery of the text with the rapid alternations of choirs.
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Example 5.6. Giovanni Gabrieli, Beati omnes qui timent Dominum, mm. 49-74230
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Venetian polychoral works repeat not only short phrases but also longer ones. One of
Andrea Gabrieli‟s double-choir settings of the responsory Expurgate vetus fermentum (1587) for
eight voices systematically uses the repetition of relatively long phrases, except for the last
section (see chapter VII for the discussion of its performance occasion).231 The first choir
usually initiates the process with a cadence punctuating each repetition. No clear dialogic device
is found in this composition, but tutti phrases often appear interpolated in-between repetitions.
Since this technique does not produce as much emphasis as do short phrases, the tutti phrases
help to create emphasis as well as tension for climaxes. For example, the two choirs sing
together in tutti to emphasize a phrase that expects a better state, ut sitis nova conspersio (“you
would be new paste”), or a phrase that declares an action, Itaque epulemur (“Thus, let us feast”).
Composers also use polychoral repetition in combination with tutti to organize the
structure of sections. While repetition, often of short phrases, builds tension, declamatory style
and the full sound of tutti correspond to important concepts of the text. Giovanni Bassano‟s
Hodie Christus natus est applies repetition as a structural device.232 This Christmas antiphon is
set for double choir with seven voices. Each line opens in repetition, initiated by the first choir
in homorhythmic declamation, and concludes with the tutti in light counterpoint, except for the
last two lines. Even though the quantity of repeated phrases or their extension differs each time,
the process of lines 1, 2, and 3, from repetition to tutti, creates a feeling of celebration suitable to
the content of each line. In line 4 the second choir initiates a process of repetition with the
declamation of the word, Hodie (“today”). The rest of phrase, exultant justi, dicentes (“they
rightfully exult, declaring”), follows in homorhythmic tutti (Example 5.7). In line 5, Gloria in
231

For a modern edition, see Andrea Gablieli and Giovanni Gabrieli, Edizione nazionale delle oepere di
Andrea Gabrieli, edited by David Bryant, vol. 11, no. 1 (Milan: Ricordi, 1988), 199-214.
232

For a modern edition, see Giovanni Da Bassano, Mottetti per Conceti Ecclesiastici, a 5, 6, 7, 8 & 12
voci, edited by Jean-Paul Boury (Paris: Honoré Champion Éditeur, 1999), 89-95.
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excelsis Deo (“Glory to God in highest”), the first word is sung in tutti, and the rest follows in
repetition, leading to another tutti. Finally, the two choirs alternate short phrases with the word
alleluia in repetition and build tension towards a climax in tutti that produces a full sound of
jubilation.
Example 5.7. Giovanni Bassano, Hodie Christus natus est (1599)
Line 4: a) Hodie/ b) exultant justi dicentes
Line 5: ac Gloria/ d) in excelsis Deo/ e) alleluia

Choir 1
Choir 2 A

A B b b C D
B b b C

D
D

D d d d
D d

d d d E

E

E e e e
E e e

e

E e

The use of repetition in large settings produces complex music with a wide range of
contrast, which takes advantage of the availability of larger performing forces, with greater
variety of vocal combinations and more nuanced projection of the emotions of the text. For
example, Giovanni Gabrieli‟s quadruple-choir Omnes gentes plaudite manibus, the largest psalm
motet within the late-sixteenth century Venetian publications, employs various repetitions of
short phrases.233 The text was taken from verse 2 through 6 of Psalm 46, which refers to the
ascension of God and the Lord with the sound of joy and the sound of the trumpet. From the
beginning to the end, the repetition of short phrases dominates the piece, and pairs of choirs
(choir 1 and 3/ choir 2 and 4) often alternate short phrases. The opening verse, Omnes gentes
plaudite manibus jubilate Deo in voce exultationis (“All the nations, clap hands and sing for God
with the voice of exultations”), employs such paired repetition (Example 5.8). A pair of choirs
exchanges short phrases over the words, plaudite and jubilate, both of which could be related to
233

For a modern edition, see A modern edition of this composition is found in Giovanni Gabrieli, Opera
Omnia, edited by Denis Arnold, vol. 2 (Rome: American Institute of Musicology, 1959), 232-245.
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a joyful image through their reference to jubilant sounds. The massive repetitions throughout the
piece produce a sense of exultation that fully coincides with the text.
Example 5.8. Giovanni Gabrieli, Omnes gentes plaudite manibus, mm. 4-10
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c. Polychoral Textures and Genres
The use of polychoral textures differs on the basis of not only the chronology and the
number of choirs but also genres. Most of the Venetian polychoral repertory employs liturgical
texts, even though composers typically set selected lines, rather than entire poems or prayers.
Earlier publications include more pieces based upon liturgical sources, such as psalms,
responsories, and antiphons, while later collections contain more works of non-liturgical origin.
Polychoral psalm motets make up most of the Venetian repertory. The majority of them
derive their texts from psalms for Sunday services.234 All psalm motets based on the text for
Sunday open in dialogue. The chronological development of this genre carries implications for
the use of polychoral textures: dialogue for the early stage and repetition for the later one. For
example, three settings of Jubilate Deo omnis terra (Psalm 99) each by the Gabrielis and
Giovanni Bassano, all set in double choir with eight voices, show this chronological shift in
polychoral texture. Andrea Gabrieli‟s motet employs dialogue for an effective text delivery,
while Giovanni Gabrieli and Bassano relied instead on repetition.
The number of choirs is another reason for the choice of polychoral textures. In general,
larger settings prefer repetition and combine dialogue with tutti more often than double-choir
ones. Benedicam Dominum in omni tempore, found in three collections, serves as a good
example. Even though all three settings are based on verses 1 to 5 of Psalm 33, the number of
choirs and voices varies among the three: double choir with eight voices (Bassano, 1599),235
double choir with ten voices (Giovanni Gabrieli, 1597),236 and triple choir with twelve voices
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Texts of 15 multiple-choir psalm motets are for Sunday out of total 38: Sunday (15), Monday (4),
Tuesday (4), Wednesday (5), Thursday (3), Friday (4), Saturday (2), other (1).
235

For a modern edition, see Bassano, Mottetti per Conceti Ecclesiastici, 215-222.
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Giovanni Gabrieli, Opera Omnia, vol. 2, 55-61.
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(Andrea Gabrieli, 1587).237 The two double-choir pieces open in dialogue, but the triple-choir
one by Andrea begins in repetition, and heavily relies on the device. The other two settings also
employ a significant amount of repetition after the opening dialogue, even though the placement
of the device differs between the two; Giovanni Gabrieli used repetition in verse 2, 4, and 5,
while Bassano employed the device throughout the motet, except for verse 3.
Compared to psalm motets, responsories and antiphons are relatively infrequent among
multiple-choir pieces from Venetian collections. Unlike psalm motets, most of them employ
more repetition than dialogue. No responsory that is larger than a double-choir setting opens in
dialogue. These responsories and antiphons are often for Christmas, or for feasts of the Blessed
Virgin Mary. Considering their relatively limited employment of polychoral resources, these
compositions might have been used in their proper liturgical locations rather than as free
adornment for special occasions.
Venetian double-choir settings of responsories vary in their use of polychoral textures
according to the different composers, even though all rely on repetition. Relatively long phrases
dominate Andrea Gabrieli‟s settings with dialogue-like combination of repetition and tutti, while
short phrases are used in repetition in younger Gabrieli‟s setting. Both Gabrielis mixed
declamatory and imitative styles throughout this type of composition. Bassano‟s settings employ
both short and long phrases, set in homorhythmic declamation, except for the beginning and the
end of the pieces.
Polychoral antiphons are no different from other genres in that they also employ
repetition. The first choir often initiates polychoral interactions, producing a clear sense of
hierarchy among the choirs. For example, the Christmas antiphon, Quem vidistis pastores, was
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Edizione nazionale, vol. 11, no. 2, 151-172.
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set in double choir with eight voices by the elder Gabrieli and Bassano, and both settings open in
repetition.238 These two settings share a similar polychoral scheme with the same division of the
text, and the opening choir of each line coincides between the two, even though Gabrieli‟s
setting shows more complication for the order of repetition, especially in line 2. The first two
lines are in the form of a question, Quem vidistis pastores? Dicite, annunciate nobis, in terris
quis apparuit? (“What have you seen shepherds? Tell us, bring word to us, who has appeared on
earth?”). Both settings deliver the first question in declamatory polyphony without any
subdivision. The second question is divided into three parts. In both settings the first word,
Dicite, is repeated in short phrases, but the treatment of the remaining two parts is different in
each composition. Andrea‟s setting introduces a tutti for Dicite, annunciate nobis soon after the
declamation and repeats the text in long phrases, followed by shorter homorhythmic phrase for in
terris quis apparuit. Immediately, the whole line is restated mostly in tutti. On the contrary,
Bassano‟s setting uses repeated short phrases for annunciate nobis and tutti for in terries quis
apparuit, and the whole section is subsequently repeated. The difference in polychoral treatment
produces different rhetorical deliveries. Andrea‟s settings emphasizes the orders, Dicite,
annunciate nobis by insisting on these words, while Bassano uses the same phrases to build up
tension through repetition toward the last part of the line, in terris quis apparuit, which alludes to
the arrival of Christ. In all of these cases, antiphons behave in similar ways to other polychoral
compositions.
Polychoral pieces for paraliturgical use show variety both in polychoral size and
organization. The number of choirs ranges from two to four, and both dialogue and repetition
are employed, even though the latter device often dominates the structure. The majority of this
238

For modern editions, see Edizione nazionale, vol. 11, no. 1, 287-304, and Bassano, Mottetti per Conceti
Ecclesiastici, 96-113. In addition to being used as an antiphon at Lauds, Quem vidistis pastores is also found as a
responsory at Martins on Christmas day.
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repertory came from the later collections, which accounts for their peculiar features. Most of
these compositions seem to have been performed at a particular feast or a special occasion.
Giovanni Gabrieli‟s Exaudi me Domine (1615) is an example of a large setting that uses the
combination of dialogue and repetition for a non-liturgical text.239 It is for quadruple-choir and
sixteen voices. It uses different polychoral devices for each line (see later section of this chapter
for the discussion of tonal procedures in this motet). Polyphonic settings of lines 1, 2, and 3
produce a traditionally-minded dialogue, while repetition dominates the remaining lines. In line
2, the words movendi sunt (“are stirred”) assumes a kind of 4-voice hocket, obviously to imitate
the meaning of the words (Example 5.9).240 The technique also appears in line 4, with et timeo
(“and fear”). Line 4 combines tutti and repetition for the phrase, dum judicium aderit (“while
judgment is near”), to establish the first two words in tutti and the last one in repetition. The tutti
also continues until the beginning of line 7, quando coeli (“when heaven”), followed by the
repetition of short phrases on movendi sunt (“are stirred”) and et terra (“and earth”, Example
5.10).
In the Venetian polychoral repertory, polychoral textures differ according to genres as
well as to the size of the setting. Venetian composers developed polychoral devices and
employed them in various ways for the sake of the better rhetorically highlighting the delivery of
the text. Furthermore, they combined the devices with new compositional techniques, including
tonal language, instruments, and solo voices to create true sacred theatrical spectacles. I now
deal with these procedures.
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For a modern edition, see Giovanni Gabrieli, Opera Omnia, edited by Richard Charteris, vol. 5
(Hänssler: American Institute of Musicology, 1996), 161-189.
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Anthony Carver also calls the technique here (and later as well) as hocket and discusses it under
„Mannerism‟ in his book. Anthony F. Carver, Cori spezzati: The Development of Sacred Polychoral Music to the
Time of Schütz, vol. 1 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), 160-161.
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Example 5.9. Giovanni Gabrieli, Exaudi me Domine , mm. 15-18
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Example 5.10. Giovanni Gabrieli, Exaudi me Domine , mm. 76-82
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2. Tonality and Harmonic Progressions
The stylistic identity of polychoral music may be attributed to the use of the split-choir
texture, in conjunction with characteristic formal procedures, such as the ones that I described
above as dialogue or repetition. Polychoral music also involves other specific style parameters,
however, particularly some that affect tonality and instrumentation. For example, certain
harmonic progressions, used in conjunction with phrase repetition, highlight the individual
identities of the choirs. If the harmony remains static, repetitions tend simply to produce
emphasis; if the tonal center instead changes, for example through the circle of fifths, then the
reiteration also entails contrast between choirs. Tonal procedures establish generational
differences between the different Venetian composers, which accord a historical dimension to
this music. For my purposes here, I consider tonality as a system for the organization of pitches
through harmonic – or “vertical” – combinations, on the basis of the attraction that a main note
exerts. A tonal system encompasses a hierarchy of tones, a scale, choices of cadences, and
harmonic relations.241
a. Tonal Procedures
Two widely different approaches to tonal organization create two distinct styles – and
periods – within the sacred repertory examined in this study. Cadences and tonal procedures
introduce substantial differences among the works of Willaert and Andrea Gabrieli, on the one
hand, and those by Andrea‟s nephew Giovanni, on the other. Both Willaert‟s and Andrea‟s
polychoral pieces are conceived by means of characteristic modal procedures that Zarlino
codified. Modes are understood here as the melodic – or “horizontal” – projection of a set of
241

In line with current studies of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century tonality, I am using here as a basis
François Joseph Fétis‟s broader approach to the concept, as any means of pitch organization, rather than Hugo
Riemann‟s narrower one. Cf. Carl Dahlhaus, Studies on the Origin of Harmonic Tonality, translated by Robert O.
Gjerdingen (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1990), 7-13.
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characteristic features, including final, octave type, vocal ranges, and species of fifth and
fourth.242 Willaert‟s and Andrea‟s polychoral works exclusively use cantizans/tenorizans
clausulas, contrapuntal writing of voice leading often with a suspension (for clausula formulae,
see Example 5.11), and the choice of cadential pitches is relatively limited. Polychoral repertory
from Bassano‟s two collections and younger Gabrieli‟s 1597 collection also somehow remain in
accord with Zarlinian modal language.243 While Giovanni Gabrieli‟s earlier pieces remain
closer to his uncle‟s, those published in the 1615 collection represent a clear departure from
previous models. Giovanni‟s later pieces employ the fifth progression, typical of Baroque music,
and his choice of cadential pitches is wider than that of earlier composers. His compositions
often use a selection of hexachordal pitches for cadence points; they clearly shun clausulas and
prefer V-I cadences instead. Such developments frequently occur in conjunction with the
repetition of short phrases, in which the quintal motion helps to establish a clear contrast between
choirs as well as to create harmonic drive towards the climax of the piece. Furthermore,
repetition in larger settings allows a composer to introduce a higher degree of a complexity by
using various combinations of choirs along with an expanded tonal palette.
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Zarlino encoded modes in the fourth volume of his treatise Le istitutioni harmoniche (1558). His twelve
modes are derived by different species of diapentes (fifths) and diatessarons (fourths). Each mode includes three
regular cadences (plus the octave of the final or cofinal), a special intervallic outlook and an affection of its own. In
polyphony, the mode is determined by the tenor. Cantus and tenor usually share the same range, while altus and
bassus have the opposite one (authentic or plagal) from their mode. See Gioseffo Zarlino, On the Modes: Part Four
of „Le istitutioni harmoniche‟, 1558, translated by Vered Cohen and edited with an introduction by Claude V.
Palisca (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1983).
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For Giovanni Gabrieli‟s use of selected modes see Heide Volckmar-Waschk, Die “Cantiones Sacrae”
von Heinrich Schütz: Entstehung, Texte, Analysen (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 2001), 37.
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Example 5.11. The model of clausula formulas

During the early sixteenth century, the tonal construction of Venetian multiple-choir
pieces rested upon diatonic and modal procedures. In his double-choir psalm settings, Willaert
organized cadences around a relatively limited selection of pitches. For example, in his Laudate
pueri Dominum, in the transposed Dorian with the final on G, cadences occur mainly on two
pitches, G and D (Example 5.12). The piece includes just one other cadence, a secondary close
on B-flat on m. 96. In his Confitebor tibi Domine, in Dorian transposed to G, cadences also
concentrate on two pitches, G and D, while other cadential pitches are used less frequently
(Example 5.13). In both cases, a cadence on the final pitch G always closes each main section,
emphasizing the main tonal center of the piece. In Willaert‟s polychoral pieces, tonality helps to
establish a basic stability that underlies the dialogue between choirs.
Example 5.12. Cadences of Laudate pueri Dominum (numbers indicate the measures in which
cadences occur)

Example 5.13. Cadences of Confitebor tibi Domine (numbers indicate the measures in which
cadences occur)
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Multiple-choir pieces by Andrea Gabrieli also employ conspicuous modal features; they
highlight a main modal final, and use the traditional range of an octave to control diatonic
melodic motion. Andrea‟s music addresses the question of differentiating the choirs by
assigning a different tonal center to each of them during musical dialogue; yet he still employs a
diatonic approach to tonal organization with a narrow selection of cadences and harmonies. For
example, in the double-choir Ave Regina caelorum (1587), in the Hypomixolydian mode on G,
cadences occur only on three pitches, G, D, and C, the third of which is purely incidental and
appears only once (Example 5.14).244 The fifths, G-D and C-G, set the basic tonal framework of
this piece.
Example 5.14. Cadences of Ave Regina caelorum (numbers indicate the measures in which
cadences occur)

A second piece by Andrea Gabrieli, the three-choir Deus misereatur nostri (1587), on F
with B-flat, also uses Zarlinian modal prescriptions. This piece emphasizes the final F, by
returning to it once and again; it also uses two subsidiary cadential points, C and A (Example
5.15). These cadential pitches coincide with Zarlino‟s rules for the mode in his treatise.245 In
both pieces, all voices remain within the modal range that Zarlino describes, without, however,
following every detail of his assignment of authentic or plagal ranges to individual voices. For
instance, in Deus misereatur nostri the first choir follows the appropriate ranges of the mode: the
first and the third voices move within the authentic octave, while the second and the fourth
voices use the plagal one. The second choir instead exchanges the ranges among the voices: it
244

For a modern edition, see Edizione nazionale, vol. 11, no. 2, 63-72.
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Gioseffo Zarlino, Le istitutioni harmoniche (1558), MMMLF, ser. 2, vol. 1 (New York: Broude Brothers,
1965), 325-326.
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uses plagal ranges for soprano and tenor, while the authentic ones appear in alto and bass.
Furthermore, the third and lowest choir follows different assignments: the first and fourth voices
sing within the authentic range, while the second and third are within the plagal one. This
situation supports a reading of modes as composite, authentic and plagal.
Example 5.15. Cadences of Deus misereatur nostri (numbers indicate the measures in which
cadences occur)

Even in Andrea Gabrieli‟s largest setting, the quadruple-choir Gloria, tonality remains
diatonic and straightforward (see chapter VII for the discussion of its performance occasion).246
Even though the use of larger polychoral forces requires a greater effort of organization on the
composer‟s part, modal language provides its main frame, just as it does in the rest of the
composer‟s oeuvre, and quintal motion contributes to organizing the texture in the limited way
discussed earlier. Fifth progressions are employed often, but their use is constrained to
emphasizing a tonal center and to establishing temporary contrast among choirs that repeat the
same phrases. The movement is conceived in the Dorian mode, with absolute predominance of
the cadential pitch D. Repeated passages reinforce the main tonal center either through the
succession of cadences on D or the alternation of cadences on D and A (Example 5.16).247
Occasionally, the composition also resorts to cadences on three other pitches, namely F, C, and E.
Each of these extra pitches appears only once; the E clausula, moreover, occurs over an A
harmony (m. 35), so it cannot be considered as an independent tonal center.
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For a modern edition, see Edizione nazionale, vol. 11, no. 2, 233-254.
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Carver points out that the tonal orientation of the Gloria utilizes secondary pitches to expand tonal areas.
Carver, Cori spezzati, 143-144.
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Example 5.16. Cadences of Gloria (numbers indicate the measures in which cadences occur)

Even though the individual choirs repeat declamatory musical phrases set a fifth apart, so
as to create contrast, the effect of such departures from the final is purely local. For instance,
they repeat the words Cum Sancto Spiritu in triple meter towards the end of the piece; each choir
frames the beginning and ending of the passage with either a D or an A harmony: first choir, DD: third choir, D-A: second choir, A-A: fourth choir, A-A. All in all, the procedure helps in
creating harmonic stability, which firmly anchors complex repetitions and various combinations
of choirs in tonal space. By holding together divergent musical strains, this device prepares the
final resolution in tutti, which can be seen as a metaphorical resolution of competition into a
harmonious unity.
Giovanni Gabrieli‟s later pieces show tonal procedures different from those of any of his
predecessors, through the use of a tonal system based upon hexachords, a notion proposed by
Eric Chafe.248 The author explains the choice of cadences typical of seventeenth-century tonality
through the system of hexachords that remained current during most of the century, including
mutations between durus and mollis hexachords.249 His ideas refer to the selection of chordal
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The general ideas are presented in Chapter II and III of his book. Eric Chafe, Monteverdi‟s Tonal
Language (New York: Schirmer Books, 1992).
249

Henry Burnett and Roy Nitzberg discuss this tonal language of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
through a system of three hexachords and eleven pitch-classes. The three-hexachord system includes one central
hexachord and two neighboring ones, with three additional chromatic pitches, and thus it accounts for eleven of the
twelve pitches of the chromatic scale. For example, in a three-hexachord system centered upon the C-hexachord,
D#/Eb is not accounted for. The authors base their discussion upon Chafe‟s hexachordal tonality and point out some
problems in it, such as the lack of definition as to the number of hexachords in the system and the limitations in
transposition or modulation. They claim that their eleven-pitch-class tonality completes what Chafe‟s theory misses.
Still, their system shares the same basic tonal concept with Chafe‟s theory. Perhaps the most important difference
between the two systems is that Chafe concentrates on cadences, while Burnet and Nitzberg take missing pitches as
indicators of modulations. Be it as it may, Burnett and Nitzberg‟s approach does not bring into my project any
important positive contributions, for whose reason I prefer here Chafe‟s simpler approach. Henry Burnett and Roy
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roots. They thus imply a departure from the Medieval and Renaissance theory of hexachords,
which was developed as a means of labeling individual pitches.250 Yet, they properly explain
seventeenth-century compositional choices. Chafe arranged his hexachordal cadences according
to the circle of ascending fifths; for example, he presented the natural hexachord as the
succession, F-C-G-D-A-E. In all of the hexachords, the cadences on five of six individual
pitches are “authentic” (i.e., what we would conceptualize as V-I relationship); however, the
sixth one, which occurs on the last note of the set – E in the example – assumes the shape of a
Phrygian cadence and signals the edge of the hexachord.251 As Chafe rightly noticed, pieces
systematically explore the hexachordal space, including the Phrygian cadence. Moreover, the
expansion of the system could be expanded by switching to a neighboring hexachord. For
example, a piece written in the natural hexachord could use a V-I cadence on E, temporarily
switching to the durus hexachord. Conversely, the appearance of the cadence on B-flat, a pitch
alien to the natural hexachord, implies a shift or mutation to the mollis hexachord. These shifts
are usually undone with a return to the main hexachord towards the end of the composition.
This shift or mutation of hexachords expanded the tonal horizon at the beginning of the
seventeenth century. It was one of the novel musical features in Giovanni Gabrieli‟s polychoral
music, especially in that of his later period. The tonal system of hexachords was, however, not
necessarily of Venetian origin but probably came about as a result of the composer‟s professional
relationships. Contemporary Roman composers used hexachordal cadences in their polychoral
Nitzberg, Composition, Chromaticism and Developmental Process: A New Theory of Tonality (Burlington: Ashgate,
2007), 39-88.
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Lionel Pike, Hexachords in Late-Renaissance Music (Brookfield: Ashgate, 1998), 13-16.
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The notion of an authentic cadence (V-I) is of course a reference to the dominant-tonic function in the
later, major-minor tonal system. Carl Dahlhaus considers that the cantizans/tenorizans formulas was kept in the
context of later V-I cadences. In this sense, the combination of two different cadential procedures could be
considered as a middle point within the evolution of tonality. Dahlhaus, Studies on the Origin of Harmonic
Tonality, 39.
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works, even though their mutations were limited only to two hexachords, namely the “root” one
and its corresponding mollis counterpart (Table 5.3). Also, some German composers such as
Orlando di Lasso and Hans Leo Hassler used the system of the hexachords with the same limited
mutations.252 There was a direct connection between Venetian and German composers during
the late Renaissance. Both Gabrielis worked under Lasso at the Munich court before they
became the organists at San Marco, and they also were in touch with Hassler, who studied
shortly in Venice probably with Andrea Gabrieli. Even though the account of actual influence
among composers is a problem of seemingly impossible solution, the fact that they were
personally acquainted with each other and the musical features they shared indicate that the
system of the hexachords was very quickly distributed along personal networks of composers of
international scope.

Table 5.3. The number of hexachordal shifts in sacred polychoral pieces
No shift Mollis shift Durus
shift
Giovanni Gabrieli (1597, 1615)
19 (3)
18 (6)
9 (7)
Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina (1572, 1575, 29
9
0
1591, 1601)
Giovanni Maria Nanino (1607)
7 (2)
0
0
Giovanni Francesco Anerio (1607, 1613,
14 (13) 2
0
253
1617)
Orlando di Lasso (1564, 1565, 1570, 1570-79, 9
7
0
1585, 1580-94)
Hand Leo Hassler (1598, 1612, 1615)
20
8
1

Two-way
shift
7 (6)
0
0
0
0
0

Still, Giovanni Gabrieli‟s use of the system in the sacred repertory was more extensive
than that of his contemporaries. While Roman and German sacred polychoral repertories
typically included mutations mainly to the mollis side, Gabrieli also employed shifts to the durus
252

There is a single occurrence of a mutation to the durus hexachord in Hans Leo Hassler‟s motet
Congratulamini omnes, which can be singled out as the result of Venetian influence.
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For Anerio, the number includes monody as well.
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side. This expansion of the tonal possibilities allowed the composer to reinforce the rhetoric of
text delivery and also contributed to the incorporation of dramatic procedures into his religious
works. His quadruple-choir Exaudi me Domine (1615) can be cited as a good example of his
trademark hexachordal shift to the durus side. The piece is in mode 1 with a final on D, and
authentic cadences on F, G, D, A, and E, which belong to the C and G hexachords (Example
5.17a and b). An authentic cadence on E appears on dum judicium aderit (“while judgment is
near”). The first part of the phrase, dum judicium, is repeated in tutti and each time punctuated
by a cadence, first on E and later on A (Example 5.18). Then, the last part, aderit, is closed with
a cadence on D. Since the original hexachord of this piece is the natural one, the E cadence
signals the shift of hexachord to durus, which is employed to highlight the phrase, and the
succession of fifth-related cadences, E, A, and D, also seems to depict the image of the text by
gradually approaching a final pitch from far away.
Example 5.17a. Hexachord Model

Example 5.17b. Cadences of Exaudi me Domine (numbers indicate the measures in which
cadences occur)

Giovanni‟s double-choir Deus, Deus meus, respice in me, from the 1615 Nürnberg
printing, also shows interesting hexachordal shifts. The composition sets Psalm 21 in twelve
voices, and is written in G with natural signature. Authentic cadences occur on C, G, D, A, and
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B, which cannot be explained through a single hexachord (Example 5.19).254 The B cadence
appears after the opening declamation, at the question quare me dereliquisti? (“why have you
forsaken me?”). This harsh question invites the unusual use of B as a cadential pitch, which
indeed would have sounded unpleasant if a quarter-comma meantone temperament on C was
employed. At any rate, the presence of both C and B authentic cadences implies a hexachordal
shift between the G and the D hexachords.
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Since it is from an anthology, which was copied by someone other than the composer, there is a
possibility that the composition had been transposed when it was copied.
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Example 5.18. Giovanni Gabrieli, Exaudi me Domine, mm. 38-43255
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Giovanni Gabrieli, Opera Omnia, vol. 5, 173-174.
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Example 5.19. Cadences of Deus, Deus meus, respice in me (numbers indicate the measures in
which cadences occur)

Gabrieli also experimented with the shifts of hexachords to both the mollis and the durus
sides within a single polychoral piece. For example, the quadruple-choir motet O quam gloriosa
puts such a two-way hexachordal shift in the service of text expression.256 O quam gloriosa was
probably written for the feast of the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary, whom Venetians
keenly celebrated.257 Scored for sixteen voices and an organ basso seguente, it displays several
important traits of the composer‟s later style, including a wider range and more melodic leaps as
compared to Andrea Gabrieli‟s music and to Giovanni‟s earlier compositions as well. The
cadential structure of the piece relies upon the circle of fifths; cadences occur on all six pitches
of the natural hexachord plus B-flat (Example 5.20a and b). In O quam gloriosa, tutti cadences,
mostly on C, divides the piece into three sections. The first section (mm. 1-33) begins on C and
quickly moves to A, which starts a circle of fifths back toward C (mm. 6-17); after a brief detour
towards E (m. 25), the music again moves towards C through the circle of fifths (m. 33). The
second section (mm. 34-58) starts with a cadence on B-flat, alien to the tone, but later travels
through the circle of fifths, arriving to C in m. 58. In both cases, the use of the circle of fifths
creates clear, if short-range, tonal direction. The last section (mm. 58-67) again progresses by
fifths yet in the opposite direction, away from C, before jumping back home to the main tonal
center. In this piece, quintal progressions towards the tonic highlight the importance of the main
center. They create an unambiguous sense of tonal direction that resolves choral interplay into
256
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For a modern edition, see Giovanni Gabrieli, Opera Omnia, vol. 5, 140-160.
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harmonious tutti passages.
Example 5.20a. Hexachord Model

Example 5.20b. Cadences of O quam gloriosa (numbers indicate the measures in which cadences
occur; the bar lines divide the piece into sections)

Tonality reinforces agreement; yet at the same time it introduces variety, which is used
for specific text-expressive purposes. In both the first (mm. 1-33) and the second (mm. 34-58)
sections, authentic cadences on E (m. 25) and B-flat (m. 42), together with motion by second or
third disrupt hexachordal frames. In both cases, the use of special cadences corresponds to
polychoral dispositions that are also different from the rest of the piece. The unique sections
thus created to call attention to the contents of the text. The E cadence (m. 25) occurs at the end
of the line, coelestium legionum multitudo prodivit quibus ad thronum gloriosae (“the crowd of
the entire heavenly armies has advanced to the Throne of Glory”). Quintal harmonic progression
and the hexachordal cadences reinforce the rhetorical expression of the passage. In the first part
of the line, coelestium legionum, the duet between the second and the fourth choirs leads to a
cadence on F (m. 21). In the second part of the line, multitudo prodivit (the repetition of short
phrases between the first/third choirs and second/fourth choirs) brings up a cadence on D (m. 24)
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through a circle of ascending fifths, F, C, G, D, A. By using all four choirs,258 the repetition
expresses the meaning of the word multitudo and the harmonic progression projects the
repetition towards the Throne of Glory presented in the third part of the line, quibus ad thronum
gloriae (Example 5.21). The first and the fourth choirs sing the rest of the line, ending with an
authentic cadence on E. As the upper edge of the natural hexachord, the cadence on E may be
taken as a symbol of the Throne of Glory in heaven.
The cadence on B-flat (m. 42) closes the music for the line serena facie divinis
amplexibus (“with [how much of] a serene face [and] holy embraces”) in the midst of a
dialogical polychoral setting (Example 5.22). Unlike the other sections, this one uses clear
dialogue among choirs: serena facie in the first choir (mm. 39-40) and divinis amplexibus (mm.
40-42) in the others. At the end of the line, the cadence on B-flat, which belongs to the soft
hexachord, is employed to convey softness, representing the serene face and divine embraces of
Christ that appear in the text.
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Egon Kenton describes that the participation of all four choirs, in both antiphonal and repetitive
alternations, highlights the meaning of this line. Egon Kenton, Life and Works of Giovanni Gabrieli (Rome:
American Institute of Musicology, 1967), 349.
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Example 5.21. Giovanni Gabrieli, O quam gloriosa, mm. 21-25
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Example 5.21. continued259
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In m. 24-25, a cantizans pattern (septimus) in the fourth choir does not carry the word gloriae but
continues with thronum.
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Example 5.22. Giovanni Gabrieli, O quam gloriosa, mm. 39-43
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As in the case of Andrea Gabrieli‟s music, use of fifth relations is coordinated with the
alternations of choirs; the latter, however, does not limit the relations to a single, all important
modal fifth, but enlarges the repertory of fifths to encompass all of the notes of the central
hexachord of the tone and beyond. Quintal harmonic motion contributes to the organization of
repeated short phrases by creating clear contrast and providing a sense of direction. For example,
Giovanni Gabrieli‟s Hoc tegitur sacro (1597) employs the quintal harmonic motions in extensive
repetition of short phrases within longer sections that are themselves repeated.260 The setting of
the last line, felices ergo quorum de vulnere Christi, dulcia fit sanguis pocula membra dapes
(“then, blessed are those in Christ‟s wound, blood becomes sweet drink of sacrificial feast of
limb”), is syllabic in triple meter. This whole section consists of the repetition of short phrases
in various melodic figures, organized through fifth progression. This repetition creates the
impression of competition, especially in the case of the rapid alternations of the two choirs over
the words, felices ergo or dulcia fit, which builds up tension towards a climax. In this piece, the
choirs come together only for a short time at the end. In metaphoric terms, the implied
competition between choirs resolves into a feeling of harmony. Even though the alternation of
choirs creates contrast, clear fifth relations establish a sense of collaboration. On the contrary,
the second half of this line shows a clear harmonic progression with a downward circle of fifths
over the words, dulcia fit, from A to Bb and an upward circle of fifths over the words, membra
dapes, from F to D (Example 5.23). This alternating formula uses a progression to build a
tension towards the tutti finale. Hoc tegitur sacro uses the alternation between two fifth-related
notes and the progression through the circle of fifths under the last line to resolve dialogue into a
tutti section, and figured composition into metaphoric unity.
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For a modern edition, Giovanni Gabrieli, Opera Omnia, vol. 2, 13-21.
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Example 5.23. Giovanni Gabrieli‟s Hoc tegitur sacro, mm. 40-68
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Example 5.23. continued
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b. Harmonic Motion by Fifth in Alleluia Sections
In this repertory overall, typical cases of quintal harmonic motion appear in the repetition
of short phrases over the word alleluia, often placed at the end of celebratory motets for the sake
of creating a stronger climax.261 In these alleluia sections, tonal progressions drive the repetition
of short phrases towards the final climax. In the earlier pieces, the successive repetitions of
motives sung to alleluia are not coordinated with clear tonal direction. For example, the doublechoir piece Deus qui beatum Marcum (1597) uses portions of the circle of fifths but does not
synchronize them with motives and textual repeats (see chapter VII for the discussion of the
performance occasion of this motet).262 The first part of the passage (mm. 36-40; see Example
5.24) simply glosses over a D-G motion with different harmonic garbs that introduce changes in
pace, together with systematic repetitions of each motive by both choirs. While the quintal
progression E-A-D-G structures the second part of the section (mm. 40-43), the choirs once
again echo all of the motives and cadences before coming together in a tutti motive, but the
harmonic motion and the repetition are not tightly synchronized. This systematic use of literal
repetition creates a kind of redundancy that Gabrieli avoids in later settings.
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Alleluia phrases appear at the ends of pieces in all the collections with an increasing frequency over
time. There are three such pieces in the 1587 collection (one by Andrea Gabrieli and two by Giovanni Gabrieli),
while five of them appear in the 1597 collection, and another five in the 1615 collection.
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For a modern edition, see Giovanni Gabrieli, Opera Omnia, vol. 2 74-79.
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Example 5.24. Giovanni Gabrieli, Deus qui beatum Marcum, mm. 35-43

Climactic alleluia endings in later pieces show clearer progressions with no redundancy.
The two choirs of the motet Benedictus es Dominus (1615), for example, systematically alternate
alleluia interjections that progress straightforwardly through the circle of fifths, using F, C, G, D,
A, and E harmonies (Example 5.25).263 The same motive, which corresponds to a single
utterance of the word, alleluia, is repeated in a succession of ascending fifths, before descending
back to the main tonal center of the piece, D, for the final cadence, and thrice singing a variant of
the same materials statically set in D to prepare for the ending. The straightforward use of fifth
progressions, coordinated with short motives sung in repetition, builds up the tension level and
creates a strong sense of direction towards the tutti ending.
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For a modern edition, see Giovanni Gabrieli, Opera Omnia, vol. 3, 97-108.
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Example 5.25. Giovanni Gabrieli, Benedictus es Dominus, mm. 58-67
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The very same constellation of devices – direct fifth progressions, repetition of short
motives, the word alleluia – also appears at the ending of larger polychoral pieces, often for the
purpose of musically projecting the meaning of the words. For example, the four-choir Omnes
gentes plaudite manibus (1597), which sets verses 2 through 6 of Psalm 46, includes an
alternation of choirs over an almost complete hexachordal cycle, G-D-A-F-C (see chapter VII for
the discussion of performing occasion of this motet). The alleluia section is appended to the
psalm verses to conclude the piece brilliantly, following directly on the words voce tubae, the
sound of the trumpet, as if the section were an illustration of the textual contents. In this section,
two different cycles of ascending fifths, G-D-A and (F)-C-G-D, organize the alternation of choirs
(Example 5.26). Both cycles use basically the same motive; however, the second one brings in
dotted rhythms, which create more movement in the music. This alternation is twice repeated for
the sake of building up the tension towards the tutti section that follows at mm 76-80, and that
closes the piece.
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Example .26. Giovanni Gabrieli, Omnes gentes plaudite manibus, mm. 65-71
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In some cases, alleluia sections appear not just at the end, but rather throughout the
course of a piece, so as to create contrast with other kinds of settings such as dialogue or solos.264
Since the same section recurs several times, it becomes a musical refrain that combines formal
repetition with quintal harmonic schemes; more often than not such refrains use fifth
progressions within clear hexachordal boundaries. These passages furthermore present in a
nutshell the basic motion typical of the style: they create a sense of competition by the
alternation of the alleluia motives, and finally resolve it into a unified harmonious tutti passage.
Giovanni Gabrieli‟s In ecclesiis perhaps is the most famous piece to exhibit this kind of
organization. A similar procedure appears in the composer‟s largest quadruple-choir setting in
the same collection, Buccinate in neomenia tuba, which sets centonized psalm verses and is
written in F with a major third.265 This motet regularly alternates an alleluia refrain with
different psalmodic texts, in which the circle of fifths provides this piece a strong sense of
harmonic progression.266 In the first such section (before the first alleluia, mm. 1-17), all
cadences except the last one outline the circle of ascending fifths, F-C-G-D; in the second section
(between alleluias 1 and 2, mm. 21-34), they instead draw a succession of descending fifths, AD-G-C-F, after m. 26. In the third section (between alleluias 2 and 3, mm. 39-64), cadences
outline both upward and downward motion in fifths, G-D-A and D-G-C-F. In-between, the
alleluia refrains progress through the alternation of choirs and the circle of ascending fifths, F, C,
G, and D (Example 5.27). Each refrain starts with a single choir and ends in tutti. These tonal
procedures emphasize a sense of interchoral competition and harmonious resolution at the local
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Alleluia phrases throughout pieces appear only in the 1597 and 1615 collections. There are seven such
pieces in the 1597 collection but only three in the 1615 collection.
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For a modern edition, see Giovanni Gabrieli, Opera Omnia, vol. 5, 226-249.
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Ibid., xxxiv.
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level. The systematic character of these procedures reinforces the polychoral structure of the
composition.
Example 5.27. Giovanni Gabrieli, Buccinate in neomenia tuba, mm. 17-21

3. The Use of Instruments and Solo Vocal Writing
The later Venetian polychoral repertory includes not only vocal choirs but also
instrumental ones. Instruments provide additional opportunities for the differentiation of certain
musical and choral structures. Specific idiomatic instrumental features also enhance the texture.
Giovanni Gabrieli employed solo vocal writing in his selected polychoral compositions and
elevated them into sacred theatrical works. The changes regarding the use of instruments as well
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as solo vocal writing affected the development of the repertory especially at the beginning of the
seventeenth century.
a. Instrumental Devices
The use of instruments is another novel feature of the Venetian polychoral repertory, and
one that further sets apart the city from Rome. Even though Roman contemporaries rarely used
instruments for sacred repertory, the use of instruments was not uncommon in Venetian sacred
works. Instrumentalists were on payroll not only at San Marco but also in other churches of
Venice, and their participation in Mass or Vespers of the main feasts was prescribed in the
sixteenth-century Ceremoniale of the basilica.267 The most common way of using an instrument
was for a basso seguente or continuo. Basso parts appear in Bassano‟s collections, Giovanni
Gabrieli‟s 1615 print, and some of the anthologies. It is often assigned to an organ; however,
Giovanni Gabrieli‟s Hic est filius Dei from the Kassel manuscript calls for other instruments as
well. This piece includes three six-part choirs and three instruments, namely violon, liuto, and
basso continuo. 268 These instruments are almost always present and basically double each other
in what constitutes a single continuo group.
In addition to the basso parts, instruments sometimes participate in choirs. Dedicated
instrumental choirs appear only in the 1615 Symphoniae Sacrae or in the Kassel manuscript.
The printed collection includes four large compositions that employ numerous instruments,
namely Surrexit Christus (11 parts), Suscipe clementissime Deus (12 parts), Quem vidistis
pastores (14 parts), and In ecclesiis (15 parts), while the manuscript contains Surrexit Christus
(16 parts), Exultet jam angelica turba (17 parts), and Dulcis Jesu patris imago (20 parts). Their
267

Archivio di Stato, Procuratia de Supra, Registro 99, 409r-413r.
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Richard Charteris suggests that this piece is suitable for Easter Sunday. Giovanni Gabrieli, Opera
Omnia, edited by Richard Charteris, vol. 8 (Rome: American Institute of Musicology, 1996), xxiv.
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instruments provide extra variety of musical color and contrast to polychoral dialogue. Some of
the pieces also use self-contained sinfonias or ritornellos as framing devices to the vocal sections.
They also include solo writing incorporated into their multiple-choir textures. These features
disclose a style that stands at the cutting edge of its time: Giovanni Gabrieli‟s late music belongs
to a Baroque style that he helped to create.
Very few pieces from the 1615 collection include instrumental sinfonias. The doublechoir Surrexit Christus for Easter is one of them.269 The composition has an unusual organico of
three voices and eight instruments, namely two cornetti, two violins, and four trombones (one
alto, two tenors, and a bass). The sinfonia, which borrows both the forward-moving, lighthearted character of Venetian canzonas and the brisk imitative texture that characterizes them,
precedes the entrance of the vocal trio (Example 5.28) and returns very soon after the first vocal
section as a ritornello. The instruments are treated as a single choir, which interacts with the
three-part vocal choir. Their presence is meant symbolically to reinforce the celebratory
character of the text: not just the voices, but also the concert of the instruments, join in honoring
Christ‟s resurrection.
Another double-choir piece à 14 from the 1615 collection, Quem vidistis pastores, also
includes an instrumental sinfonia.270 In this setting of a combination of responsories for
Christmas day, each of the two choirs consists of another highly unusual combination, three
voices and four instruments (one cornetto and three trombones).271 The resonant sound of
instruments reinforces the emotions of the celebratory text about the newborn Jesus, sung by the
voices. In the sinfonia, harmonic organization prevails; while the soprano and alto instruments
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of the choirs often imitate each other, their action is clearly subordinated to the underlying tonal
frame. After G has been established as the main tonal center (mm. 1-3; see Example 5.29), a
second section (mm. 4-6) travels through a cycle of ascending fifths, C-G-D-A, before cadencing
on D, with the bass filling the space in between with conjunct motion. A third section (mm. 6-9)
takes the opposite route via descending fifths, always with scalar motion in the bass, and arrives
to a cadence on B-flat (m. 9). A triple-meter homophonic peroration, scored in tutti and repeated
twice (mm. 10-17, 18-25), closes the introduction by starting on F and refocusing the tonality on
G. While the cadences of the section outline the triad G-Bb-D, in what might be seen as a
belated application of Zarlino‟s modal rules, the remaining important chord roots, C, F, and A,
complete the soft hexachord, which forms the structure of the passage. Instruments
appropriately frame the soloistic sacred concerto that follows, enhancing its importance; they
produce dialogue and contrast with the voices by employing different textures and timbres; and
they intervene towards the end of the piece to create a harmonious whole in tutti that effectively
closes the polychoral structure.
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Example 5.28. Giovanni Gabrieli, Surrexit Christus, mm.1-7
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Example 5.29. Giovanni Gabrieli, Quem vidistis pastores, mm. 1-25
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Example 5.29. continued
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Example 5.29. continued
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Example 5.29. continued
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Example 5.29. continued
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b. Solo Vocal Writing
Solo vocal writing is another musical novelty explored in the early-seventeenth-century
Venetian polychoral repertory. The combination of solo vocal writing, the use of instruments,
and polychoral texture created a religious theatrical spectacle. Solo vocal writing was not native
to Venice, but rather was developed in other Italian cities such as Florence, Mantua, and Rome.
Recitative singing to a simple basso continuo must have been desirable in Rome, since it allowed
for extreme clarity in text delivery that followed the dictates of the Council of Trent. It was
indeed introduced in the city around 1600 through Emilio de‟ Cavalieri‟s Rappresentatione di
Anima, et di Corpo.272 Yet, recitative was not to take local roots until about a decade later, when
several leading composers, such as Giovanni Francesco Anerio and Giovanni Bernardino Nanino,
developed a simple style of solo vocal writing, which they employed only for small ensembles.
In Venice, instead, Giovanni Gabrieli applied solo vocal writing to large polychoral settings
before his death in 1612. With his use of both instruments and stile recitativo, Gabrieli created a
kind of religious polychoral work, different from the Roman Tridentine practice, one that
emphasized the theatricality and the drama inherent in the catholic services.
Surrexit Christus and Quem vidistis pastores are extraordinary pieces in that they also
employ solo vocal writing side by side with instruments.273 Their instrumental choirs
complement solo voices with the help of an organ basso part. In Surrexit Christus, the organ
basso seguente supports solo voices by doubling the lowest sounding pitches played by the
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A different, yet related setting of Surrexit Christus by Giovanni Gabrieli also appears in another
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instrumental choir. The three vocal parts in the piece act together for most of the time, but each
voice also sings alone, standing in light counterpoint with the supporting instrumental choir.274
On the contrary, the whole trio sings an alleluia refrain together with instruments, introducing
contrast with solo vocal sections.
In the 1615 collection, Gabrieli‟s organ part becomes a true independent basso continuo
in Quem vidistis pastores and In ecclesiis. In the first of these pieces, the use of basso continuo
allows Gabrieli to produce his version of the new stile recitativo. No single voice is designated
as a soloist from the beginning to the end of the motet. Still, after the opening sinfonia and
before the choral section, each of the six voices in turn sings a solo, expressing the joy of
witnessing the new born Jesus and the thankfulness to God. Their action results on the creation
of a little dramatic scena, which nevertheless maintains religious decorum by retaining
contrapuntal propriety.
In this sacred polychoral work, Gabrieli expands the tonal space to reinforce this sense of
theatricality by employing a total of three different hexachords. The solo sections close with
authentic G cadences. Solo melodies often employ chromatic pitches, and their ranges
sometimes exceed an octave. For example, the tenor and decimus sing successive solos that
present question to the shepherds at the beginning of the text (see Example 5.30): ”Whom did
you see shepherds, tell us, announce to us, who has appeared on earth?” The decimus covers a
relatively wide range (G to b-flat) and also shows touches of virtuosity; the solo ends without
completing the cadence to create a sense of a question. The quintus in turn closes all solos with
the line, in terra stratus supplices (“supplicants prostrated on earth”). The voice repeats
supplices three times in ascending chromatic motion, accompanied by V-I harmonies, A-D, B-E,
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Kenton argues that this complex vocal-instrumental polyphonic texture foreshadows the Baroque style
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and D-G (mm. 55-61), switching to the durus hexachord and dropping the mollis one to
emphasize the supplicants‟ seriousness and urgency. The whole section includes continuo
accompaniment only. The soft hexachord mutates again, this time to the natural one, with the
appearance of the A authentic cadence later in the piece (m. 99), to highlight the line et
admirabile sacramentum (“and admirable sacrament”) in tutti (Example 5.31).

Example 5.30. Giovanni Gabrieli, Quem vidistis pastores, mm. 63-73
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Example 5.31. Giovanni Gabrieli, Quem vidistis pastores, mm. 107-112
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Giovanni Gabrieli‟s In ecclesiis (1615) is another piece that includes advanced solo vocal
writing with basso continuo (see chapter VII for the discussion of the use of instruments and
performing occasion of this motet).275 Here, solo voices dominate most of the music; as
advanced above, alleluia sections act as polychoral refrains that punctuate the solos. At the
beginning of the piece, the quintus alone sings scalar melodies and uses chromaticism to
highlight the words benedicite Domino (“praise the Lord”) accompanied only by the basso
continuo (mm. 1-5; see Example 5.32). The octavus also sings a solo and outlines the durus
hexachord, again accompanied by the basso continuo alone (mm. 11-22). In this passage too,
Gabrieli uses chromaticism to emphasize the word benedic. In this concertato motet, chromatic
writing often articulates words or expressions that direct attention toward the Lord, such as
invocamus (“pray for”) or laudamus (“praise”). Accompanied by the instrumental choir, solo
voices also form imitative duets, often displaying vocal virtuosity. The employment of solo
writing for expressive purposes, the presence of instruments, and the use of the basso continuo
are all traits that place Quem vidistis pastores and In ecclesiis within the realm of Baroque music.

Example 5.32. Giovanni Gabrieli, In ecclesiis, mm. 1-6

c. Chronological Development
The typical process of polychoral music outlines the resolution of dialogue, in which
choirs collaborate with each other, or repetition, in which they compete, into unified, tutti
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textures at the end of the sections or pieces. Other musical devices also help in this process. The
use of the circle of fifths in progression of chords or cadences both organizes and accords a clear
sense of directed motion to the music. The combination of voices with instruments and the
increase in the number of independent parts come together to further the grandeur typical of the
style, and the sense of power that the music is capable of conveying. These factors increase
variety and contrast, which are especially evident both in the dialogic passages based upon
contrast and in the climactic tutti that reunite all of the composition‟s musical forces towards the
end.
The Venetian multiple-choir repertory evolved in its texture and musical language during
the sixteenth century and early seventeenth century. In the first half of the sixteenth century,
Willaert established the basis for the style through his antiphonal settings of double-choir salmi
spezzati by employing dialogue and concluding the pieces in tutti. He wrote his eight doublechoir psalm settings in “familiar style” or a lightly contrapuntal texture, and his handling of tonal
devices was strictly diatonic and limited, in agreement with the characteristic approach that he
employed elsewhere and that his student Zarlino codified by means of modal concepts. A
generation later, Andrea Gabrieli utilized dialogue in combination with another textural device,
repetition, for the sake of emphasizing certain portions of the text. These procedures also help to
produce the curve of tension typical of polychoral music, by increasing the drive toward the final
climax. Even though the tonal means he used were still diatonic (or modal), his new textural and
formal vocabulary allowed him to expand his settings from double- to triple- and quadruplechoir, further enhancing the effect of both interchoral competition and tutti harmonious
resolution.
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Further evolution that yielded what is generally called the “Baroque style” is evident in
Giovanni Gabrieli‟s multi-choral works. He employed Venetian features that had already
become traditional: polychoral dialogue and repetition. However, he favored repetition over the
other methods of organization, creating a novel sense of rhetorical delivery that heralded a new
era in music history. His use of repetition typically affects short phrases, and it furthermore is
coordinated with a “hexachordal” approach to cadences and harmony based upon the circle of
fifths. These procedures highlight the words and their emotions, creating a more compelling
sense of conflict and enhancing the drive towards the final harmonious unity of the pieces.
Giovanni Gabrieli also incorporates into his settings several kinds of instruments, most notably
the organ, which provides harmonic support either as basso seguente or basso continuo;
moreover, he experimented with solo vocal writing in his late multiple-choir pieces. Some of
Gabrieli‟s innovations also figure in Giovanni Bassano‟s late-sixteenth-century motets, including
the repetition of short phrases and the use of organ basso seguente. The sharply profiled rhythms
he preferred and the short-range phrasing are novel features that can be traced back to the
instrumental canzonas that Bassano, the virtuoso cornetto player, regularly cultivated at San
Marco and elsewhere. Still, his tonal practice remains similar to that of Andrea Gabrieli, since
none of his repertory employs hexachordal mutations. Through the historical journey of
Venetian music for multiple choirs, individual composers created a kind of writing that sets up
competition and collaboration between choirs, plural entities that nevertheless maintain a musical
identity of their own, and then achieves harmonious resolution.
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CHAPTER VI
FLEETING POLYCHORALISM: SHIFTING VOCAL COMBINATIONS
As in discussed in chapter V, Venetian multiple-choir repertory is structurally
homologous with the Most Serene Republic. Even though single-choir pieces are organized in a
completely different way, they acknowledged the influence of polychoral music. While they do
not show a homology with society and policies at a level comparable to the larger pieces, they
still are indirectly related to the republic through their use of dialogical techniques proper to
polychoral music. This chapter deals with single-choir works that employed techniques of
musical dialogue similar to the ones in polychoral pieces, and used them in comparable ways,
namely to provide rhetorical emphasis upon certain important words or concepts and to create
momentum toward the climactic points of the pieces.
Single-choir or polyphonic pieces were of course the norm everywhere during the most
of the sixteenth century. Accordingly, they are found more often in the earlier publications than
in the later one, and they usually consist of six to eight voices.276 The focus of this chapter is not
just on polyphony, but rather on the utilization of polychoral devices in smaller compositions;
the use of changing combinations of voices coordinated with short formal units in repetition or
dialogue, a procedure that I call implicit polychoralism. It appears when the voices form
temporary groupings that exchange musical phrases, creating dialogue or repetition through the
interactions of vocal groups. Whereas the choirs of larger works comprise with fixed entities,
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the vocal groups in the smaller pieces change; they are fluctuating parts of a whole. As
discussed in chapter IV, this practice dates back to the early sixteenth century, but was reprised
and further developed in late-sixteenth-century Venice, in ways clearly informed by the
hegemonic polychoral repertory.
The difference in textural fixity leads to different interpretations about how structural
ideological notions are transmitted through music between single-choir and multiple-choir works.
The latter usually works at the very center of Venetian power, which for music and religion is
both the basilica of San Marco, while the former operates in the margins, as if it were, in
churches other than the main. As we shall see (chapter VII), a similar distinction is valid in
relation to the projection of more explicit political contents alluded to in the text of the motets.
The most significant official notions were transmitted at the major feasts through the polychoral
works performed at San Marco, while single-choir pieces represented the notions on a smaller
scale at the lesser feasts, and often outside the basilica.
1. Musical Texture
Like multiple-choir works, single-choir pieces employ dialogue and repetition, combined
with shifting vocal combinations, to create textural variety.277 Since no choir separation is
involved, the shifts help to produce the usual dramatic plot in music by realizing its two habitual
moments, namely the creation of momentum through textural, rhythmic and harmonic means,
and the resolution of this process in a unified, climactic tutti. In the single-choir repertory, these
devices are not as significant as in the multiple-choir one; however, they contribute to emphasize
text delivery by imitating polychoral effects.
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Venetian single-choir compositions group voices in various ways as they exchange
musical phrases. Unlike multiple-choir pieces, they do not resort to either dialogue or repetition
at the beginning. Instead, single-choir works often start with imitation, gradually increasing the
number of active voices. Shifts of vocal combinations often appear in the middle of the pieces to
create textural variety, provide momentum, and highlight certain words or phrases. Vocal groups
exchange either long or short musical phrases. Long phrases sometimes appear in imitation,
while shorter ones are often set in declamatory manner. The length of each of these exchanges is
usually limited to a single line of text or less; dialogue encompassing several lines, common in
polychoral works, is rarely found in the single-choir repertory. Also, the rapid change of vocal
combinations occasionally contributes to the organization of the sections through the use of clear
cadences coordinated with phrasing. In the exchange of short phrases, usually the same words
are repeated; this technique often appears toward the end of the piece. Single-choir works often
employ tutti polyphony toward the end, and they sometimes build tension toward a climax by
repeating a few words of text, as is often the case in multiple-choir pieces.
a. Dialogue
Dialogue – the distribution of different portions of a phrase or section of music among
two groups – is not frequent in single-choir pieces, and it never appears at the beginning.
Dialogue is found in earlier collections rather than later ones, and no settings larger than seven
voices use it. Single-choir pieces produce dialogue through the antiphonal exchange of different
musical phrases between two vocal groups; it tends to appear toward the middle of a composition.
In single-choir works, dialogue creates not only the kind of collaboration and communication
among groups discussed in chapter V, but also creates structural parallelism, with antiphonal
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exchanges of relatively long musical phrases that reinforce parallel wording in the text. Also,
dialogue is almost always combined with repetitions to produce a variety and textual emphasis.
In the rare instances where long phrases set in dialogue are used in these works, this
procedure generates musical communication and collaboration. Adrian Willaert published
numerous motets scored from four to seven voices in his Musica Nova (1559). He employed
dialogues of long phrases in some. For instance, his setting of the Beatitudes (Matthew 5), Beati
pauperes spiritu, for five voices, includes verse-to-verse dialogue.278 Willaert grouped voices in
two quartets and assigned an individual verse to each one. Verse 4, Beati qui esuriunt et sitiunt
justitiam: quoniam ipsi saturabuntur (“Blessed [are] those who are hungry and thirsty for justice,
because they will be satisfied by themselves”), is sung by lower four voices, altus, tenor, quintus,
and bassus; verse 5, Beati misericordes: quoniam ipsi misericordia consequentur (“Blessed [are
those who are] merciful, because they will acquire mercy themselves”) comes next, performed
by the higher quartet, cantus, altus, tenor, and quintus. As this example demonstrates, implicit
polychoral technique in single-choir pieces often requires that one or more voices partake in
different groups to make them equal as of the number of their voices. Each of Willaert‟s vocal
quartets sings in “familiar style” or light counterpoint and ends with an overlapped cadence,
which employs either an imperfect or an evaded formula. A perfect cadence appears at the end
of the verse 6, scored in tutti.
Single-choir works sometimes organize their musical structure on the basis of the contrast
between textual parallelism set in dialogue and rhetorical emphasis achieved through repetition.
For example, Andrea Gabrieli‟s Domine Deus meus, in te speravi (1587), a seven-voice setting
of Psalm 7, verse 2 to 5, employs a lengthy dialogue combined with repetition and shifting vocal
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groups that mirror the structure of the text.279 While repetition either highlights affirmative
statement in the text or underlines important words, dialogue creates parallel structures for the
conditional clauses in the psalm. Different vocal combinations are used for the entire verse 4,
Domine Deus meus, si feci istud, si est iniquitas in manibus meis (“My Lord God, if I have done
that, if unfairness is in my hands”), and part of the verse 5, Si reddidi retribuentibus mihi mala,
decidam merito ab inimicis meis inanis (If I have rendered those that handed me back the evil, let
me deservedly fall empty before my enemies: Example 6.1). The music that opens verse 4,
Domine Deus meus (mm. 45-50), is first sung by altus, quintus, septimus, and bassus, and then
repeated with changes by cantus, sextus, tenor, and septimus, reinforcing the invocation of the
text. A different quartet (cantus, sextus, altus, and tenor) sings the conditional clause that fills in
the remainder of the verse (mm. 50-57). Then, four low voices (quintus, tenor, septimus, and
bassus) come in for the first half of verse 5, in a second conditional sentence, creating antiphonal
dialogue. This phrase is then repeated with changes by the cantus, sextus, altus, tenor quartet,
which had sung the last half of the verse 4. The reappearance of this quartet creates a pattern of
alternation that connects the two verses with each other. All this organization produces an effect
of collaboration and parallelism, because of the division of a whole into two parts.
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Example 6.1. Andrea Gabrieli, Domine Deus meus, in te speravi, mm. 45-65280
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Examples in this chapter have been transcribed from the original prints by the author.
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Example 6.1. continued
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In later works, dialogue involves relatively short phrases, often combined with repetitions
of all of them. For example, Giovanni Bassano‟s five-part Confitemini Domino (1599) utilizes
both devices for the sake of creating an effective rhetorical delivery; dialogue often brings out
the parallelism of the text, while repetition emphasizes the meaning of certain phrases.281 The
line Beati qui custodiunt judicium et faciunt justitiam (“blessed are those who keep judgment and
make justice”) is divided into two sections and set as parallelistic dialogue. A higher vocal trio
(mm. 39-43) exchanges musical phrases with a lower one, with an overlapping tenor voice (mm.
43-45). Then, the higher trio returns and repeats the second half of the dialogue (mm. 45-47);
the dialogue itself is repeated in different vocal groups, and ends in tutti (mm. 47-54).
b. Repetition
Vocal groups often repeat musical phrases more or less literally rather than succeeding
each other in singing different lines, in dialogue. Like multiple-choir pieces, single-choir pieces
use repetition to emphasize specific phrases or words. This polychoral device is realized either
by a succession of fluctuating vocal groups with no clear textural identity or by the alternation of
fixed, identifiable ones. By imitating split-choir textures, the alternation comes closer to the
typical procedures of polychoral music. Alleluia sections are often set by means of repeated
short phrases through either of the procedures just outlined.
1) Shifting Groups
Different vocal groups often exchange similar musical materials on a phrase-by-phrase
basis, and repeat the same text. As in the polychoral repertory, vocal groups exchange either
short or long phrases in repetition. While the first possibility often appears towards the end of a
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composition, the latter is mostly found at the beginning and usually creates textural variety and
emphasis. One of Giovanni Gabrieli‟s antiphon settings, the seven-voice O quam suavis est
(1597), employs the repetition of relatively long phrases between vocal groups from the
outset.282 The repetition highlights the declamation with a variety not only in texture but also in
vocal ranges. A trio – cantus, sextus, and quintus – opens the piece on the text O quam suavis
est Domine (“O, how sweet is Lord”) with a long phrase (mm. 1-6); a lower quartet – quintus,
tenor, sextus, and bassus – follows, echoing both the text and the music, with some variants (mm.
6-12). Then, the three upper voices – cantus, septimus, and altus – sing yet another phrase (mm.
9-14), closed by a tutti passage (mm. 14-17). Slow-paced repetition highlights complete lines of
text through ever-changing vocal groupings of different registers, as if they were choirs, and all
the singers come together at the end of the section, in a manner similar to the beginning of the
polychoral pieces.
By contrast, the repetition of short phrases tends to emphasize a small number of words, a
procedure commonly found in multiple-choir works. This type of repetition tends to appear
more frequently in later collections. Giovanni Gabrieli‟s single-choir Exaudi Deus orationem
meam (1597) for seven voices, which sets verses 2 to 4 of Psalm 54, employs the repetition of
short phrases between vocal groups to highlight important words.283 It is an extraordinary piece
in that it was conceived for seven low male voices, baritones and basses, yielding a thick and
dark sound that lends itself very well to this text of supplication. The motet opens in tutti with
the words Exaudi Deus orationem meam (“Hear, God, my prayer,” mm. 1-8). Shifting vocal
combinations take over the rest of the verse, et ne despexeris deprecationem meam (“and do not
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despise my supplication”), and produce as an AABB form (Example 6.2). The first exchange
between two quartets sets the words et ne despexeris in short repeated phrases (mm. 8-9 and 1011), and two different quartets do the same with the two following words (mm. 11-13 and 14-16).
As often occurs in seven-voice pieces, in the example one voice participates in both groups so as
to complete two different vocal quartets. The procedure realizes an equal exchange in repetition,
as in polychoral works. Another plea in the text, et exaudi me (“and hear me”), is also set to
repeated short phrases in different vocal quartets with one overlapping part (Example 6.3). The
reiteration of the same chordal pattern, which corresponds to a modern I-IV-V-I gesture,
produces an enticing ostinato effect that properly translates the supplication of the words into
musical means. Even though these exchanges employ different vocal combinations, the effect is
similar to that of the interaction of fixed choirs.
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Example 6.2. Giovanni Gabrieli, Exaudi Deus orationem meam, mm. 8-16
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Example 6.3. Giovanni Gabrieli, Exaudi Deus orationem meam, mm. 19-22

2) Vocal Alternation
Venetian single-choir works sometimes separate voices into two identifiable entities and
exchange similar phrases. Such alternation can take place at any point of music; the one that
involves longer phrases tends to appear at the beginning, while that of shorter phrases contributes
to create momentum toward the end. At openings, the repetition of long phrases usually
provides a narrative of a complete first line of text, moving from the slow-paced alternation of
vocal groups to a tutti, as if it were a reduced polychoral setting. For example, Andrea Gabrieli‟s
Nativitas tua Dei genitrix virgo (1587), for seven voices, which sets an antiphon for the feast of
the Nativity of Mary, resorts to the exchange of long phrases in light counterpoint between
identical four-voice groups to highlight the opening line (mm. 1-14).284 The same groups also
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alternate declamatory music in triple meter for the subsequent words, gaudium annuntiavit (“has
announced joy,” mm. 15-18), after which both words and music are repeated once more in tutti
(mm. 19-20), and continuing up to the end of the line with universo mundo (“to the whole
world,” mm. 21-23).285 This gradual musical growth with repetition in slow pace can be
considered as a small-scale imitation of a common polychoral opening.
The alternation of short phrases in repetition between identifiable vocal groups is an
effective device to emphasize individual words. For example, Giovanni Gabrieli‟s
Congratulamini mihi omnes (1615) à 6 utilizes short, repeated phrases in alternating vocal
groups to build tension over the last line et flores mei fructus honoris et honestatis (“and flourish
my enjoyment, honor, and honesty,” mm. 41-44).286 Here, vocal combinations alternate with
each other as if this were a double-choir texture (Example 6.4). A lower vocal group – sextus,
tenor, and bassus – sings short declamatory phrases over the words et flores mei and fructus
honoris (m. 41 and m. 43), and the other voices – cantus, altus, and quintus – echo both words
and music (mm. m. 42 and m. 44). Finally, all voices come together and sing the ending of the
line (m. 44). As discussed in chapter V, such procedure is common means for building tension
by rapidly exchanging vocal groups, while simultaneously emphasizing the words. Giovanni
Gabrieli utilizes his polychoral technique in this single-choir piece to create a most effective
ending climax.
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Example 6.4. Giovanni Gabrieli, Congratulamini mihi omnes, mm. 41-44

3) Alleluia Sections
Single-choir works often set alleluia endings to short repeated phrases so as to build
tension toward the ending climax, as polychoral compositions do. Venetian composers used
various procedures for these sections, involving both even and uneven vocal groupings, to realize
the musical effects of polychoral textures. The alleluias are often divided into two subsections,
creating the double climax that is also common in multiple-choir pieces. Andrea Gabrieli‟s
seven-part Hodie Christus natus est (1587), which sets the Magnificat antiphon for Christmas
Day, exchanges repeated musical phrases between both identifiable and in different vocal
combinations at the ending alleluia section.287 The section is divided into two parts, organized
according to the type of vocal combinations. Even though vocal combinations vary between the
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two sections, both sections have common features; the number of voices is almost identical (see
the first part, mm. 53-62 in Example 6.5). Both sections use the exchange of different vocal
combinations to build up tension; each of them resolves the process in a cadential tutti by
increasing the number of the voices. The second one drives the piece to its final culmination, by
using all voices in tutti. The cantus alone opens the subsection (m. 53), followed by a trio
(sextus, altus, and bassus, m. 54). Then, alleluia is repeated in short phrases by various vocal
combinations. Within this exchange, another version of the trio, in which the tenor replaces the
bassus, remains unchanged, as if it were an independent half-choir (see mm. 56 and 58). At m.
60, the section arrives at the first climax with the cantus in enticing syncopation and all six
voices singing, one of which – the sextus – drops out to prepare the next round of vocal shifts.
The second subsection starts with two voices, sextus and quintus, followed by a trio. Then,
another round of alternations leads to a final tutti.
The employment of such procedures at alleluia endings is more frequent in the earlier
works than in the later ones. Andrea Gabrieli wrote several single-choir pieces with alleluias that
include the repetition of short phrases, but Giovanni Gabrieli rarely organized them through
significant polychoral effects. For example, the ending of his Jubilemus singuli, the only nonpolychoral piece with an alleluia in the 1597 collection, does not exchange phrases between
vocal groups,288and none of the single-choir compositions in the 1615 print includes an alleluia
ending. Of course, the number of single-choir compositions itself had decreased; single-choir
pieces were composed more often in Venice during the sixteenth century – and Giovanni
Gabrieli developed the polychoral alleluia sections greatly in his multiple-choir works.
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Example 6.5. Andrea Gabrieli, Hodie Christus natus est, mm. 53-64
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Example 6.5. continued
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Example 6.5. continued
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Still, the younger Gabrieli sometimes included ending alleluias with phrase exchanges in
his earlier pieces. For example, his single-choir Ego rogabo patrem (RISM 15904) produces
polychoral effects through a well-organized alternation of vocal combinations.289 In the alleluia
section, the composer divided the six voices into two overlapping groups: altus, sextus, quintus,
and tenor on the one hand, and cantus, sextus, quintus, and bassus on the other. The two groups
alternate a couple of similar phrases, sing twice again in tutti, and then repeat the whole process.
The use of identifiable vocal groupings with motion to a unified ending reproduces at a smaller
scale a practice common in polychoral music. As a variant to this procedure, Giovanni
Gabrieli‟s seven-part Hodie completi sunt from the Nürnberg anthology (RISM 16002) applies
similar procedures in the alleluia sections, which appear not only at the end but also in the
middle of the piece.290 In the middle, vocal groups always appear in overlapping quartets with
varying vocal combinations. At the end, vocal groups repeat the word by increasing their
number of voices, as if creating a progression toward the end.
Contrary to Giovanni Gabrieli‟s preferences, many of Bassano‟s single-choir pieces,
especially in the 1598 collection, include alleluia endings, often set to alternating vocal
combinations. For example, the five-part motet O rex gloriae (1598) employs the alternation
between two identifiable vocal groups for the alleluia before reaching a final unified tutti.291
Even though the section is quite short, the effect is clearly “polychoral.” Another example of
Bassano‟s use of polychoral techniques in smaller compositions is Haec est virgo sapiens (1598),
for six voices.292
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Single-choir works often employ dialogue and repetition to create “polychoral” moments
through changing combinations of voices. A dialogic exchange of long phrases creates variety
as well as textual parallelism. The varied repetition of shorter phrases often projects important
words by means of shifting vocal groups and produces rhetorical emphasis or builds tension
toward tutti endings. These polychoral characteristics of single-choir pieces suggest that
polychoralism and the load of special musical techniques that it carries together came to be
regarded as essential in Venetian music of the period.
c. Polychoral Techniques and Genres
Single-choir pieces that appear in the Venetian collections during the later sixteenth and
the early seventeenth centuries do not belong to a single genre category, but rather cut across
several of them, as do multiple-choir pieces.293 Earlier collections prefer texts based upon
psalms, responsories, or antiphons, while later publications contain a majority of non-liturgical
texts. Even though the distribution of genres is similar for the two categories, single-choir
compositions in general show greater variety in terms of genres as compared to polychoral ones.
This detail may have been a result of the differing performing occasions for the two repertories:
multiple-choir works were reserved for special moments at important feasts, while single-choir
ones fulfilled all remaining everyday needs.
Motets based upon psalms again constitute the majority of the repertory. They derive the
texts from Matins, rather than from Vespers, probably because Vespers psalms were
independently set in polyphony (chap. IV). In psalms motets, the use of phrases repeated by
shifting vocal grouping is not extensive. Indeed, pieces that employ this procedure use
relatively long phrases. For example, Andrea Gabrieli‟s six-voice Eructavit cor meum verbum
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bonum (1587), based upon Psalm 44,294 employs occasional vocal shifts together with the
repetition of longer phrases, which are often punctuated by cadences. In many ways, this work
remains closer to older compositional paradigms. The use of polychoral procedures is limited to
the middle and the ending of the composition (mm. 15-22, 41-50, and 61-71). The opening
resorts to the more common imitative texture, and the ending does not create momentum toward
a climax.
The settings of responsories and antiphons utilize the shift of vocal groups more
extensively as compared to psalm motets. They often employ repeated short phrases toward the
end, with a fixed subdivision of the texture into identifiable groups, sometimes coordinated with
the word alleluia. Their liturgical assignments belong to higher-ranked feasts than those using
psalm texts. Responsory settings concentrate especially on the feasts of Christmas and of the
Blessed Virgin, just like their multiple-choir counterparts, while antiphons seem to have been
written for a variety of celebrations.
Venetian composers also set single-choir music to other liturgical texts, such as hymns,
particularly those dedicated to the major feasts of the liturgical year. They constitute a minority
within the surviving repertory. These composers also wrote motets for a single choir based on
non-liturgical text, often for major feasts. There is no clear genre identity in terms of the use of
polychoral procedures: a varied combination of dialogue, repeated phrases, and the alternation
between fixed and flexible subgroups is employed for different formal or expressive purposes.
For example, Giovanni Gabrieli‟s Jubilate Deo, an eight-voice setting of a non-liturgical
text (RISM 16132) repeats short phrases by changing combinations of voices, which sometimes
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alternate with each other.295 These procedures are used extensively for a succession of short
phrases over the words, Deus Israel conjugat vos et ipse sit vobiscum (“God of Israel, unite you
together and himself with you”; mm. 13-23). The section follows the usual protocol and twice
resolves vocal orchestration in tutti, while singing the word conjugat. These polychoral-style
repetitions are punctuated by harmonies that remain anchored upon a single center, C for
conjugat (mm. 16-18) and D for et ipse (mm. 18-20), a technique that is often found in Gabrieli‟s
multiple-choir pieces in the 1597 collection.
2. Musical Organization
The interaction of vocal groupings in single-choir works corresponds to the textural and
formal devices typical of polychoral pieces in terms of rhetorical means. Venetian composers
combined polychoral devices with other musical characteristics, including types of tonality, solo
vocal writing, and the use of instruments, to reinforce text delivery. The use of these “modern”
resources is more common in larger pieces, and more limited in single-choir ones. Even though
the management of tonality remains similar in both repertories, the use of the circle of fifths is
less extensive in single-choir pieces than multi-choir ones. Curiously enough, no solo vocal
writing appears in single-choir compositions, and instruments are used rarely.
a. Tonality
In late-sixteenth-century Venice, single-choir and multiple-choir pieces share not only
certain textural or formal procedures, but also two basic approaches to tonal construction.
Andrea Gabrieli and Giovanni Bassano tended to employ Zarlino‟s modal prescriptions in terms
of cadences, ranges, and melodic figures, and limited their cadence points to two, three, or four
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pitches in any given mode, while the younger Gabrieli adopted hexachordal techniques and often
used more than four points in a motet, coordinating cadences with musical repetition or dialogue.
Andrea Gabrieli‟s single-choir repertory in general limits the exploration of tonal
procedures to little more than the Zarlinian model. Exceptionally, a handful of pieces employ
five different cadential points, yet none of them shows tonal hexachords mutations. One of these
works, Maria stabat ad monumentum (1587), is in mode 6 with a B-flat signature and a final on
F.296 The range of each voice extends to around an octave or an octave and half, and melodic
figures usually fall within either the diapente or the diatessaron, proper to the mode. Even
though the piece includes five cadential pitches, F, C, G, D, and A, the cadence on A appears
only in a form of the Phrygian clause that signals the upper edge of F hexachord (Example 6.6).
Of the eleven cadences in this motet, the bassizans pattern occurs in only seven of them. Most of
them merely punctuate musical sections based on the structure of the text.
Example 6.6. Cadences of Andrea Gabrieli‟s Maria stabat ad monumentum (numbers indicate
the measures in which cadences occur)

Earlier pieces often limit their harmonic organization to diatonic harmony, with no real
tonal motion, sometimes expanding it to a few neighboring fifths. For example, Andrea
Gabrieli‟s seven-part responsory Angelus ad pastores (1587) organizes shifting of vocal
combinations with relatively static harmonies (for cadences, see Example 6.7).297 The phrase
annuntio vobis gaudium magnum (“I announce you great joy”) is set through changing
combinations of voices that repeat similar motives (Example 6.8). In agreement with the
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pastoral nature of the text, they remain firmly centered around a diatonic F tonality, and repeat IIV-V-I gestures over and over again. Even though vocal shifting creates a variety in texture and
range, underlying harmonies remain unchanged, and tonal space stays strictly within diatonic
boundaries. Bassano‟s pieces also show relatively limited tonal motion. His six-voice Dic nobis
Maria (1598), written in G with major third, cadences only on G and D.298 It employs shifting
vocal groups in the ending alleluia section (mm. 82-88, Example 6.9). Yet it never reaches
beyond the Zarlinian confines of the mode; on the contrary, in remains firmly centered around
the G diatonic space.
Example 6.7. Cadences of Andrea Gabrieli‟s Angelus ad pastores (numbers indicate the
measures in which cadences occur)
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Example 6.8. Andrea Gabrieli‟s Angelus ad pastores (1587), mm. 11-22
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Example 6.8. continued
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Example 6.8. continued
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Example 6.9. Harmonic organization of vocal shifting in the alleluia ending from Bassano‟s Dic
nobis Maria (mm. 82-95, slurs indicates vocal grouping, while numbers indicate the number of
voices: white notes represent cadential points, and black notes, harmonic roots)

When compared to the works of the other two composers, Giovanni Gabrieli‟s singlechoir pieces show a more extensive tonal palette. Even though most of the pieces in his 1597
collection do not extend to the full hexachord, they do resort to the circle of fifths with increasing
frequency. Sancta et immaculate virginitas, for eight voices (1597), uses such a circle of fifths
in the section when ever different vocal combinations interact with each other.299 The piece is in
mode 2 with B-flat signature and G final; cadences occur on five pitches, namely G, D, C, F, and
B-flat. The ending section genuisti qui te fecit et in aeternum permanes virgo (“has given birth
to who has made you and eternally remains virgin”), resorts to the habitual procedure in the
composer of using shifts of vocal combinations to build tension toward an ending climax. The
process is supported by cadences that follow the circle of descending fifths, from D to F,
followed by a shorter replay of the same circle, from G to F, in tutti (Example 6.10). The section
ends with cadences on D and G. This extended use of the circle of fifths brings together a sense
of tension and resolution, and creates a feeling of progression by moving harmonies forward.
The ending, strongly focused around V and I, reinstates musical stability as if confirming the
eternity of the Virgin presented in the text.
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For a modern edition, see Giovanni Gabrieli, Opera Omnia, vol. 1, 175-181.
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Example 6.10. Cadential organization of genuisti te fecit et in aeternum permanes virgo, from
Giovanni Gabrieli‟s Sancta et immaculate virginitas (mm. 39-62: numbers indicate the number
of voices)

Later compositions employ an even larger tonal palette. All single-choir pieces by
Giovanni Gabrieli from the 1615 collection use five or six pitches for cadences, with limited
employment of hexachordal mutation. For example, his six-part Exsultavit cor meum (1615)
resorts to six cadential pitches, C, G, D, A, B-flat, and the final F.300 Most Phrygian cadences
occur on A, establishing the edge of the mollis hexachord; however, an authentic cadence on A
appears once (m. 15) bringing into the piece a shift from the F hexachord to the C or natural one
(Example 6.11).

300

For a modern edition, see Giovanni Gabrieli, Opera Omnia, vol. III, 1-11.
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Example 6.11. Giovanni Gabrieli‟s Exsultavit cor meum, mm. 11-17
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Example 6.11. continued

Giovanni Gabrieli‟s Timor et tremor à 6 (from RISM 16152) shows an even broader
exploration of tonal space.301 The piece is written in D with a one-flat signature and has
cadences on F, C, G, D, A, and E. The piece opens with an imitative passage over the incipit,
Timor et tremor (fear and trembling), which is then repeated three times, ending on a different
cadential point (D, G, and A). The authentic cadence on A (m. 8) signals the presence of the C
hexachord (Example 6.12). Strictly speaking, there is no hexachordal mutation; if the F
hexachord is the one that corresponds to the key signature, the lack of any Phrygian progression
plus the abundance of accidentals (F-sharp, C-sharp, and B-natural) precludes the establishment
301

For a modern edition, see Gabrieli, Opera Omnia, vol. 8, 182-192.
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of that hexachord as “home” for the piece‟s tonality. Still, the confirmation of a hexachord that
does not coincide with the one implied by the flat-signature creates a tonal conflict that
reinforces the image of uncertainty in the text. A clear hexachordal shift, from C to G, appears
further into the composition marked by the authentic cadence on E at the end of the phrase
Exaudi Deus, deprecationem meam (“Hear God, my prayer,” Example 6.13). Through the
hexachordal mutation, tonality reaches even further away from “home,” as if underlining the plea
in the text with a note of passion or desperation. This shift toward the durus (or sharp) side of
the circle of fifths may be interpreted as a representation of the harshness of pain, opposed to
mutations to the mollis side, which very often represent softness, as discussed with Gabrieli‟s
quadruple-choir O quam gloriosa in chapter V.
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Example 6.12. Giovanni Gabrieli‟s Timor et tremor, mm.1-8
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Example 6.13. Giovanni Gabrieli‟s Timor et tremor, mm.33-41
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Like their multiple-choirs counterparts, Venetian single-choir pieces add the exploration
of hexachordal tonal spaces to textural and formal procedures for the sake of producing
expressive or dramatic effects. Even though the tonal language of single-choir pieces is not as
rich as that of polychoral music, Giovanni Gabrieli‟s later repertory selectively incorporated
some traits of the modern language, such as the shift of the hexachords and the use of a circle of
fifths. The similarity between the tonalities of the two repertories indicates that polychoral
techniques were essential for Venetian sacred music for rhetorical and symbolical purposes, no
matter how many choirs were used.
b. Other Devices
In addition to the employment of more modern tonal resources, the Venetian single-choir
repertory also makes occasional use of instruments, in the 1615 collection of Giovanni Gabrieli.
All of the pieces in this collection include organ accompaniment, which in single-choir music is
treated as a basso seguente. Other works by Gabrieli in the anthologies also include an organ
part. This part never works as true continuo, even though in one case, the eight-voice motet
Deus in nomine tuo,302 it is erroneously marked as such. Apart from Giovanni Gabrieli, organ
parts are rare in this kind of pieces. Bassano‟s 1598 collection contains just one responsory
setting with organ basso seguente.
Instruments other than organ are also utilized in single-choir music, albeit exceptionally.
Giovanni Gabrieli‟s Jubilate Deo (1615), a single-choir piece for ten voices, includes eight
instrumental parts only for an opening sinfonia.303 The composer organized the section through
imitation based upon triadic pitches with focus on F and C, procedures that he often employed in
302

This piece is preserved in the Kassel Manuscript. For an edition, see Giovanni Gabrieli, Opera Omnia,
vol. VII, 78-90.
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This setting is different from the one discussed in chapter VII. For a modern edition, see ibid., vol. III,
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equivalent passages from his multiple-choir pieces. This instrumental prelude, however, is
shorter and employs melodies of smaller range as compared to the multiple-choir settings, such
as, for example Surrexit Christus (1615; see chap. V).
As one could expect, Venetian single-choir pieces keep stronger ties with the older
tradition of religious music than their polychoral counterparts. In a somewhat surprising and
rarely recognized way, they adopted many techniques and procedures central to the composition
of music for multiple choirs, creating a repertory that combines traditional “Renaissance”
polyphony with features of newer “Baroque” polychoralism. The use of polychoral techniques
within single-choir structures demonstrates that Venetian polychoralism had achieved a
hegemonic status within the music of the city, influencing most other types of settings. If
polychoral music, as I argues in this study, is a structure homologous with Venetian ideologies of
the republic, older-style polyphonic compositions that adopted the same procedures further stress
and reinforce the ideological role of music, even if indirectly and in a somewhat marginal way.
Traditional polyphony and newer polychoralism, the two main repertories of religious music
around 1570-1600, represent together the ideologies of the political culture of the Most Serene
Republic of Venice. Local sacred music plays a role not only in the enhancement of services and
feasts, but also in the hidden, non-verbal confirmation and reinforcement of key republican
structures.
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CHAPTER VII
PROMOTING THE REPUBLIC
While the Venetian polychoral repertory in toto reinforced basic ideologies of the city,
certain individual polychoral works highlighted specific notions connected to the republic in its
civic rituals. Even though the compositions themselves were a mere musical adornment of the
liturgical feasts, their rhetorical text delivery reinforced certain religious ideas in the feasts that
also resonated with important political issues. Sometimes, the special procedures employed for
highlighting such contents converted the music into sounding metaphors of them. As discussed
in chapter IV, the major annual feasts at San Marco required polychoral music during the late
sixteenth and the early seventeenth centuries. Single-choir pieces accompanied lesser feasts in
which polychoral music was not required. They also constituted the bulk of the repertory
performed at other churches. Single-choir repertory sometimes echoed polychoral procedures,
further contributing to the reinforcement of structural notions in a somewhat displaced or
peripheral way, and with less ideological power.
Both single- and multiple-choir works contributed to the transmission of important
notions of the republic at civic rituals, even though their political contributions were different
because of their diverse performing occasions. Liturgical feasts usually represented central
notions, since they were celebrated annually; on the contrary, the occasional ceremonies often
projected one-time or otherwise particular notions, since they were related to specific political
events.
1. Annual Feasts
As discussed in chapter IV, a number of feasts from both the temporale and the
sanctorale required the participation of musicians. Since the feasts of the temporale were
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basically identical to those of the Roman rite, notions about the republic were more often
transmitted in the feasts of the sanctorale, especially those of the Blessed Virgin Mary and St.
Mark as well as the ones that celebrated local saints. Multiple settings of the same text,
apparently meant for performance in the same occasions, are sometimes found within the
Venetian collections. They often share common procedures of textural or formal organization.
They suggest that the main annual feasts regularly emphasized the same religious contents every
year, both at San Marco and elsewhere. These notions often resonate with issues important for
the Venetian republic. The music that accompanied the feasts was instrumental to this process,
which accorded it a prime political value that must have not gone unnoticed to the authorities.
a. The Feasts of the Virgin
Venetians keenly celebrated several annual feasts of the Blessed Virgin Mary (chap. III).
Even though all Italian cities devoted important services to the Virgin, Venice‟s attachment to
her was not only religious but also political.304 For example, the day of the Annunciation
counted as one of the main festive occasions for both religion and politics because of the
coincidence of the feast date with the alleged foundation of the city (chap. III).305 Other Marian
feast days were also significant for Venetians as opportunities to reinforce a bond between the
city and the Virgin established upon the belief that both of them were immaculate.306 Sixteenthcentury Venetian composers provided music that reinforced these ties through the celebrations.
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David Rosand, Myth of Venice: The Figuration of a State (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, 2001), 13-16
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Edward Muir, Civic Ritual in Renaissance Venice (New Jersey: Princeton Press, 1981), 71.
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Francesco Sansovino, Venetis, citta nobilissima et singolare, with addition by Giustiniano Martinioni
(Venezia: Stefano Curti, 1663), 323-324.
Cf. Rosand, Myth of Venice, 36-37.
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Both single- and multiple-choir pieces for the Marian feasts are found in the Venetian
collections,307 and they highlighted the notions that were transmitted at the feasts.
Music accompanied the feast of the Annunciation to celebrate the incarnation of Christ as
well as the foundation of the city. Sancta et immaculata virginitas, based upon a Marian
responsory, is generally considered by present-day scholars to have belonged to this feast, even
though the text belongs to the Office of Mary. Both Giovanni Bassano and Giovanni Gabrieli set
it in music. The text of Sancta et immaculata virginitas opens with a proclamation of the holy
and immaculate condition of Mary. This condition was applied to the city on the basis of its
supposedly virginal birth (chap. III). The text also praises Mary for receiving and carrying Jesus
Christ (Example 7.1). Through the coincidence of the date, the blessed lady‟s purported
reception of the Holy Ghost inside was interpreted by Venetians as a mythical parallel to the
city‟s inception under divine protection.
Example 7.1. Text and translation of Sancta et immaculata virginitas308
Sancta et immaculata virginitas
quibus te laudibus efferam nescio
quia quem coeli capere non poterant,
tuo gremio contulisti.
O holy and immaculate virginity
I do not know with which praise I may exalt you
because the one who the heavens could not take hold,
you have carried in your womb.
Several Venetian settings of this text by Bassano and Giovanni Gabrieli place particular
emphasis on the idea of Mary as the one who conceived Jesus in her womb, namely the very idea
307

Sixteen surviving Venetian motets published between 1580 and 1615 are dedicated to the feasts of the
Blessed Virgin Mary, including eight for a single-choir (three from the 1587 collection, two from the 1597
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that relates the Annunciation to the foundation of the city. All of the compositions rhetorically
underline the phrase, quia quem coeli capere non poterant, tuo gremio contulisti, by means of
the repetition of both text and music. Bassano‟s five-voice setting, which may have been
dedicated to the Annunciation, employs changing vocal groups for the repeats, along the lines
described in chapter VI.309 Three other settings, including two for a single choir by Giovanni
Gabrieli and one double-choir by Bassano,310 use similar procedures for the very same words.
Gabrieli also resorted to the repetition of words and musical motives in shifting vocal
combinations. All three settings increase the number of voices toward the end of the section and
close it with a larger number of voices, drawing on the usual progression from motivic
alternation of voices (or choirs) to unified resolution. For this passage, Bassano‟s double-choir
setting uses repetition of both short and long phrases, greatly expanding the resulting music. He
divides the sentence, quia quem coeli capere non poterant, into short textual and musical units
that are first echoed several times and then presented twice as interrupted lines (mm. 21-28).
The repetition of short phrases on tuo gremio follows, leading to an ending tutti on contulisti
(mm. 28-34). The whole section is mostly sung in simple, declamatory style with clear, if
indistinct, text delivery, but the repetition of short units definitely highlights tuo gremio
contulisti, the conceptual core of the passage.
The three latter settings include an extra line of text at the end, borrowed from a different
responsory, Beata es, Virgo Maria, which also belongs to the Common of the Virgin, namely
genuisti qui te fecit et in aeternum premanes virgo (“you have given birth to the one who has
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For a modern edition, see Giovanni Bassano, Mottetti per Conceti Ecclesiastici, a 5, 6, 7, 8 & 12 voci,
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made you and eternally remain a virgin”) All three works emphasize this last line by means of
the repetition of short phrases by changing vocal combinations (in Gabrieli) or more developed
polychoral alternation (in Bassano). Given that the reference to Mary remaining a virgin forever
was allegorically read as a symbol of the fact that Venice had remained undefeated, polychoral
devices and vocal shifting elevate the liturgical text to a metaphor for an immaculate republic.
The city‟s bond to the Blessed Virgin Mary was also celebrated at other Marian feasts.
For example, Giovanni Gabrieli‟s quadruple-choir piece O quam gloriosa,311 which seems to be
dedicated to the feast of Assumption, combines polychoral devices with the composer‟s novel
tonal language to project the meeting of Jesus and Mary in Heaven presented in the text
(Example 7.2).

Example 7.2. Text and translation of O quam gloriosa
O quam gloriosa hodie beata Maria processit,
et quanto devotionis affectum,
tota in eius occursum coelestium legionum
multitudo prodivit, quibus ad thronum gloriae,
canticis est ab angelis sanctis deducta.
O quam placido vultu,
Serena facie divinis amplexibus,
Illius anima a Christo in coelum suscepta est.
O how glorious today blessed Mary has gone forward
and how much [was] the affect of devotion
to the meeting of her the crowd of the entire heavenly armies
has advanced to the Throne of Glory that
has been spun in canticles by the Holy Angels
O with how much of a serene expression,
With [how much of ] a serene face [and] holy embraces,
Her soul has been received in Heaven by Christ.

311

See chap. V for a detailed discussion of this motet.
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By contrast, his triple-choir O gloriosa virgo (1615), another Marian composition,
projects the people‟s supplication for help to the Virgin in its text.312 The tone of the text
suggests a sense of desperation, but the fact that asking her help strongly indicates that Venetians
considered themselves to be favored by her (Example 7.3).

Example 7.3. Text and translation of O gloriosa virgo
O gloriosa virgo nostrum defende salute.
O mater gratiae nobis redde propitium.
Te supplices rogamus, o beata virgo,
Precor, o dulcis virgo, nostri peccati delictum.
A nobis tuis precibus averte tuisque meritis.
Te supplices rogamus, o beata virgo, o dulcis virgo,
O gloriosa virgo, adiuva nos, defende nos, protege nos.
O glorious Virgin, defend our salvation
O mother of kindness, return to us favorably
We humbly ask you, O blessed Virgin
I supplicate, O sweet Virgin,
Divert crime of our sin from us with your prayers and rewards
We humbly ask you, O blessed Virgin, O sweet Virgin
O glorious Virgin, help us, defend us, protect us.
This motet employs several polychoral textures, combined with the extensive use of fifth
progressions and chromaticism, for the sake of enhancing the rhetorical delivery of a prayer. For
example, the repetition of short phrases emphasizes the succession of pleas in the last line and
builds tension toward the climax of the piece, propelled by the urgency of fifth progressions
(Example 7.4). A circle of upward fifths, from B-flat to D, underscores the repetition of short
phrases on adiuva nos (“help us”) in mm. 69-73, followed by an alternation between D and A for
the declamation of O gloriosa virgo (“O glorious virgin”) in mm. 73-75. The following phrase,
for protege nos (“protect us”), is repeated through a circle of descending fifths, from D to B-flat
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For modern edition, see Giovanni Gabrieli, Opera Omnia, edited by Richard Charteris, vol. 4
(Middleton: American Institute of Musicology, 2000), 21-45.
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(mm. 75-77), again followed by a declamatory passage upon O gloriosa virgo (mm. 77-79).
Gabrieli also uses chromaticism to highlight the middle line, Precor o dulcis virgo nostri peccati
delictum, which asks Mary to free people from their crime of sin. The application of B-flat and
E-flat creates descending chromatic gestures over „nostri peccati‟ (F-E-Eb-D-C/ C-B-Bb-A-G:
Example 7.5). The chromatic phrases correspond to the word „peccati‟ and represent the harmful
side of sin. Gabrieli‟s O gloriosa virgo expresses the prayer to the Virgin Mary with polychoral
devices, quintal motion, and chromaticism, which together project the image of the text with a
sense of urgency.
Example 7.4. Harmonic organization of short phrases over “adiuva nos”, “O gloriosa virgo”, and
“protege nos” from Giovanni Gabrieli‟s O gloriosa virgo in mm. 69-79 (pitches indicate
beginning and ending harmonies of each short phrase that is grouped by a slur; upper slur = first
choir; dotted slur = second choir; lower slur = third choir)

Example 7.5. Giovanni Gabrieli‟s O gloriosa virgo, mm. 32-34
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b. The Feasts of St. Mark
Each year, the Venetians celebrated the feasts of St. Mark to strengthen the city‟s bond
with the main local saint (chap. III). The celebrations allowed them to stress the religious
independence of the state from Rome (chap. IV). The city‟s possession of the saint‟s relics also
helped to establish the doge‟s religious authority, by grounding them in the realm of the sacred.
Music accompanied the feasts of the saint and helped to project these notions; music furthermore
enhanced special celebrations of the doge with works that made reference to the saint and his
virtue. A small, yet significant, repertory falls under these categories; single-choir pieces appear
in the earlier collections, while multiple-choir pieces are published in the later ones.313
Four settings of Deus qui beatum Marcum belong into the category of music that is
appropriate for the feast of St. Mark on April 25. Their text, taken from the Roman collect for
the saint refers to the religious learning that St. Mark, the Evangelist, enjoyed, as well as to the
Venetians‟ request from the divinity for intellectual benefices and defense (Example 7.6).314
These pieces may have been performed either during the feast of St Mark, or in ceremonies
honoring the doge – or perhaps in both. David Bryant argues that they were performed at the
doge‟s investiture, since the text was also used in the votive service after the election of the most
important authorities of the city.315 Both occasions required polychoral music, since the feast of
the saint was accompanied with double-choir Vesper psalms (see Appendix A), and the
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investiture was a most special ceremony of the republic, calling for an impressive musical
accompaniment.
Example 7.6. Text and translation of Deus qui beatum Marcum
Deus qui beatum Marcum, Evangelistam tuum,
Evangelicae praedicationis gratia sublimasti:
tribue quaesumus, ejus nos semper,
et eruditione proficere, et oratione defendi.
Alleluia.
God, you have elevated blessed Marcum, your evangelist,
by grace of [his] gospel preaching:
Grant us that we always benefit
from his learning and are defended by his prayer.
Alleluia.
Of the four settings of this text in the Venetian publications, two are scored for a single choir316
and two for multiple choirs.317 According to the rhetorical emphasis that the music creates, the
two single-choir settings, both of which were written by Andrea Gabrieli, belonged to the feast
of the saint, for whom they highlighted words of praise. Conversely, the polychoral settings by
Giovanni Bassano and Giovanni Gabrieli may have accompanied the ceremony of investiture
because of their emphasis upon the plea present in the second half of the text.
The two single-choir settings of Deus qui beatum Marcum are scored for seven and eight
voices, respectively. The two works share the same mode and similar musical characteristics.
Their length is identical. Most of their cadences match, even though the combination of voices
active at cadences varies. They share common harmonic progressions and melodic figures, and
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the bassus voices of both are almost identical.318 The two motets underline the same words
musically, through repetition and other rhetorical devices. It is possible that Andrea Gabrieli
composed the seven-voice motet first, and then enlarged it for some subsequent performance so
as to take advantage of a greater number of available singers. At any rate, they both emphasize
words that are directly related to St. Mark such as evangelistam tuum (mm. 10-17) and gratia
sublimasti (mm. 24-34). Their focus remains firmly on the figure of the saint.
In a different way, the polychoral settings by Bassano and Giovanni Gabrieli319 highlight
the petition of the people by repeating portions of the second half of the text, tribue quaesumus,
eius nos semper, et erudition proficere et oration defendi (mm. 17-38 in Gabrieli; mm. 31-52 in
Bassano). Through the belief that the doge had symbolically inherited the power of St. Mark
(chap. III), the protection requested in the second half of the text is expected not only from the
patron saint but also from the highest authority of the Venetian republic. In either case, all four
settings of Deus qui beatum Marcum celebrated rituals related to the principal local saint with
jubilant ending climaxes achieved by means of varied repetition, coordinated with vocal
exchanges in single-choir settings or polychoral alternation in multiple-choir ones.
The text of Giovanni Gabrieli‟s double-choir piece Virtute Magna (1597) extols the
virtues of St. Mark and, by extension, also the greatness of Venice and its doge (Example 7.7).320
The representation of the saint‟s virtues and his teaching in the text suggests that the doge and
Venice, through their symbolical link to St. Mark, were believed to surpass ties between saints
and politics that might be present in other cities.
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Example 7.7. Text and translation of Virtute magna
Virtute magna operatus est coram Domino
Beatus Marcus Evangelista in cuius honorem praesens vobis adest festivitas.
Iste est enim cuius doctrina omnis terra repleta est
et virtutis exemplo totius mundi refulgent machine, alleluia.
Haec est illa veneranda solemnitas:
in qua triumphans agonis sui cursum viriliter consumavit
et victoriae coronam accipere meruit de manu Domini, alleluia.
With great virtue blessed Mark the Evangelist has worked in front of eyes of the Lord
and in his honor the festival is presented to you.
This is indeed [the one] whose doctrine has filled the whole earth
and through the example of [his] virtue, the engines of the entire world glitter, alleluia.
This is that venerated solemnity
in which the triumphant one has manfully won his contest
and has deserved to receive the crown of victory from the hand of the Lord, alleluia.
In order to reinforce the interpretation of the text, this motet shows a larger scope of more rapidly
moving choir alternation alongside the usual repetition of motives. The opening dialogue section
sings the virtues of St. Mark through choirs that collaborate with each other; the section
concludes with the line, et virtutis exemplo totius mundi refulget machina, where the two choirs
join together in tutti on the words totius mundi, and continue using repetition over refulget
machine (mm. 33-39). The coming together of the two choirs in tutti could be considered as a
polychoral metaphor for the references in the text to the „entire world‟, while the celebratory
sound of repetition projects a “glittering” image of the mechanism that drives it forward. Further
into the composition, certain words, such as viriliter and victoriae coronam, that imply the
victory of mankind – or at least, that of the Venetians – are emphasized through repetition (mm.
50-52 and 56-60). The interactions between the choirs resolve into harmony at the end of the
piece, where all voices unite in tutti. The message seems clear: under the protection of St. Mark
and the influence of his virtue, the republic came together as a single collective whole.
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Giovanni Gabrieli‟s Omnes gentes plaudite minibus (chap. V) accompanied the
celebrations of St. Mark, including the saint‟s feast day (April 25), his translation (January 31),
and his reappearance (June 25), according to the assignments of the text in an early-seventeenthcentury Venetian printed office.321 The text itself, however, does not refer to St. Mark explicitly,
but it consists of praises to God (Example 7.8). Furthermore, it features the ascent of the Lord
with joyful sounds, which also makes the piece appropriate for the Ascension, as Bryant has
suggested.322 The use of this joyful text in the feasts of St. Mark suggests that the saint‟s
translation and reappearance required an uplifting celebration honoring not only the patron saint
but also God, whom Venetians thank for sending St. Mark to their city. In this way the status of
citizens in Venice as chosen people is emphasized.
Example 7.8. Text and translation of Omnes gentes plaudite manibus
Omnes gentes plaudite manibus; jubilate Deo in voce exultationis;
Quoniam Dominus excelsus, terribilis, rex magnus super omnem terram.
Subjecit populos nobis, et gentes sub pedibus nostris.
Elegit nobis hereditatem suam; speciem Jacob quam dilexit.
Ascendit Deus in jubilo, et Dominus in voce tubae.
(Psallite regi nostro, psallite.)
Alleluia.
All people clap hands [and] sing joyfully to God with voice of exaltation
For the Lord is eminent and terrible, [he is] a great king over all the earth
He has placed people under us and the nations under our feet.
He has chosen us for his inheritance, splendor of Jacob, who he has loved
God has ascended with joyful sound, and the Lord with the sound of trumpet.
(Sing praises to our king, sing praises.)
Alleluia.
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Aside from Giovanni Gabrieli‟s famous four-choir version (1597; chap. V), the Venetian
repertory included one other setting, for two choirs, which Bassano published in his 1599
collection.323 Both of these motets employ repeated short phrases throughout to produce the
impression of a joyous sound and to imitate the singing and clapping described in the text.
Furthermore, the circle of fifths coordinated with polychoral repetitions reinforces the ascending
image of the next-to-last verse. Bassano organizes cadential figures through three neighboring
fifths, F, C, and G (mm. 29-32; Example 7.9), while Gabrieli employs fifths and fourths that
explore almost completely the tonal space of the natural hexachord, including the ascending
fifths between C and E (mm. 43-56; Example 7.10).324
Example 7.9. Harmonic organization of ascendit Deus in jubilo from Giovanni Bassano‟s Omnes
gentes plaudite manibus

Example 7.10. Harmonic organization of ascendit Deus in jubilo from Giovanni Gabrieli‟s
Omnes gentes plaudite manibus

These motets celebrate the figure of St. Mark and reinforce the city‟s relationship with
the patron saint. They highlight the saint‟s virtue in the texts in parallel ways to the Roman
commemoration of St. Peter, which points to Venice‟s claims for religious equality with Rome.
The use of these works for the ceremonies of the doge would have amplified his mythical
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connection to the patron saint, further stressing the Venetian claim of religious independence and
turning him into a religious authority of sorts.
c. Other Feasts
The Venetian calendar included a large number of saints throughout the year. Local
prescriptions established their category, including the solemnity of the music employed in their
celebration, so as to emphasize the city‟s power and religious independence. For example,
Venetians annually celebrated the feast of St. Justina, the patroness of Padua, on the day
prescribed by the Roman calendar, namely October 7. Yet the celebration was far more
important in Venice than in Rome because the city of Padua belonged to the Venetian state.
Furthermore, this date was also assigned to the celebration of the great naval victory of Lepanto
(1571).325 It became one of the most important Venetian feasts, and required the participation of
musicians at Vespers, Mass, and Procession. For this occasion, Bassano wrote the five-voice
motet Beata virgo et martyr Justina.326 In the text, Justina thanks the Lord, whom she claims to
have always loved, for letting her be a martyr (Example 7.11).
Example 7.11. Text and translation of Beata virgo et martyr Justina
Beata virgo et martyr Justina
cum ab impiissimo tiranno
raperetur ad supplitium,
clamabat ad Dominum:
“gratias tibi ago, Domine,
quem semper amavi,
quem quaesivi, quem optavi,
quia me in numerum martyrum
accipere dignatus fuisti”. Alleluia.
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The blessed virgin and martyr Justina,
when by the most wicked tyrant
was dragged to punishment
cried out to the Lord:
“I thank you, Lord
whom I have always loved,
whom I have sought, whom I have desired,
because, into the multitude of martyrs,
you have accepted me.” Alleluia.
Bassano‟s work highlights the saint‟s prayer through the exchange of vocal groups and repetition.
It also resorts to the usual plan of tension build-up through repetition that leads into tutti sections
at the end of each line. The very fact that Venetians turned Justina‟s feast day into a particularly
developed celebration in the late sixteenth century demonstrates the divergence between their
liturgy and the Roman Post-Tridentine one – in which, as we shall see, Lepanto was
commemorated on the day of the Rosary – and such difference was a token of the city‟s religious
independence.
Major feast days of the temporale were also occasions that included various kinds of
elaborate music. Even though these feast days coincide with those of the Roman calendar, they
sometimes highlighted notions that symbolically uprooted the republic in the city‟s historical
legends. For instance, on the day of the Ascension, the ceremony of the “Marriage of the Sea”
symbolized the political power of the doge. Gabrieli‟s setting of Jubilate Deo, one for eight
voices in the 1613 Strasbourg printing, another one for ten voices in the composer‟s 1615
collection,327 and a third one preserved in the Berlin manuscript that may have been composed
for the ceremony.328 During the ritual, the doge symbolically married the city to the sea by
throwing a golden ring into the water, an act that projected the city‟s claim of political
independence and the dominance over the sea, also presented in the myth of the trionfi (chap. III).
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The text (Example 7.12) refers to a marriage as well as to God‟s help and protection. Given that
there was no important wedding ceremony recorded either at San Marco or at other local
churches during Gabrieli‟s tenure, these features strongly suggest that these works were
composed for this ceremony.”329
Example 7.12. Text and translation of Jubilate Deo omnis terra330
Jubilate Deo omnis terra
quia sic benedicetur homo qui timet Dominum
Deus Israel conjugat vos et ipse sit vobiscum.
Mittat vobis auxilium de sancto,
et de Sion tueatur vos.
Benedicat vobis Dominus ex Sion,
qui fecit caelum et terram.
Servite Domino in laetitia.
Sing joyfully to God all the earth
because in this way man who fears the Lord is blessed.
God Israel joins you in marriage; let him be with you.
Let him send help to you from the holy places.
and let him watch over you from Sion.
Let the Lord bless all of you from Sion,
He who has made Heaven and Earth.
Do serve the Lord with happiness.
The pieces support the images of the ritual by emphasizing portions of the text with
jubilant sounds. Gabrieli‟s setting for eight voices in a single choir uses the alternation of two
identifiable vocal groups in the center of the composition not only to build tension, but also to
help with the delivery of the words (see chap. VI for the detailed discussion of this motet).331
The music highlights the line Deus Israel conjugat vos et ipse sit vobiscum, which brings up the
one direct reference to marriage in the piece, by means of a chain of repetitions (see, chap. VI).
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Even though there is no specific reference to the ocean in the text, the idea that God celebrated
the union of the doge with the sea sanctifies the bond between Venice and the Adriatic and
supports the city‟s claims of naval hegemony. Gabrieli‟s work singles out and projects an
important political and doctrinal notion.
Polychoral music contributed to the transmission of cultural images significant for the
city not only by means of dialogical textures, but also through the variety of performing forces,
including instruments and solo voices. As discussed in chapter V, the extensive use of such
musical devices differentiated these polychoral pieces from the Roman sacred works, which in
the early seventeenth century retained older paradigms.332 These new musical resources are also
employed in the large polychoral pieces that accompany one of the most important unique annual
ceremonies of the city. Giovanni Gabrieli‟s In ecclesiis and Dulcis Jesu patris imago, two of the
largest works in the repertory, may have been written for the annual commemoration of Venice‟s
recovery from the plague of 1575-1577 held at the church of the Redentore.333 These polychoral
works complement the city‟s own civic rituals with the resonant sound of instruments. In
Giovanni‟s In ecclesiis, the instruments participate as an independent choir within a triple-choir
texture for fourteen parts.334 Each choir exploits a different musical color: the first choir includes
solo voices (discussed in chap. V), the second corresponds to the vocal cappella, and the third
choir comprises instruments only. The instrumental choir contributes to the celebration by
accompanying soloists and by playing a most dramatic sinfonia.
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Dulcis Jesu patris imago, preserved in the Kassel manuscript comprises twenty parts of
voices and instruments and organ basso seguente. The importance of these instrumental lines is
reflected in the piece‟s designation as a Sonata con voce.335 Each of its choirs features a
different mixture of singers and instrumentalists; the first choir is comprised of 1 voice, 1
cornetto, 1 alto violin, and 4 trombones, the second includes 2 voices, 1 cornetto, 1 alto violin,
and 3 trombones, and the third consist of 3 voices, 2 cornetto, and 1 trombone. Gabrieli uses
instruments in all possible ways, namely for a sinfonia, as accompaniment to the voices, or as a
choir that dialogues with singers, as he also did in In ecclesiis. Dulcis Jesu patris imago also
includes solo vocal writing, and, instead of a basso continuo, the instrumental ensemble
accompanies solo voices to provide extra musical colors. Gabrieli‟s In ecclesiis and Dulcis Jesu
patris imago combined religious devotion or consolation with most jubilant sound through
dramatic solo voices and resonant instruments, and thus could be conceived as sacred theatrical
works, along the lines of the pieces discussed in chapter V. These two works stand in sharp
contrast with their Roman counterparts, further stressing the political, religious, and of course
artistic independence of the Most Serene Republic of Venice.
2. Occasional Ceremonies
The city‟s most relevant political events also called for celebrations. Certain individual
ceremonies highlighted certain notions of the republic. The visit of foreign authorities was one
of the great opportunities for Venetians to project the imagined sense of harmony of the republic,
while a victorious marine battle asked for special celebrations that highlighted the city‟s oceanic
predominance. These special occasions included polychoral music that reinforced the joy of the
festival yet also projected prime ideological images.
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a. The Visit of the Japanese Delegation
During the sixteenth century, one of the most noted visits to Venice by foreigners was
that of four Japanese Christians, an occasion that was highlighted by lavish performances of
polychoral music, among many other public acts. Venetians welcomed the delegation with
extravagant ceremonies and music, possibly including Andrea Gabrieli‟s massive polychoral
setting of the Ordinary, showcasing the greatness of the city to stimulate the admiration and
enjoyment of the visitors. This Mass was published in 1587, and remained as an impressive
achievement even after the Jesuit mission in Nagasaki and Christianity itself had officially
disappeared from Japan in the mid seventeenth century.
The trip was undertaken as a result of the Jesuit mission in Japan. The famed Jesuit
missionary and supervisor Alessandro Valignano (1539-1605) planned it for the sake of
reinforcing and promoting the success of the order‟s work. For the trip, Valignano selected four
young Japanese Christians from the Jesuit seminary – Mancio Ito, Miguel Chijiwa, Julião
Nakaura, and Martinão Hara – who supposedly represented three Japanese warlords, Yoshishige
Otomo, Harunobu Arima, and Sumitada Omura.336 These princes had converted to Christianity;
they probably hoped that the journey would bring them opportunities to establish a lucrative
trade with European cities. The delegation also included several other Jesuits priests and novices.
Valignano intended to achieve two goals by taking the Japanese delegation to Europe.337
Firstly, he wanted to raise funds for the Jesuit mission in Japan from the pope, the Spanish king,
or whichever other friendly Western source. Valignano believed that the young Japanese
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Christians would serve as living examples of the success of his order because of their religiosity,
politeness and education. He also expected the Japanese Christians to learn about European
culture so that they could spread news about the glory of Catholicism and the richness of
European culture in Japan after the travel. He felt that this procedure was necessary because
Japanese in general thought that all Europeans were poor, as exemplified by the Jesuit
missionaries who had gone to their country for their mercy. The Japanese delegation sailed from
the port of Nagasaki on February 20, 1582, and they reached Goa in India in late 1583.338 There,
one unexpected letter from the Jesuit superior general Claudio Aquaviva awaited Valignano,
announcing his appointment as supervisor of the Indian mission. Bound by the rule of obedience,
he had to stay behind in India and was unable to accompany the Japanese to Europe.
Without Valignano, Japanese Christians arrived at Lisbon in the summer of 1584, and
then proceeded to Madrid. Valignano intended to avoid any extravagant ceremonies during the
trip. He wanted for the Japanese to hold only private audiences with the pope and the king. Yet
the outcome turned out to be totally different from what had been expected. Europeans
welcomed the delegation and celebrated its arrival as a moment of glory, involving the
promotion of Catholicism, the expansion of the Spanish kingdom, or even the pride of the
individual cities in the itinerary. In Madrid, the Spanish King Philip II invited Japanese
Christians not only to his palace but also to the allegiance ceremony of his heir.339 He may have
thought that the attendance of the Japanese would enrich the ceremony. Furthermore, King
Philip II was surely satisfied with their visit, which he took as an indication that his realm
included not only Latin America and Philippines – named in his honor – but also far-east Japan.
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In Rome, the Japanese delegation was received in audience by Pope Gregory XIII. The
meeting was significant for both the pope and the Japanese, albeit for different reasons. While
the reunion by itself was one of the goals of the trip, as well as a prime opportunity for the
Japanese to strengthen their faith, the pope considered it as a political event, and thus elevated
the audience to the category of a grand official ceremony. In the morning of March 23, 1585, the
Japanese were greeted by the representative of the pope at Santa Maria del Popolo, who
accompanied them to St. Peter‟s Square in front of a huge crowd that included the ambassadors
of Spain, France and different Italian cities, the Roman cavalry, archbishops, and musicians.340
Finally, the delegation proceeded to the hall of the audience and presented letters from the
Japanese warlords to Gregory, which had been translated into Italian by Jesuit Diogo de
Mesquita.341
After the ceremonies in Rome, the Japanese delegation traveled throughout Italy and
visited several cities, which insisted upon their coming for the sake of upholding local pride. It
seemed as if the cities competed with each other to impress the visitors with their hospitality.
They provided the delegation with money to travel and prepared religious ceremonies, private
banquets, and celebratory music for their entertainment. During the trip, the Japanese envoys
heard various types of music. Mass was sung at almost all cities they visited, and motets and
instrumental music were performed at every possible occasion.
Among all cities they visited, the Japanese were most impressed by the hospitality and
beauty of Venice.342 As Guido Gualtieri described it, the Serenissima provided the Japanese
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with expensive furniture made out of silver and excellent music, which was rather sacred than
secular, at various occasions.343 Upon the arrival of the visitors at the Jesuit residence in Venice,
they heard the Te Deum Laudamus sung by the ducal singers from San Marco,344 and an
ensemble of ten different instruments performed on the sea when they visited the fortresses at the
Lido.345
Even though the specific titles and composers of most of the music performed for the
delegation are not known to us, one Gloria has been identified tentatively.346 On June 29, the
Japanese Christians witnessed one of the largest polychoral performances ever as well as one of
the most impressive processions in Venice. In the morning, the visitors heard Mass at San
Marco, including the performance of a quadruple-choir setting of the Ordinary.347 Afterward,
they attended one of the grandest local processions, which was regularly held every year on June
25 for the feast of the Apparition of St Mark to celebrate the rediscovery of his remains that had
occurred in 1094. In 1585, the ceremony was postponed until June 29, the day of Saints Peter
and Paul, so that the Japanese would be able to experience the festival.348 The procession, which
started at 10:00 a.m. and lasted until 5:00 p.m., included the singing of a Gloria in excelsis Deo
as well as performances of various instruments by the six scuole grandi or major religious
brotherhoods (chap. III).349
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These performances are narrated in a printed description, Francesco Sansovino‟s Venetis
citta nobilissima et singolare.350 The events are also discussed in the letter addressed by the
Jesuit Ippolito Voglia to the General Aquaviva. As for the Mass, the letter states that four choirs
sang sometimes alone by themselves, and at other times together to create beautiful harmony.351
Andrea Gabrieli‟s quadruple-choir Gloria from the 1587 Concerti, the posthumous publication
edited by his nephew Giovanni Gabrieli, is the only possible candidate for this piece among the
surviving sources.
By the late-1580s, a quadruple-choir composition with 16 independent parts was one of
the largest extant settings worldwide, and in a world devoid of electric machinery, it produced
one of the loudest human-made sounds. The inclusion of such massive polychoral music
suggests that Venetians accorded the Japanese visit an extraordinary value. During a time of
decline in the city‟s economy and power, Venetians had to seek any additional trading partners,
and they probably saw a great opportunity in the visit of Japanese. Furthermore, they made it a
point to give the Japanese a larger and more lavish celebration than the one organized by the
pope, because of both the city‟s political and religious enmity with Rome and its own pride.
Thus, the Venetians welcomed the Japanese with the dazzling spectacle of their procession,
music included, even though neither the pope nor the Jesuits wanted them to be exposed to
magnificent ceremonies. The procession also represented the spirit of the republic through the
public participation of the whole city. Andrea Gabrieli‟s Gloria was not necessarily considered a
spectacle; however, its grand polychoral sound should have been very impressive for the
Japanese Christians, and should have projected powerful images of the greatness of Venice.
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In order to achieve such images without waving religious solemnity, Andrea Gabrieli
employs various combinations of choirs and formal techniques to articulate portions of the text in
a rhetorically effective way.352 The interaction of choirs in repetition creates a wide range of
contrast, leading to harmonious sectional endings in tutti. This procedure projects a most
powerful image of glory. For example, the repeated musical utterance of the words suscipe
deprecationem nostram (“receive our supplication”) uses three types of inter-choral combination,
namely one by one, by pairs, or in trios (Example 7.13). The second and third choirs together
sing a declamatory phrase over the word, suscipe; the first and fourth choirs, also acting
simultaneously, echo it, and a larger group involving voices from the first, third, and fourth
choirs sings the word for the third time (mm. 51-55). Then, the third and first choirs conclude
the section by repeating the words deprecationem nostrum (mm. 55-59). The combination of
choirs also reinforces the rhetoric of the passage. The repetition of the word suscipe extends the
vocal ranges in both directions and creates an image of spreading a prayer through musical space.
The passage is set in ascending motion by fifths; ascending half-steps also appear in the melodic
figure over the words deprecationem nostram and reinforce the supplication of the text.
Different types of polychoral repetition contribute to highlighting important words. For
instance, the choirs sing the words miserere nobis (“have mercy on us”) one by one (Example
7.14). This repetition reinforces the emotion of the text by adding dissonances. The succession
of clausulas creates harmonic clashes through the suspensions (mm. 44-48). The harsh sound
reinforces the urgency of the cry for mercy. Polychoral repetition is often reinforced by
progressions organized according to the circle of fifths. For example, the repetition of the word
suscipe is outlined through three neighboring pitches G, C, and F; while that of miserere nobis is
352
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set to a static alternation between two more pitches, D and A. Polychoral repetition also
highlights the last portion of the text, Cum Sancto Spiritu in gloria Dei Patris, Amen (“With
Holy Spirit in glory of God Father, Amen”; see Example 7.15), and brings individual choirs
together to achieve a single harmonious whole in tutti (mm. 80-94). At the end of the Gloria, the
repetition of short phrases emphasizes the words, in gloria, to create momentum toward the final
climax through a circle of fifths, from D to F. The tutti sound, together with the emphasis of the
words, in gloria, produces a truly glorious image of the Most Serene Republic of Venice.
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Example 7.13. Andrea Gabrieli, Gloria, mm. 51-59
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Example 7.13. continued
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Example 7.14. Andrea Gabrieli, Gloria, mm. 44-48
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Example 7.15. Andrea Gabrieli, Gloria, mm. 90-95
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Example 7.15. continued
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In addition to the quadruple-choir Gloria, the 1587 collection of Concerti also contains
other Mass Ordinary movements, namely a Kyrie and a Sanctus, which were probably performed
with the Gloria, since they were published together.353 There are, however, some problems to
consider these movements as portions of a single Mass cycle. The individual pieces do not
match each other in term of performing forces or mode. The change in the number of choirs
could be observed elsewhere; modal conflicts between – or within – movements are less
common. Kyrie I and Gloria are in mode 1 with final on D, while other movements are in mode
1 with B flat signature and final on G. The tonal difference seems to be a result of a
transposition from D to G, but it is still unclear when or why the transposition took place.354
Conflicts aside, the Kyrie and the Sanctus share similar musical characteristics, including the
opening imitation, cadences, and polychoral repetition. The Kyrie I is composed for five voices
in single-choir. Imitation and syllabic declamation predominate throughout the section, as does
musical continuity, achieved by avoiding agreement at cadential points. The other sections of
the Kyrie, as well as the Sanctus, are polychoral; the Christe is scored for two choirs in eight
voices, while the Kyrie II and the Sanctus include three choirs and twelve voices. These
movements also open with imitation, even though their textures shift to a declamatory style after
the entrance of the second choir. Cadences usually occur on the finals and its upper fifth, with
the occasional addition of the third above the final in all movements, except in the Gloria, whose
cadences occur on five pitches: F, C, D, A, and E.
Polychoral repetition is also employed in the multiple-choir movements, combined with
fifth progressions, as in the Gloria. In the Christe and the Kyrie II, choirs exchange a whole text
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in repetition, outlined in a circle of upward and downward fifths: from D to A and from A to G
in the Christe (mm. 41-50; Example 7.16), and from G to A (mm. 80-83) and A to Bb (mm. 8388) in the Kyrie II (Example 7.17). In the Sanctus, fifth progressions also accompany polychoral
interactions. For example, the last half of the line, Benedictus qui venit in nomine Domini
(“Blessed who comes in the name of the Lord”; Example 7.18), employs a short circle of fifths,
preceded by an interval of third D and F, to outline repetition of short phrases on in nomine, F to
E flat (mm. 38-40), followed by G cadence at the end of the line Domini. Polychoral repetition
and harmonic progressions together contribute to the rhetorical text delivery in all movements,
and individual choirs always come together to achieve harmonious tutti at the endings.

Example 7.16. Harmonic organization of the repetition of short phrases in Christe section from
Andrea Gabrieli‟s Kyrie (pitches indicate beginning and ending harmonies of each short phrase
that is grouped by a slur; upper slur = first choir; lower slur = second choir)

Example 7.17. Harmonic organization of Kyrie II from Andrea Gabrieli‟s Kyrie

Example 7.18. Harmonic organization of in nomine from Andrea Gabrieli‟s Sanctus

Andrea Gabrieli‟s mass included all possible polychoral combinations (single-, double-,
tripe, or quadruple-choir) and thus presented a variety that demonstrated the compositional
virtuosity of the Venetian master and upheld the complexity and refinement of Venetian music.
Furthermore, the employment of four choirs in the Gloria suggests that the largest polychoral
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movement was meant to represent the glory of the Republic of Venice. If this point is accepted,
then the gradual increase of the number of choirs in the Kyrie, from single to triple, can be seen
as a dramatic preparation for the climax of the Gloria. All of these musical resources seem to
have been put to work for the sake of impressing the Asian visitors 1587. Andrea Gabrieli‟s
mass seems to have been part of the manifold cultural dialogue between Japanese Christians and
Europeans in the late sixteenth century, perhaps meant to evoke the sound of eternal glory in the
ears, the minds, and the memories of the foreigners.
b. The Battle of Lepanto
Polychoral pieces also projected the joy and pride of the Venetians at special ceremonies
that commemorated the city‟s main military events. For example, several pieces by Andrea
Gabrieli published in the 1587 Concerti can be related to the victory against the Turks in Lepanto
(October 7, 1571),355 fought between the Ottoman Empire and the Christian Holy Alliance
formed by Pope Pius V.356 In the aftermath, the day of the victory, October 7, became the Feast
of the Rosary throughout Christendom. In Venice, the same day celebrated the local St. Justina
(discussed above, p. 179) with a procession to the saint‟s church led by the doge.357 Five of the
concerti may have been sung in celebrations of the battle.358 Three of them, namely Benedictus
Dominus Deus Sabaoth, Expurgate vetus fermentum,359 and O salutaris Hostia, were set for
more than one choir.
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All three polychoral works share the same final pitch as well as the number of voices and
choirs. Also, in all of them the first choir has more cadences than the second one. All this
suggests that they were conceived together. Expurgate vetus fermentum is slightly different in
polychoral treatment from the other two pieces. Its final cadence is performed only by the
second choir, whereas the corresponding passage in the other two pieces is set in the usual tutti.
This difference may be explained through the performing occasions. According to David Bryant,
Benedictus Dominus Deus Sabaoth and O salutaris Hostia accompanied the commemorations of
the victory in 1571, but Expurgate vetus fermentum was performed some years later, in
celebration of the peace treaty between Venice and the Ottoman Empire (1573). The occasion
for latter motet came from the reference in its text to “peace” as an end to struggles through the
sacrifice of Christ.360 These concerti adorned the celebration by means of their musical style and
the meaning of the text, and also represented important notions of the republic by resorting to a
polychoral structure that parallels socio-political structure.
The text of O salutaris Hostia establishes a link with the battle through the war imagery
that belongs to the Corpus Christi hymn used as source; it mentions that enemies are pressing on
to war, Bella praemunt hostilia (“Enemies are pressing on war”), and it asks God for help, Da
robur, fer auxilium. (“Give strength [and] bring help.”).361 By contrast, Benedictus Dominus
Deus Sabaoth refers to the fight and victory of Samson and Gideon against their enemies,
pugnviat Sanson, pugnavit Gedeon: vicit Sanson, vicit Gedeon (“Samson has fought [against his
enemy], Gideon has fought [against his enemy]: Samson has defeated [his enemy], Gideon has
360

Bryant, “Liturgy, Ceremonial and Sacred music in Venice,” 53.

361

The text of O salutaris hostia is from the penultimate stanza of the hymn, Verbum supernum prodiens,
which was composed by St. Thomas Aquinas and sung for Lauds at the feast of Corpus Christi; however, this
particular stanza is usually sung separately for the Benediction of the Most Blessed Sacrament throughout the year.
Kevin Knight, Catholic Encyclopedia: O Salutaris Hostia (http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/ 11334a.htm, accessed
December 15, 2006).
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defeated [his enemy]”), and also expresses joy for the victory, et vicit Dominus inimicos eius.
Laetamini, et exsultate, et psallite. (“and God has defeated his enemy. Let us cheer, rejoice, and
sing.”). These references may also articulate the Venetians‟ pride in themselves and their city.
Given that Samson and Gideon achieved victory through divine protection, to invoke them
during the celebration of victory implies, by way of metonymy, that Venice also enjoyed God‟s
favors.362 Lepanto was the only battle during Andrea Gabrieli‟s tenure significant enough for
victory to be celebrated with a special composition, and it was the last bellic confrontation in
which Venice played a major role during the sixteenth century.363 These facts support the idea
that these pieces were composed for the celebration of Lepanto.
Andrea Gabrieli‟s O salutaris hostia exemplifies the structural process that creates
competition between musical choirs through the repetition of the lines, projecting a clear
hierarchy between the choirs and leading to harmonious ending in tutti.364 In O salutaris hostia,
the first choir sings the opening of each section in a higher range, while the second choir comes
in as a response or imitation of the first. In this piece, the two choirs alternate in singing each
line of the text with similar music, as if the piece represents in sounds the act of fighting a battle.
The third and the fourth lines are repeated as tutti after the whole text has been sung.
As is customary in the repertory, the setting of O salutaris hostia projects the meaning of
the words creating an effective delivery of the text. The music emphasizes the image of the
enemies in the third verse. The first time it is heard, the cantus reaches the highest pitch (E flat)
over the word hostilia (“the enemy”). When it reappears in tutti, the quintus reaches its highest
362

Iain Fenlon indicates that the reference to Old Testament in the text connects to the Venetian belief that
Venetians were the „Chosen People‟ of God. Iain Fenlon, The Ceremonial City: History, Memory, and Myth in
RenaissanceVenice (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2007),180.
363

Frederic C. Lane, Venice: A Maritime Republic (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1973),

364

For a modern edition, see Andrea Gabrieli, Edizione nazionale, vol. 11, no. 1, 257-268.

369-374.
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pitch, A, over the same word, just as the cantus did earlier.365 In this piece, the two battling
musical entities come together in tutti for the last two verses, reuniting in a somewhat strident
prayer for victory.
It is not known whether O salutaris hostia was performed as a part of a service to petition
for divine help either before the battle or as a thanksgiving offer after fighting had ended. The
text of Benedictus Dominus Deus Sabaoth clearly suggests the joy of victory.366 The motet
employs repetition to emphasize the meaning of the text. The two choirs sing the parallel
expressions in the verse pugnat Sanson, pugnat Gedeon: vicit Sanson, vicit Gedeon through the
repetition of short musical phrases in pairs (Example 7.19).367 The first choir refers to the battle
and victory of Samson while the second choir sings about Gideon. Each choir behaves as an
individual entity that stands in contrast to the other one. The contrast is reinforced by harmonic
progressions. The first choir frames its melodic figures by the motion of fifths, C, F, and Bb
(mm. 33-36), while the melodic figures of the second choir are punctuated only by different
combinations of diatonic chords centered around B flat with a major third (mm. 34-37). Toward
the end of the composition, a section in tutti sings the joy of victory to the line, laetamini, et
exsultate, et psallite. The competition between choirs that conjures the idea of battle resolves
into victorious harmony that expresses the collective happiness and, indirectly, pride.

365

Carver suggests that the tutti section projects a cry for help. Carver, Cori spezzati, 134.

366

For a modern edition, see Edizione nazionale, vol. 11, no. 1, 181-198.

367

Carver recons this repetition to be “savage” in reference to the fight and victory in the text. Carver, Cori
spezzati, 134.
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Example 7.19. Andrea Gabrieli‟s Benedictus Dominus Deus Sabaoth, mm. 33-38

A different Venetian polychoral setting of Benedictus Dominus Deus Sabaoth is
preserved elsewhere. Giovanni Croce, who was maestro di cappella at San Marco from 1603,
composed it in the late sixteenth century by employing the same polychoral approach and similar
motives to those used by Andrea Gabrieli.368 Just like the older version, Croce‟s setting opens
with declamatory music for the second choir. Croce also employs repetition of short phrases in
pairs for the line pugnavit Sanson, pugnavit Gedeon: vicit Sanson, vicit Gedeon, even though he
modernized the harmonic structure in a way similar to motets of Giovanni Gabrieli and the tonal
procedures employed in this piece (Example 7.20). There are some other differences between
the two versions. The placement of the tutti sections is different, except for the end of the last

368

Fenlon indicates the similarity between the two and suggests that Gabrieli‟s setting served as a model
for Croce‟s one. Fenlon, The Ceremonial City, 180.
The modern edition was not available for this motet, but original print is available from the seventeenth
century German anthology print.
Caver further discusses that the two settings of Benedictus Dominus Deus Sabaoth share the
“warmongering” feeling, and Croce‟s version could have been modeled Andrea Gabrieli‟s setting, because the
placement of tutti and antiphonal texture coincide, and the similar musical phrases are found between the two.
Carver, Cori spezzati, 174.
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line laetamini, et exsultate, et psallite; Croce expanded his tutti to include the beginning of the
line, while Andrea limited it to the end only. Croce also briefly used polychoral alternation on
the words qui pugnant (“who fight”) in the middle of the line 2 (mm. 6-7), while Gabrieli repeats
them within a single choir (mm. 9-11). In either case, the two composers emphasized the
essential words, for the battle-related text; the disagreement about the location of the tutti phrases
merely produces different ways to manage text emphasis. Because of the composition date,
Croce‟s piece could not be performed in 1571; it might have accompanied a subsequent
commemoration of the same victory or one that celebrated another, newer victory. In any case,
Croce‟s Benedictus Dominus Deus Sabaoth projected the joy and pride of Venetians just as
Gabrieli‟s model piece did apparently for the victory of Lepanto.
Example 7.20. Giovanni Croce‟s Benedictus Dominus Deus Sabaoth, mm. 30-34

During the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, both polychoral and nonpolychoral works accompanied Venetian civic rituals and metaphorically represented in sounds
ideological notions of the republic. Polychoral repertory often appeared at the major ceremonies,
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such as the feast days relating to St. Mark (Giovanni Gabrieli‟s Omnes gentes and Virtute
Magna) and Virgin Mary (Giovanni Gabrieli‟s O quam gloriosa and O gloriosa virgo). These
large polychoral settings projected ideologies of the republic through their structure, and
reinforced official self-representations of the city, prominently including its mythical
connections to patron saints, through rhetorical text delivery. Occasional ceremonies of prime
political importance also called for polychoral music (Andrea Gabrieli‟s Gloria and the Concerti
probably performed for Lepanto celebrations). These works celebrated the main political events
for Venetians and foreigners, and helped to represent local pride and other expressions through
the allegories in their text. Single-choir compositions were often performed outside the basilica
(Bassano‟s Beata virgo for St. Justina and Giovanni Gabrieli‟s Jubilate Deo for the Marriage of
Sea). Those works projected ideological images at smaller scale through less determined
structure. The feast day of the Annunciation seems to have called for both single- and multiplechoir works; these settings share analogous textural procedures that suggest similar ideological
and political goals. Venetian music was eminently political in nature, when it adorned yearly
feasts and when it highlighted special ceremonies as well.
Even though the Venetian polychoral and non-polychoral repertories are different in the
ways in which their music can be related to social structures, they share one basic characteristic.
In both of them, all the voices sing together in tutti at the end. This musical phenomenon may be
interpreted as a musical reflection of social harmony, one of the most important components of
the local imagination of the republic.
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APPENDIX A
THE LITURGICAL CALENDAR OF SAN MARCO
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January
1

Feasts of Saints

Obligation of
Musicians

Musical Specifications

Circoncisione

Mass ,Vespers,
Procession

Double choir (Vespers)
Organ (Procession)

Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers

Double choir (Vespers)
Double choir (Vespers)

5
6

S Basilii
Octava S Stephani Semidulex
Octava S Ioanis Semidulex
Octava S Innocentum
Semidulex
S Titi
Vigilia Epiphania Domini
Epiphania Domini

7

S Juliani

2
3
4

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

(S Laurentii Justiniani)

Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers

S Pauli primi Eremite
S Higinius Papae
Octava Epiphanie Semidulex
S Felicis in Pincis

15
16

S Mauri
S Marcelli Papae

17

S Antonius

18
19

Cathedra S Petri qua Rome
S Prisca
S Marius Marthe Audifax et
Abacuch
S Arsenius

20

S Fabiani et Sebastiani

Mass and Vespers

Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers

Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers
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Organs and instruments
(Mass)
Two organs (Vespers)

Feasts of Saints
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

February
1

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

S Agnetis
S Vincentius et Anastasius
S Emercntiane
S Timoteo
S Feliciano
Convertio S Pauli Apostoli

Obligation of
Musicians

Musical Specifications

Mass and both
Vespers

S Polycarpo
S Paule
S Joannis Chrysostomi
S Agnetis
(S Francisco Salesio)
S Geminiani
Translatio Corporis S
Marci

S Ignatius
S Severi
S Brigida Virginis
Vigilia Purificatio S Marie
Virgini
Purificatio S Marie Virgini

Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers

Vespers

Double choir (Vespers)

Mass and both
Vespers

Double choir (Vespers)

Que vocatur S Maria
Formosa
S Blasius
S Symeonis prophete
S Agathe
S Dorothee

S Apollonie
S Scolastice
S Euphrosyne
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Feasts of Saints
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Obligation of
Musicians

Musical Specifications

S Fusce
S Maure nutricia
S Valentini
S Sisinius
S Faussini et Jouite
S Juliane
S Symeonis
S Gabino Prosbeteri
Vigilia Cathedra S Petri
Cathedra S Petri

23

S Girardo

24

S Mathie Apostoli

Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers

25
26
27
28
Third Thursday: Double
choir (First Vespers)
Third Friday: organ

March

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

S Herculani
S Marino, et Asteno
Martiribus
Lucius Papae
S Juliani
S Thome de Aquino
S Perpetue et Felicitatie
S Quadmagnita
S Alexandro
S Gregorius Papae

Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers
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Feasts of Saints
13
14
15
16
17
18

S Joseph

20

S Joannis
S Joachim

21

S Benedicti Abbatis

22
23
24

(S Afrodiso)

Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers

Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers

S Pigmenius
Annuntiatio S Marie Virgini

Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers

S Disma
26
27
28
29
30
31
April
1

Musical Specifications

S Julius Papae
S Longini
S Hilarius et Tatiani
S Patritius
S Joseph ab Arimathia
S Alexiandro

19

25

Obligation of
Musicians

S Dorotheo
(S Secunda)
S Balbina Virgini

2

S Venatius
S Ugonis
S Theodora
S Ugonis Abbati
S Theodosia

3
4
5

S Mirabili
S Benigno
Depositio Beati Ambrosius
S Vinicentius

Mass, Procession,
and both Vespers
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Double choir (Vespers)
Double choir (Vespers)
Organs and instruments
(Mass)

Feasts of Saints
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

S Euphemie Virgini
S Tiburtius
Vigilia Translatio S Isidori Vespers
Mass, Vespers, and
Translatio S Isidori
Procession
S Aniceto
S Eleutherius
S Leonis Papae
S Victore

Double choir (Litany in
Procession)

S Sothero
S Gaio
S Agapito

S Georgius

24

Vigilia S Marci

25

S Marci Evangeliste

26

S Cleto
S Maricellino Papae
S Liberalis
S Vitalis
S Petri
S Leone
S Eutropius

30

Musical Specifications

S Leonis Papae

23

27
28
29

Obligation of
Musicians

Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers
Mass and Vespers

Mass and both
Vespers

Vespers
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Double choir (Vespers)
Organs and instruments
(Solemn Vespers)
Double choir (Vespers)
Organs and instruments
(Solemn Mass)

Feasts of Saints

Obligation of
Musicians
Mass and Vespers

2

S Apostoli Philippi et Jacobi
S Hieremie
S Sigismundo
S Athanasius Patriarche
Alexandr
Octave S Marci
Evangeliste

3

Inventio S Crucis

May
1

4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers

S Alexandri
S Monica Vidua
S Floriani
S Gothardi
S Johannis Ante Portam
Latinam
S Johanne Domasceno
(S Stanislao)
Apparatio S Michaelis

Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers

Vespers
Mass and first
Vespers

S Gordiani
S Jobp Prophete
S Nerei et Archieli
S Bonifacius
S Felicis et Iortunati
S Dictoris et Corone
S Barbari

15

S Isidori

16
17
18
19

S Ubaldi

Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers

S Pudentiane
Vespers
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Musical Specifications

Organ (Procession)

Feasts of Saints
20

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

June
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13

S Bernardini

Obligation of
Musicians
Mass and both
Vespers

S Eustachii Sociorum
S Helene

S Servulo
S Urbani Papae
S Eleutherio Papae
S Johanne Papae

S Felicis
S Mart Cantii Canciani
Canciarille

(S Nicomeolis)
S Marcellini
S Erasmi
S Quirino
S Bonifacius

S Primi et Feliciani
S Barnabe

Vespers
Mass and first
Vespers

S Honoferio
S Basilidis
S Antonius de Padua

Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers

S Cethei
14
15

Musical Specifications

S Viti et Modesti

Vespers
Mass, Procession,
and both Vespers

16
17
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Organs and instruments
(Mass)

Feasts of Saints
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

S Marci et Marelliani
S Gervasius et Prothasius
S Silverius
S Prospero
S Albani
S Decem Millium
S Paulino
Vigilia Nativitas S Joannis
Baptiste
Nativitas S Joannis Baptiste
Aparration Corporis S
Marci Evangeliste
S Joannis et Pauli

Obligation of
Musicians

Musical Specifications

Vespers

Double choir (Vespers)

Mass and both
Vespers
Mass, Procession,
and both Vespers
Mass and
Procession

Double choir (Vespers)
Double choir (Vespers)

S Digilius
27
28

29
30

S Leonis Papae
Vigilia S Apostolorum Petri
et Pauli
S Apostolorum Petri et Pauli
Comemoratio S Pauli
apostoli

Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers
Mass

Vigilia and day of Redentor:
Double choir (Vespers)

July
1

2

3
4
5
6

Double choir (Vespers)

Octave S Joannis Baptiste
S Martialis Apostoli
Visitatio S Marie

Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers

S Processi et Martiniani
S Eliodori

Octava apostolorum Petri et
Pauli

7
8
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Double choir (Vespers)

Feasts of Saints
9
10

11

Octava Visitatio Virgini
Marie
S Paterniani
S Ruffina et Secunda
S Septem Fratrum
S Januario et Marino
S Pius Papae

Obligation of
Musicians

Musical Specifications

Mass

Vespers
13
14
15
16

17

18
19
20
21

S Anacleto Papae
S Foce
S Floretius et Phlippo
S Quirici et Julite
S Rofili
S Leonis Papae
S Marina Virgini
S Alexius
S Simphorosa
S Margarite Virgini
S Praxedis Virgini
S Daniele propheta

22

S Marie Magdalene

23
24
25

S Apollinaris
S Christine Virgini
Vigil S Jacobi Apostoli
S Jacobi Apostoli

26

S Christofori
S Anne Matris Marie Virgini

27
28
29

Mass and Vespers
Mass, Procession,
and both Vespers

Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers
Vespers
Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers

S Hermolai
S Septem Dormientium
S Pataleonis
S Nazarii et Celsi
S Marthe
S Felicis Simplici
S Seraphie
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Double choir (Vespers)
Double choir (Vespers)

Feasts of Saints
30
31

Obligation of
Musicians

Musical Specifications

S Abdon et Senen
S Fantiti
S Germani
Vespers

August
1
2
3
4

S Petri Apostoli
S Machaberius
S Stephani Papae
S Eusebius
Inventio Corpo S Stephani
Protomartyris
S Dominici
S Justino

5

S Marie ad Nives

6

Tranfiguratio Domini

7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14

15

S Sixti Felicissimi et Agapiti
S Donati
S Affra Virgini
S Donato
S Ciriaci, Largi et Smaragdi
S Firmi et Rustici
S Romano
Vigilia S Laurentius
S Laurentius
S Tiburtius
S Clare Virgini
S Hyppoliti et Cassiani
S Eusebus
Vigilia Assumptio Beate
Marie Virgini
Assumptio Beate Marie
Virgini

16

S Rochi

17

S Mama
Octava S Laurentius

Mass

Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers

Double choir (Vespers)

Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers

Vespers

Double choir (Vespers)

Mass and both
Vespers

Double choir (Vespers)
Organs and instruments
(Mass)

Mass and both
Vespers
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Feasts of Saints
18
19
20
21
22

23
24
25
26
27

S Agapini
S Lodovici
S Magni
S Samuelis
S Bernardi
S Teoncius et Carpofori
Octava Assumptionis
S Timothei hippolyti et
Symphoriani
Vigilia S Bartholomei
Apostoli
S Bartholomei Apostoli

Obligation of
Musicians

Musical Specifications

Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers

S Lodovico Rose
S Genesius
S Zephirino Papae
S Alexandri
S Ruffi
S Pelagius

28

S Augustini

29

S Hermetis
S Danielis
Decollatio S Joannis Baptiste

S Sabine
S Felicis et Adaucti
30
31
S Felicis
September
S Egidius Abbatis
1
S Fratrum
2
S Antonini
3
S Euphemie Dorothee, et
Erasme
4
S Moysi Prophete
S Marino
5
6
S Zacharie
Vigilia Nativitas Beate Marie
7

Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers

Mass and both
Vespers

Vespers
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Double choir (Vespers)

Feasts of Saints
8

9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18

19
20

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Nativitas Beate Marie Virgini

Obligation of
Musicians
Mass and both
Vespers

S Adriani
S Gorgonius
S Dorotheo
S Nicolai de Tolentino
S Prothei et Hyacinti
S Ligorius
Exaltatio S Crucis
S Cornellus et Cipriani
Octava nativitatis S Marie
S Nicomedis
S Lucie et Geminiani
S Euphenie
S Victoris
S Corona
S Januarius et Socius
S Eustachus et Sociorum
Vigilia S Matthei Apostoli et
Evangeliste
S Matthei Apostoli et
Evangeliste
S Mauritius et Sociorum
S Lino Papae
S Tecle
S Conslantius
S Gerardo
S Cipriani et Justine
S Cosme et Damiani
Dedicatio S Michaelis
Archageli
S Hieronymi

Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers

Vespers
Mass
Mass and first
Vespers

Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers

Vespers
Mass
Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers
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Musical Specifications
Double choir (Vespers)
Organs and instruments
(Mass)

Feasts of Saints
October
1
2

3
4

Obligation of
Musicians

Musical Specifications

S Remigius
S Germano
S Leodegarius
S Lizerio
Argelis Custodibus
S Francisci

Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers

S Petronius
S Amelius et Amito
5
6

7

S Magni primi episcopi
Venetiatum
S Fide
S Justine Virgini

8

S Donino
S Sergius et Bacchi
S Marci Papae
Dedicatio Ecclesie S Marci

9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18

S Demetrius
S Dionysius, Rustici et
Eleutherius
S Cerbonius
S Eleutherio

S Calixti
S Fortunato
S Gaudentius
S Alexandro
S Galli abbatis
S Luce Evangeliste

Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers

Double choir (Vespers)
Double choir (Vespers)

Mass, Procession,
and both Vespers

Double choir (Vespers)

Mass and both
Vespers

Double choir (Vespers)

Mass

Mass

Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers

19
20
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Feasts of Saints
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

28
29
30
31

S Ursule
S Hilarionis
S Cordula
S Severino
S Martino
S Chrysanti
S Evaristo Papae
S Amandi
S Florentius
S Ivone
Vigilia SS Apostoli Simonis
et Jude
SS Apostoli Simonis et Jude

Vigilia Festivitas Omnium
Sanctorum

November
Festivitas Omnium
1
Sanctorum
S Cesarius
Commemoratione Omnium
2
Defucntorum
S Justi
3
S Malachia
S Vitalis et Agricole
4
S Carolo
5
S Zacharie
6

S Leonardi

7
8

S Prosdocimi
S Quattuor Coronatorum

9

S Theodori

Obligation of
Musicians

Musical Specifications

Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers

Vespers

Double choir (Vespers)

Mass and both
Vespers

Double choir (Vespers)

Mass

Vespers
Mass and first
Vespers

Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers

Dedicatio S Salvatoris
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Double choir (Vespers)
Double choir (Vespers)

Feasts of Saints
10

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21

22

Obligation of
Musicians

Musical Specifications

S Thryphonis Respicius et
Nympha
S Martini

Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers

S Menne
S Martini Papae
S Joannis Eleemosinarius
S Bricius
S Homoboni
S Venerande

S Aniano
S Gregorius
Dedicatio apostolorum Petri
et Pauli
S Romano
S Gelasius
S Plathone
S Pontiano Papae
S Elisabeth
S Stephani
Presentatio Virgini Marie

Vespers
Mass, Procession,
and both Vespers

S Columbano
S Mauri
S Cecilie
S Theonisto et Socius

23

S Clementis Papae

24

S Felcitatis
S Crisogoni

25

S Catherine

26

S Petri Alxandrini episcori

Vespers
Mass and second
Vespers

Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers
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Double choir (Vespers)
Double choir (Vespers)

Feasts of Saints
27
28
29
30

Obligation of
Musicians

Musical Specifications

S Jacobi Intecisi
S Saturnini
Vigilia S Andree Apostoli
S Andree Apostoli

Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers

December
1
S Ansani
2
S Aniani
S Bibiana
3
S Petri Crysologi
S Barbare
4
5
S Bassi
S Sabbe
6

S Nicolai

7

S Ambrosius Episcori et
Confessor Doctoris
Conceptio Beate Marie
Virgini
S Xencnis
S Proculi
S Syri Episcori et Conessorf
S Melchiadis Papae
S Damasi Papae

8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

S Lucie Virgini

Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers

Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers

S Lazari

Vigilia S Thome Apostli
S Thome Apostli

Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers

22
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Double choir (Vespers)
Double choir (Vespers)

23
24

25

26
27
28
29
30
31

Feasts of Saints

Obligation of
Musicians

Musical Specifications

Vigilia Nativitus Domini
Nostri Jesu Christi

Mass and Vespers

Nativitus Domini Nostri Jesu
Christi

Mass and Vespers

Double choir (Vespers)
Organ (Vespers)
Organs and instruments
(Solemn Mass)
Double choir (Vespers)
Organ (Vespers)
Organs and instruments
(Solemn Mass)

S Anastasie
In legenda S Johannes
Chrysostomus
S Stephani prothomartyris
S Joannins Apti et evangeliste
[In Libro isti temporis 25-28]
S Innocentium
S Thome Archiepiscopi

Mass and Vespers
Mass and Vespers

S Sylvestri

Vespers
Mass and both
Vespers

Double choir (Vespers)
Double choir (Vespers)

Mass and Vespers

Double choir (Vespers)

S Colube

Notes: The list of feast days is based on mainly B.N.M., Cod. Lat. III-172 (2276). 21r-44r,
A.S.V., San Marco, Procuratia de Supra, Registro 98, 35r, and B.M.C. Codice Cicogna 1602:
Orationale ad usum Basilicae Ducalis Sancti Marci Venetiarum (feast days of saint). The list of
the obligation of musicians is based on mainly A.S.V., San Marco, Procuratia de Supra, Registro
98, 68r-69r and A.S.V., San Marco, Procuratia de Supra Registro 99, 409r-412r (obligation of
musicians). The list of musical specification is based on B.N.M., Codex It VII-1269 (9573),
Ceremoniale Magnum sive Raccolta Universale di tutte le Ceremonie Spettanti alla Ducal
Regina Cappela di San Marco, 17r-63r, B.N.M., Codex Lat. III-172 (2276), 114r, and A.S.V.,
San Marco, Procuratia de Supra Registro 99, 409r-412r (musical specifications). The
information is also found in James H. Moore, Music of Alessandro Grandi, Giovanni Rovetta
and Francesco Cavalli, vol. 1 (Michigan: UMI Research Press, 1979), 296-301. The feasts
marked in bold print are ones that were not part of the Post-Tridentine Liturgy (1568), and the
ones between brackets were added after the seventeenth century because they do not appear in
sixteenth-century sources.
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APPENDIX B
LIST OF MAESTRI, VICE-MAESTRI, ORGANISTI
AT SAN MARCO FROM THE MID-SIXTEENTH CENTURY
TO THE EARLY SEVENTEENTH CENTURY
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Year Maestro
1527 Adriano Willaert,
December 12
1530

Vice-Maestro

1541
1551
1552

Annibale Padovano,
November 29

1557

1565

Claudio Merulo,
July 2
Cipriano Rore,
October 18
P. Giusffo Zarlino,
July 5

1566

Andrea Gabrieli,
September 30

1584

Giovanni Gabrieli,
November 7
Vincenzo Bell‟avere,
December 30
Giuseppe Guammi,
October 30

1586
1588
1590

P. Baldassare Donati,
March 9

1591

1603

Paolo Giusto da
Castello, September
15
P. Giovanni dalla
Croce di Chiozzotto,
July 13

1607
1609

P. Bortolomeo
Moresini, April 2
P. Giulio Cesare
Martinengo, August
22

1612

1613

Organista 2

Giulio Segni,
November 10
Baldassare da
Imola, October 29
Jachet Fiammingo,
July 15
Giolamo Parabosco

1533

1563

Organista 1

P. Marc‟Antonio
Negri, December
22
Claudio Monteverdi,
August 19
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Source: Francesco Caffi, Musica Sacra in Venezia: Appunti e Spogli, B.M.N. Mss Italiani Cl. 4
No. 762 (10467), 47r-48v, and A.S.V., Procuratoris de supra Busta 91, Processo 207 No. 1: alla
carica di organisti, 1r-2v.
Notes: This list conflicts in the placement of organists between 1530 and 1557 (first and second
organists are in opposite places) with the list that Caffi printed. See Francesco Caffi, Storia
Della Musica Sacra: Nella Già Cappella Ducale di S. Marco in Venezia dal 1318 al 1797
(Firenze: Leo S. Olschiki Editore, 1987), 36-8. The date of Jachet Fiammingo is July 18 in
A.S.V., Busta 91, Processo 207, and the date of Andrea Gabrieli is December 30 in A.S.V.,
Busta 91, Processo 207.
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LIST OF SINGERS FROM 1562 TO 1606
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1562
Tenori:
Fra Agustin de
Fransiani
Pre Alue da fta Sofia
Ser Zuanne Bastiate
Contralti:
Pre Alue da fti
Stprotoli
Pre Fobnlis di
Marcelio
Ser Filipps Zusberti
Ser Bernardi Salaudi
Soprani:
Pre Zalentiri da
Udine
Pre Bato Tarsonea
Soprani:
Achille
Anda Zuchelli
Goto Bolognete
Albente Dicho
De Marco Arichiel

1589
M Baldss Donati
M Antonio
Spagnol
M Gulie Im
Fra Berdo
Minritano
P Zuane Chiozofo
Fra Gio Ango di tli
Fra Falicui
Minritao
Fra Agustin Fasso
Fra Agustin fasuol
M Zans
M Pauli Remano
Fra Ligismrido
casso
Batista

1598
Soprani:
Antonio Spagnol
Guiolomo Franiste
Contralti:
Juanne Chiozotto
Fra Otreremo di
Carmeni
Fra Bernardo di Ferari
Batta da B Pantasto
Tenori:
Juanne Ans Fiamego
F. Agustri Fasuol
Pauto Roman
Bassi:
F. Fabitio di Frari
F. Giacomo anto di
Nosedici
F. Sigrimondo dal
Zanepolo
F. Agustri di Frari

1606
M Guielmo Francese
P Frate Agostin Fasuolo
P Frate Agoste Basso
M Zuane Battista
contralto
M Paolo Veraldo
Romano
M Nicolo Vandali
Romano
M Nicolo Scheggia
M Lutio Mora
M. Christoforo Porro
Basso
M. Antonio Bonhuomo
M Pre Zuane Francese
M Pre Piero Francese
M Pre Borto Lamio
Conte
M Pre Vicenzo
Spontoni
M Pre Rocco Zambelli
M Pre Fano Ruueri
M Franco Catigliano
M Pre Hiconioboni
Basso
M Pre Faliciani
contralto
M Zuanne
M Baldizzera Basso
M Marlo Basso

Notes: The list of singers at music chapel of San Marco is found in A.S.V., Procuratoris de supra
Busta 91 Processo 208, no. 1: alla cariche di musici cantor, suonalari di capella, 17r (1562: the
folio number is not written, and other folios has different numbers – not matching actual number
of folios), 14r (1589), 56r (1598: smaller papers with number 56 on the upper right corner with
crossing of another number 25), 61v (1608). The information is also discussed in Moore, Music
of Alessandro Grandi, vol. 1, 247. Underlined names appear in the manuscript. A.S.V.,
Procuratoris de supra Busta 91, 61v.
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APPENDIX D
THE 1598 LIST OF SINGERS WITH DESCRIPTIONS
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Soprani:
Antonio Spagnol: bella, et buona voce, ma no troppo sicuro (beautiful and good voice, but not
too secure)
Guiolomo Franiste: sicuro, et franco cantor, ma no cosi delicata voce (secure and sincere singer,
but his voice is not so delicate)
Contralti:
Juanne Chiozotto: sufficientissimoo cantor, e dove manca la delicatezza della voce suppliss co‟l
bel canto (the most sufficient singer, and where he lacks the delicacy of the voice, he
compensates with good singing)
Fra Otreremo di carmeni: no è di molta voce (does not have much of a voice)
Fra Bernardo di ferari: no è la sua voce di cattivo metale ma no l‟ha saputa mai accomodar (his
voice is not of bad timbre, but he has never figured out how to accommodate it)
Batta da B Pantasto: ha gran voce, et honestamente sicuro (has a big voice and is fairly secure)
Tenori:
Zuanne Ans fiamego: è stato sempre di buona voce, et bel cantante, ma p la vechiezza convien
declinar (has been always good voice, and good singer, but because of old age it is better not to
hire him)
F. Agustin fasuol: buona voce, et buon cantor (good voice and good singer)
Pauto Roman: no ha cattivo metal di voce, et canta honestamente (does not have a voice of bad
timbre, and sings honestly)
Bassi:
F. Fabitio di frari: buona voce (good voice)
F. Giacomo anto di nosedici: buona voce (good voice)
F. Sigrimondo dal Zanepolo: honesta voce (fair voice)
F. Agustri di frari: honesta voce, ma canta polito (fair voice, but sings in a polished way)
Notes: This information is also discussed by Arnold and Moore. Cf. Denis Arnold, Giovanni
Gabrieli and the Music of the Venetian High Renaissance (New York: Oxford University Press,
1979), 33, and Moore, Music of Alessandro Grandi, vol. 1, 246.
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VENETIAN COLLECTIONS
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Adrian Willaert, Salmi Spezzati (1550)
Incipit

Voices Choirs Opening
Texture
Laudate pueri Dominum
8vv
2
D
Confitebor tibi Domine
8vv
2
D
Lauda Jerusalem
8vv
2
D
De profundis
8vv
2
D
Memento Domine David
8vv
2
D
Domine probasti me
8vv
2
D
Crediti, propter quod locuttus sum 8vv
2
D
In convertendo
8vv
2
D

Text

Occasion Signature Final Mode Psalm Tone

Psalm 112
Psalm 110
Psalm 147
Psalm 129
Psalm 131
Psalm 138
Psalm 115
Psalm 125

Vespers
Vespers
Vespers
Vespers
Vespers
Vespers
Vespers
Vespers

B flat
B flat
B flat
B flat

B flat

G
G
G
A
G
C
E
Bb

Note: Under Opening Texture (F), „I‟ indicates imitative texture, while „D‟ indicates declamatory texture.
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1
1
2
4
8
12
3
6

1
1
2
5
8
8
4
6

Andrea and Giovanni Gabrieli, Concerti (1587)
[A = Incipit, B = Number of Voices, C = Number of Choirs, D = Opening Choir, E = Opening Polychoral Texture, F = Opening
Texture, G = Source of Text, H = Possible Performing Occasion, I = Signature, J = Cadences, K = Final Pitch, L = Mode]
A
Sancta Maria succurre
miseris
Eructavit cor meum

B
6vv

C
1

6vv

Emendemus in melius

D E

F
I

G
Antiphon

H
Vespers

1

I

Psalm 44

6vv

1

I

Isti sunt triumphatores

6vv

1

Maria stabat ad
monumentum
O gloriosa Domina

6vv

1

D

Antiphon

Thursday

6vv

1

I

Hymn

Beatus vir qui non abiit,

6vv

1

I

Psalm 1: 1-2

BVM
Lauds
Sunday

Iniquos odio habu

6vv

1

I

Psalm 118

Sunday

B flat

Inclina Domine aurem
tuam*
Angelus Domini
descendit
Domine, Deus meus, in
te speravi

6vv

1

I

Psalm 85

Friday

7vv

1

I

First Responsory

7vv

1

I

Psalm 7: 1-4

Easter Sunday
Matins (first Nocturne)
Sunday

Tuesday/
BVM
Third
Sunday /
Responsory
Tuesday /
St. Isidore
Mass
Fifth Responsory Matins
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I
B flat

J
K
G, D, A G

L
1

D, A, F

D

1

B flat

D, G

G

1

B flat

F, C, A, F
G
F, C, A, F
D, G
G, D
G

6

A

9

G

2

B flat

A, C,
E, D
G, D,
A, F, C
G, D

D

9
9

B flat

F, C, G, A
A
F, C, D F

B flat

6
8

6

A
Judica me Deus

B
7vv

C
1

Hodie Christus natus est

7vv

Nativitas tua, Dei
genetrix virgo
Angelus ad pastores

D E

F
I

G
Psalm 42: 1-2

1

I

7vv

1

I

7vv

1

D

Magnificat
Antiphon
Magnificat
Antiphon
First Responsory

Usquequo Domine

7vv

1

D

Psalm 12: 1-4

Maria Magdalenae,
Maria lacobi, et Salome
Deus qui beatum
Marcum

7vv

1

I

Sequentias

7vv

1

Oratio

Ego dixi; Domine
miserere mei*
Benedictus Dominus
Deus

7vv

1

(
D
)
I

8vv

2

2

Dialogue

D

?

Expurgate vetus
fermentum
Egredimini et videte

8vv

2

1

Repetition

I

8vv 2

1

Repetition

I

Beati immaculati

8vv

2

1

Dialogue

D

Third
Responsory
Song of
Solomon: 3-11
Psalm 118: 1-5

Congratulamini mihi
omnes

8vv

1

I

H
Tuesday /
Corpus Christi
Christmas
Vespers
Nativity of BVM

I
B flat

Christmas
Matins
Sunday

B flat
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L
6

G, D,
A, Bb
A, D,
G, C
A, D,
G, C
G, D,
A, C
G, D,
A, C

G

2

F

6

A

4

G

7

G

8

B flat

A, D, G A

3

B flat

G, D, C

G

2

B flat

G, D, C

G

1

D, A

D

2

A, E,
D, G, F
G, D

A

1
0
2

B flat
B flat

B flat

Monday
Martins
St. Mark

Psalm 40

Third
Responsory

J
K
F, C, D, F
Bb
F, C, A F

For the celebration for the
victory of the war of
Lepanto
Tuesday
Martins
BVM?
Sunday
Monday
Martins

B flat

G

6

A
O salutaris hostia

B
8vv

C D E
F
2 1 Repetition I

Exsurgat Deus
Quem vidistis pastores
Deus, in nomine tuo
O crux splendidior

8vv
8vv
8vv
8vv

2
2
2
1

Deus qui beatum
Marcum
Jubilate Deo omnis
terra
Ave regina coelorum

8vv

1

8vv

2

2

Dialogue

I

Psalm 99

Sunday

8vv

2

T

Tutti

D

Marian
Antiphon

O magnum mysterium*

8vv

2

1

Repetition D

Deus, Deus meus,
respice in me
Laudate Dominum in
sanctis eius
Exsultate iusti in
Domino

10vv

1

D

Fifth
Responsory
Psalm 21: 1-3

In each of the Hours of the
Daily Office during the preLent and Lenten seasons
Christmas
Matins
Friday

10vv

2

1

Dialogue

I

Psalm 150

Sunday

10vv

2

2

Repetition

Psalm 32: 1-5

Monday

2
1
2

G
Hymn
Sacrament

Repetition D
Repetition D
Dialogue D
D

Psalm 67: 1-3
Antiphon
Psalm 53: 1-4
Magnificat
Antiphon
(D) Oratio
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H
Corpus Christi
Lauds
(For the celebration for the
victory of the war of
Lepanto)
Wednesday
Christmas
Sunday
Invent of S. Crucis

I
B flat

J
G, D

K
G

L
2

B flat
B flat
B flat
B flat

G, D
G, D, C
F, C, G
F, C, G,
D
G, D,
A, C
G, D,
C, A
G, D,
C, A

G
G
F
F

2
2
6
6

G

8

G

8

G

8

G, D,
C, Bb
C, G,
D, A, F
G, D,
C, Bb
A, D, C

G

2

C

12

G

2

A

9

St. Mark

B flat

B flat

A
Deus, Deus meus, ad
te*
Benedicam Dominum
in omni tempore
Deus misereatur nostri

B
10vv

C D E
2 2 Dialogue

F
D

G
Psalm 62: 1-5

H
Second Sunday after Easter

I

12vv

3

2

Repetition

I

Psalm 33: 1-5

Monday

12
vv

3

3

Dialogue

I

Psalm 66

Sunday

Angelus ad pastores*

12
vv

2

1

Repetition

D

Antiphon
(combination of
antiphons)

Christmas
Lauds

Kyrie

5vv
8vv
12vv

1
2
3

2
1

Repetition
Repetition

Gloria

16vv

4

3

D

Sanctus

12vv

3

1

Dialogue
– duo
Repetition

Magnificat

12vv

3

2

Dialogue

D

I

Mass Ordinary (June 29 in
1585)

Mass Ordinary (June 29 in
1585)
Mass Ordinary (June 29 in
1585)
Vespers

K
A

L
10

B flat

J
A, D,
G, C, F
G, D, F

G

2

B flat

F, C, A

F

6

E, A,
G, D

E

4

D, G, A
G, D
G, D,
Bb
D, A, F

D
G
G

1
2
2

D

1

D, G, C

G

2

G, D,
C, F, A

G

8

B flat
B flat

B flat

Note: For the occasions I follow David Bryant, “Liturgy, Ceremonial and Sacred Music in Venice at the Time of the CounterReformation” (Ph.D., diss., University of London, 1981), 142-151. Under Opening Texture (F), „I‟ indicates imitative texture, while
„D‟ indicates declamatory texture.
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Giovanni Gabrieli, Sacrae Symphoniae (1597)
[A = Incipit, B = Number of Voices, C = Number of Choirs, D = Opening Choir, E = Opening Polychoral Texture, F = Opening
Texture, G = Source of Text, H = Possible Performing Occasion, I = Signature, J = Cadences, K = Final Pitch, L = Mode]
A
Cantate Domino
Exaudi Domine
iustitiam meam
Beata es virgo Maria

B
6vv
6vv

C D E
1
1

F
I
I

G
Psalm 95: 1-2
Psalm 16: 1-2

H
Friday
Sunday

6vv

1

D

Eighth
Responsory

Miserere mei Deus

6vv

1

I

Psalm 50: 1-5

O quam suavis
Benedixisti Domine
Exaudi Deus orationem
meam
Sancta Maria succurre
miseris
O Domine Iesu Christe

7vv
7vv
7vv

1
1
1

D
D
D

7vv

1

I

8vv

2

2

Repetition

I

Sunday in Holy Week
Mass

Domine exaudi
orationem meam

8vv

2

1

Repetition

(D) Psalm 101: 1-3

Jubilate Deo omnis
terra
Misericordias Domini

8vv

2

1

I

Psalm 99

8vv

2

2

Dialogue –
tutti
Dialogue

Wednesday in Passion
Week (or None
Nov 2)
Sunday

I

Psalm 88: 1-5

Friday

J
G, D, Bb
A, D, G, F

K L
G 2
A 9

Assumption
Matins

A, D, G, C, E

A 10

E, A, G, D, C

E

Antiphon
Psalm 84: 1-2
Psalm 54: 1-3

Monday /
Penitential Occasions
Corpus Christi
Friday
Wednesday

B flat
B flat
B flat

G 2
G 2
F 6

Antiphon

First Vespers

B flat

G, D, A, F, Bb
G, D, C
F, C, D, G,
(A), (E/A)
F, C, D, A
G, D, C, A

G 7

B flat

G, D, C, F

G 2

B flat

G, D, C, Bb

G 2

E, A, D, G

E
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I
B flat

F

4

6

3

A
Beati immaculati in
via
Laudate nomen
Domini
Jam non dicam vos
servos
Beati omnes qui
timent Dominum
Domine Dominus
noster
Angelus Domini
descendit

B
C D E
8vv 2 2 Dialogue

F
G
(D) Psalm 118: 1-6

H
Sunday

8vv 2

1

Dialogue

I

Thursday

8vv 2

1

Dialogue/repetition I

8vv 2

2

Dialogue

D

Psalm 127

Wednesday

B flat

8vv 2

2

Dialogue – tutti

D

Psalm 8

Sunday

B flat

8vv 2

1

Repetition

I

Matthew 28: 2

Easter Sunday
Nocturne

B flat

O Jesu mi dulcissime

8vv 2

2

Dialogue

(D)

Christmas

B flat

Sancta et immaculate
virginitas

8vv 1

I

Responsory (Book
of Hours)

B flat

Diligam te Domine

8vv 1

I

Psalm 17: 1-2

Exultate iusti in
Domino
Hoc tegitur sacro

8vv 2

1

Dialogue

I

Psalm 32: 1-5

8vv 2

2

Dialogue

D

BVM (could be
Annunciation?)
Matins
Sunday
Matins
Monday
Matins
Passion

Ego sum qui sum

8vv 2

1

Repetition

D

Dominica in Easter
Nocturne

B flat

Psalm 134: 1-5

I

Ordination of Priest

Centonized (Pss 1:
2, 2: 8, 3: 5)
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B flat

J
A, D, G,
C
A, D, G,
C, F
A, D, C

K L
A 9
A 10
A 10

G, D, C, G 2
Bb
G, D,
G 2
Bb
G, D, C, G 2
Bb
G, D, C, G 1
A
G, D, C, G 2
F, Bb
G, D, A, G 2
C, Bb
D
D 1
D, A, G, D 2
E
F, C, G, F 6
A

A
In te Domine speravi

B
8vv

C D E
1

F
I

G
Psalm 30: 1-3

H
Monday

Jubilemus singuli

8vv

1

I

Hymn

St Mark

Magnificat

8vv

2

1

Dialogue

D

Luke 1: 46-55

Vespers

Benedicam Dominum in
omni tempore
Domine exaudi
orationem meam

10vv 2

2

Dialogue

I

Psalm 33: 2-6

10vv 2

2

Repetition

D

Offertory

Maria virgo

10vv 2

2

Dialogue

D

Monday
Matins
Wednesday in Passion
Week (or None
Nov 2)
BVM (Assumption)

Deus qui beatum
Marcum
Surrexit pastor bonus

10vv 2

T

Tutti

D

St Mark (Apr 25)

10vv 2

1

Repetition

I

Judica me Domine
Quis est iste qui venit

10vv 2
10vv 2

2
2

Third
Responsory
Dialogue
(D) Psalm 25: 1-5
Dialogue/repetition D
Isaias 63: 1?

Hodie Christus natus est 10vv 2

2

Dialogue/repetition D

Plaudite psallite iubilate 12vv 3
Deo omnis terra

2

Repetition

Easter Monday
Matins
Sunday in Passion week
Jul 1 (Most Sacred
Blood)
Christmas Second
Vespers
Ascension

Magnificat
Antiphon
(D) Centonized
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I
B flat

J
F, C, G,
D, A, Bb
G, D, A,
C
D, A, G,
C, F
C, G, D,
A
G, D, A

K L
F 6

G, D, C,
A
G, A, E

G 8

B flat

G, D, C

G 2

B flat

G, D, Bb
A, D, G

G 2
A 10

A, D, G

A 10

G, D, C,
A

G 8

G 8
D 1
C

12

G 7

G 8

A
Virtute magna
operatus est
Kyrie

B
12vv

C
2

D
2

E
Dialogue

F
D

Gloria

8vv
8vv
12vv
12vv

2
2
3
3

1
2
1
1

Repetition
Repetition
Repetition
Repetition

Sanctus-Benedictus
Magnificat

12vv
12vv

3
3

1
1

Repetition
Dialogue

Regina caeli

12vv

2

1

Nunc dimittis

14vv

3

Jubilate Deo omnis
terra
Omnes gentes
plaudite minibus

15vv
16vv

G

H
St Mark

I
B flat

D
I
I
D

Mass Ordinary

Mass Ordinary

B flat
B flat
B flat
B flat

Mass Ordinary
Vespers

B flat
B flat

Repetition

I
(D
)
D

T

Tutti

D

3

1

Dialogue

D

Canticle of
Simeon (from
Luke 2:29-32)
Psalm 99

4

1

Repetition

D

Psalm 46: 1-5

Luke 1: 46-55
Marian
Antiphon

J
F, C, Bb,
G, D
F, C
F, C
F, C, G
F, C, Bb,
D
F, C, D
G, D, Bb

K L
F 6

A, D, G,
C

A 10

D, C, F

D 10

Sunday

A, D

A 9

St Mark/
Ascension

D, A, G,
F

D 1

Saturday during
Eastertide (from Easter
day through Pentecost)
Any Significant Feast
Compline

B flat

Notes: For the occasions I follow John A. Flower, “Giovanni Gabrieli‟s Sacrae Symphoniae (1597)” (Ph.D., diss., University of
Michigan, 1955), 43-48, and David Bryant, “Liturgy, Ceremonial and Sacred Music in Venice at the Time of the CounterReformation,” 152-160. Under Opening Texture (F), „I‟ indicates imitative texture, while „D‟ indicates declamatory texture
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F
F
F
F

5
5
5
6

F 5
G 2

Giovanni Bassano, Motetti per Concerti (1598)
[A = Incipit, B = Number of Voices, C = Number of Choirs, D = Opening Choir, E = Opening Polychoral Texture, F = Opening
Texture, G = Source of Text, H = Possible Performing Occasion, I = Signature, J = Cadences, K = Final Pitch, L = Mode]
A
O rex gloriae

B
5vv

C
1

Beata virgo et martyr
Justina

5vv

1

I

St. Justina

Benedicamus Deum
Haec est virgo
Dic nobis Maria

6vv
6vv
6vv

1
1
1

D
I
D

Common of Virgins
Easter Sunday

Gabriel angelus
apparuit
Viri Gablilaei

7vv +
organ
7vv +
organ
7vv +
organ
8vv +
organ
8vv +
organ

1

D

8vv +
organ
8vv +
organ

O rex gloriae (second
part of the above)
Quem Vidistis
pastores
Angelus ad pastores

Cibavid nos
Dues qui bearum
Marcum

D

E

F
I

G

H
Ascension

I
B flat

B flat
B flat

2

1

Repetition

D

Sequence for
Mass
Luke, Chapter
1: 14-15
Antiphon

2

1

Dialogue

I

Antiphon

Ascension

2

1

Repetition

I

Antiphon

Christmas

B flat

2

1

Repetition

I

First
Responsory

Christmas Matins

B flat

2

1

Repetition

D

Psalm 80: 17 +

Corpus Christi

2

1

Repetition

I

Nativity of St. John the
Baptist
Ascension

St. Mark
(April 25)
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J
Bb, F,
C, G
C, G,
D, A,
e
G, D
F, C
G, D

K
F

L
5

A

4

G
F
G

1
5
7

G, D,
A
C, G,
D
C, G

D

1

C

Bb, G,
D, d
Bb, F,
C, G,
D
C, G,
D, A
C, G,
D, A

G

1
1
1
1
1

G

1

A

9

A

9

C

A
Cantata Domino
Dum complerentur
dies Pentecostes
Fuit homo missus a
Deo
Ave regina coelorum

Vocem jucuunditatis
O Domino Jesu
Christe
Ave regina coelorum

Caro mea

B
8vv +
organ
8vv +
organ
8vv +
organ
8vv +
organ

C
2

D
1

E
Repetition

F
D

2

1

Repetition

D

2

2

Repetition

D

2

2

Repetition

I

8vv +
organ
8vv +
organ
12vv
+
organ

2

1

Repetition

D

2

1

D

3

1

Dialogue/
Repetition
Repetition

8vv +
organ

2

1

Repetition

I

D

G
Psalm 95: 1-2

H

I
B flat

Pentecost

Marian
Antiphon

In each of the Hours of
the Daily Office during
the pre-Lent and Lenten
seasons

B flat

B flat
Christmas
Marian
Antiphon

In each of the Hours of
the Daily Office during
the pre-Lent and Lenten
seasons

J
K
Bb, F, F
C, D, a
G, A
G

L
5

G, D,
A
F, C,
D

G

8

F

5

F, C,
G, D
C, G,
A, E
C, G,
D, A

F

5

E

3

C

1
1

D, A

A

9

Note: For the occasions I follow Richard Charteris‟ critical notes in Giovanni Bassano, Opera Omnia, edited by Richard Charteris, vol.
1 (Rome: American Institute of Musicology, 1999). Under Opening Texture (F), „I‟ indicates imitative texture, while „D‟ indicates
declamatory texture.
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7

Giovanni Bassano, Concerti Ecclesiastici (1599)
[A = Incipit, B = Number of Voices, C = Number of Choirs, D = Opening Choir, E = Opening Polychoral Texture, F = Opening
Texture, G = Source of Text, H = Possible Performing Occasion, I = Signature, J = Cadences, K = Final Pitch, L = Mode]
A
Salvator mundi

B
5vv

C
1

Confitemini Domino

5vv

1

I

Sancta et immaculate

5vv

1

I

Voce mea ad
Dominum clamavi
Viri sancti gloriosum

5vv

1

I

6vv

1

I

Second
Responsory

O doctor optime

6vv

1

D

Nativitas tua

7vv +
organ
7vv +
organ
7vv +
organ
8vv +
organ

2

1

Repetition

I

Magnificat
Antiphon
Magnificat
Antiphon

2

1

Repetition

1

2

1

Repetition

D

Antiphon

2

1

Repetition

D

8vv +
organ

2

2

Dialogue

I

First and
Second
Responsory
Psalms 33: 2-6

Confitebor tibi
Domine
Hodie Christus natus
est
Sancta et immaculata

Benedicam Dominum

D

E

F
I

G
Magnificat
Antiphon
Psalm 105: 1-3
First
Responsory
Psalm 76: 2-3
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H
Feat of All Saints
Vespers
Saturday
Matins
BVM
Matins
Thursday
Matins
Common of Several
Martyrs
Matins
St Jerome
Vespers
Nativity of BVM
Vespers

I

J
C, D,
G
C, G,
D, A
C, G,
D
C. G.
D
G, D

K
G

L
7

G

7

G

1

C

12

G

8

D

1

G

2

A

9

Christmas
Lauds
BVM
Matins

F, D,
A
Bb, G,
D, d
C, G,
D, A
G, D,
A
F, G,
A, D

A

10

D

1

Monday
Matins

C, G,
D, A

C

11

B flat

B flat

A
Deus misereatur
nostri
Laetentar coeli

B
8vv +
organ
8vv +
organ
8vv +
organ

C
2

D
2

E
Dialogue

F
D

G
Psalm 66: 2-4

2

1

Repetition

D

2

Repetition

D

Jubilate Deo

8vv +
organ

2

T
ut
ti
1

Psalm 95: 1113
Psalm 45: 2-4

Repetition

D

Psalm 99

Canite tuba

8vv +
organ
8vv +
organ
8vv +
organ

2

1

Repetition

I

2

1

Repetition

I

2

1

Repetition

D

8vv +
organ
12vv
+
organ

2

1

Dialogue

2

1

Repetition

Deus noster refugium

Factum est silentium
Omnes gentes

Tu gloria Jerusalem
Haec est beatissima

H
Sunday
Lauds
Friday
Matins
Tuesday
Matins

I
B flat
B flat

B flat

Christmas

Psalm 46: 1-5

St Mark/
Ascension

B flat

I

Conception of BVM

B flat

D

Conception of BVM

J
Bb, F,
G, D
F, C,
G
C, D,
A

K
G

L
2

F

6

A

1
0

Bb, F,
C, G,
D
F, G,
D, A
G, D

G

2

D

1

G

8

Bb, F,
C, G,
d
F, C,
G
G, D,
A

G

2

F

5

D

1

Note: For the occasions I follow Richard Charteris‟ critical notes in Bassano, Opera Omnia, vol. 2. Under Opening Texture (F), „I‟
indicates imitative texture, while „D‟ indicates declamatory texture.
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Giovanni Gabrieli, Symphoniae Sacrae (1615)
[A = Incipit, B = Number of Voices, C = Number of Choirs, D = Opening Choir, E = Opening Polychoral Texture, F = Opening
Texture, G = Source of Text, H = Possible Performing Occasion, I = Signature, J = Cadences, K = Final Pitch, L = Mode]
A
Exsultavit cor meum
in Domino

B
6vv

C D
1

Congratulamini mihi

6vv

Sancta et immaculata
virginitas

H
Wednesday
Lauds

I
B flat

1

G
Canticle
Samson 2: 110?
(D) Responsory

Annunciation/
Christmas Martins

B flat

7vv

1

D

BVM
Matins

B flat

O Jesu mi dulcissime

8vv

2

1

Dialogue

D

Christmas Sunday

B flat

Hodie completi sunt

8vv

2

1

Repetition

D

Pentecost Sunday

B flat

O quam suavis

8vv

2

2

Repetition

D

Corpus Christi

B flat

Deus in nomine tuo

8vv

1

(D) Psalm 53: 1-3

Sunday

Attendite popule meus 8vv

1

I

Thursday

Cantate Domino

2

8vv

1

E

Repetition (solo)

F
I

Responsory

Maginificart
Antiphon

Psalm 77: 1-3

(D) Psalm 95: 1-2
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Friday

B flat

J
F, C,
G, D,
A, Bb
G, D,
A, F,
Bb
G, D,
C, F,
Bb
G, D,
F, Bb
F, C,
G, D,
A
G, D,
A, F,
E, Bb
G, D,
A, C,
F, Bb
C, G,
D, A,
E
G, F,
Bb

K
F

L
6

G

2

G

2

G

2

F

6

G

2

C

12

C

12

G

2

A
Benedictus es
Dominus
Litaniae BVM

B
8vv

C D
2 T

E
Tutti – off setting

F
D

8vv

2

T

Tutti

D

Vox Domini super
aquas Jordanis

10vv

2

2

Dialogue

(I)

Jubilate Deo omnis
terra

10
parts

1

Surrexit Christus

11
parts

2

1

Exaudi Deus

12 vv

3

O gloriosa virgo

12vv

G
Responsory

H
SS Trinitatis Matins

I

Litany

Centonized

Nativity of St John the
Baptist

I

Ascension

B flat

Instrument
sinfonia

(I)

Easter

B flat

1

Repetition

D

Wednesday

B flat

3

1

Dialogue

D

BVM

Misericordia tua
12vv
Domine
Suscipe clementissime 12
Deus
parts

3

1

Dialogue

(D)

Thursday

2

2

Tutti (vocal +
instrumental
choirs)

D

Nativity of St John the
Baptist

Kyrie

5vv
8vv
12vv

1
2
3

Mass Ordinary

1
T

Repetition
Tutti

(D)
I
D

B flat
B flat
B flat

12vv

3

1

Repetition

I

Mass Ordinary

B flat

Sanctus-Benedictus

Psalm 54: 1-3
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J
D, A,
G, E
D, A,
G, E,
C, F
A, E,
D, G,
F
F, C,
G, D,
A
F, C,
G

K
D

L
2

D

2

A

10

F

6

F

6

F, Bb,
D, A
D, A,
F
A, E,
D, G
D, A,
G, C,
F
G, D,
Bb
G, D,
Bb
G, D,
Bb

F

6

D

1

A

3

D

2

G
G
G

2
2
2

G

2

A
Magnificat

B
12vv

C
3

D
3

E
Repetition

F
I

G

H
Vespers

I
B flat

Confitebor tibi
Domine

13vv

3

2

Dialogue

I

Psalm 9

Sunday

B flat

Quem vidistis
pastores

14
parts

2

T

Instrument
sinfonia

(D)

Antiphon

Christmas

B flat

In Ecclesiis

14
parts

3

1

Solo

(SD)

Magnificat

14vv

3

1

Repetition

D

Salvator noster hodie
dilectissimi natus est

15vv

3

1

Repetition

I

O quam gloriosa
hodie beata Maria
processit

16vv

4

T

Tutti

D

Exaudi me Domine

16vv

3

1

Dialogue

I

Third Sunday of July
(Commemoration of
Venice‟s recovery from
the plague of 15751577)
Vespers

Lectio Iv

Christmas
Matins
BVM
(Assumption)
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B flat

B flat

J
F, C,
Bb, G,
D, A
G, D,
C, F,
Bb
G, D,
C, A,
Bb
A, D,
B, G,
C

K
F

L
6

G

2

G

1

A

10

G, D,
C, F,
Bb
F, C,
G, D,
A, Bb
C, G,
F, D,
Bb, A,
E
D, A,
G, E,
F

G

2

F

6

C

12

D

1

A
Magnificat

B
17vv

C
4

D
T

E
Repetition

F
D

G

H
Vespers

I
B flat

Buccinate in
neomenia tuba

19vv

4

1

Repetition
piece

D

Centonization
( Pss 80, 97,
150)

Any Significant Feast

B flat

J
D, G,
C, F,
Bb
F, C,
G, D,
A

K
D

L
1
0

F

6

Notes: The list of possible performing occasions is based on the text and either its liturgical place or its connection to Venetian history.
The interpretation of the occasions is made with the reference to David Bryant‟s study: John A. Flower, “Giovanni Gabrieli‟s Sacrae
Symphoniae (1597)” (Ph.D., diss., University of Michigan, 1955), 43-48. and David Bryant, “Liturgy, Ceremonial and Sacred Music
in Venice at the Time of the Counter-Reformation,” 171-176. Under Opening Texture (F), „I‟ indicates imitative texture, while „D‟
indicates declamatory texture.
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Anthologies (Giovanni Gabrieli)
[A = Incipit, B = Number of Voices, C = Number of Choirs, D = Opening Choir, E = Opening Polychoral Texture, F = Opening
Texture, G = Source of Text, H = Possible Performing Occasion, I = Signature, J = Cadences, K = Final Pitch, L = Mode, M = Source]
A
Miserere mei
Deus
Domine Deus
meus
Ego rogabo
patrem
O Jesu Christe

B
4vv

C D
1

6vv

1

D/I

6vv

1

D

6vv

1

D

Timor et
tremor
Timor et
tremor
Audi Dominum
hymnun

6vv

1

I

6vv

1

I

7vv +
basis
generali
s
7vv

1

I

Responsory

1

I

Psalm 17

1

I

1

I

Diligam te
Domine
Hodie
7vv
complete sunt
Dues in nomine 8vv +
tuo
basso
continu
o

E

F
D

G
Psalm 50

H

I
B-flat

Ascension
B-flat
Passion of Our
Lord
Passion of Our
Lord
Post Pentecost
Martins
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B-flat

B-flat
Whit Sunday
Pentecost

Psalm 53

B-flat

J
Bb, F, C,
G, D, d,
F, C, G,
D, A
D, A

K

L
2

D

1

A

10

F, G, D,
A
F, C, G,
D, A, E
F, C, G,
D, A, E
C, G, D,
A, a

F

6

D

9

D

9

A

9

Bb, C, G,
D, d, a
F, C, G,
D, A, a
C, G, D,
A

G

2

G

8

C

12

M
D-B Mus MS
40028
RISM 16152,
no 10
RISM 15904,
no 59
RISM 16152,
no 8
RISM 16152,
no 12
D-B Mus MS
40028
RISM 16123,
no. 88
RISM 16002,
no. 47
RISM 16002,
no. 53
D-KI 20 Ms
Mus 53Z

A
Jubilate Deo

B
8vv

C D
1

Jubilate Deo

8vv +
basis
generali
s
8vv

1

2

Tutt Tutti
i

D

O Jesu mi
dulcissime
Dues Deus
meus, respice
in me
Hodie Christus
a mortuis

8vv

2

1

Dialogue

D

12vv

2

1

Dialogue

D

12vv +
with
continu
o

3

Trio

D

Surrexit
Christus
(Ascendit
Christus)

12 parts
or 16
parts

4

Sol
o
voi
ces
fro
m
eac
h
cho
ir
2

Gloria Patri et
Filio

E

F
I

G

H
Ascension

I

I

J
C, G, D,
A, e
F, C, G,
D, A, e

K
C

L
12

C

12

B-flat

C, G

G

2

D-B Mus MS
40028

B-flat

Bb, G, d

G

2

C, G, D,
A, B

G

7

D-B Mus MS
40028
RISM 16152,
no 51

C, G, D,
A

A

10

D-KI 20 Ms
Mus 51D

6

D-KI 20 Ms
Mus 51B

Ascension

Doxology (to
Miserere mei
Deus, 4vv)
Christmas
Psalm 21

Easter Sunday

Instruments I

Easter Sunday
(Ascension)
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B-flat

F, C, G, D F

M
D-B Mus MS
40028
RISM 16132,
no. 121

A
Exultet jam
angelica turba
Audi principes

B
14vv

C D
3 1

E
Dialogue

F
I

16vv

3

1

Dialogue

Exulted jam
angelica turba

17 parts
(4 parts
are
optional
)
18vv +
violon,
liuto,
basso
continu
o
20 parts
+ organ

4

1

Dialogue

Solo
–D
I

3

1

Dialogue

D

3

1+2

Instruments D

Hic est filius
Dei

Dulcis Jesu
patris imago
(sonata con
voce)

G

H
The lightning of
Easter candle
Christmas

I

J
K
C, G, D,
C
A
F, C, G, D F

L
12

The lightning of
Easter candle

C, G, D,
A

C

12

Easter Sunday

F, C, G,
D, A

D

1

D-KI 20 Ms
Mus 51A

Third Sunday of
July
(Commemorati
on of Venice‟s
recovery from
the plague

F, C, G,
D, A

G

8

D-KI 20 Ms
Mus 53O

B-flat

6

M
RISM 16152,
no 59
RISM 16152,
no 61
D-KI 20 Ms
Mus 57H

Notes: The list of possible performing occasions is based on the text and either its liturgical place or its connection to Venetian history.
The interpretation of the occasions is made with the reference to the preface in Giovanni Gabrieli, Opera Omnia, edited by Richard
Charteris, vol. 7 and 8 (Rome: American Institute of Musicology, 1996). Under Opening Texture (F), „I‟ indicates imitative texture,
while „D‟ indicates declamatory texture.
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